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Abstract 

ABSTRACT 

In mechanical engineering, rotating round and cylindrical components, such as 

power transmission shafts, screw drives, and shafts with variable cross-section are 

extremely common and find wide application. Despite good design for such 

components, surface fatigue cracks still frequently initiate at stress concentration 

locations, associated with changes in section, due to cyclic stresses to which the 

component is exposed in service, and this can lead to fracture and often catastrophic 

collapse. For such shafts and similar rotating components, which may exhibit fatigue 

crack development, a "fitness for purpose" methodology is required, to assess the 

safety performance of the component. The fracture mechanics disCipline most 

appropriately addresses this requirement, as it relates the strength of a structure 

(containing a defect) to the material's intrinsic fracture toughness, as well as to the 

crack size, (shape and location), and the effective stress in the vicinity of the flaw. The 

so-called stress intensity, K/ provides a relationship between the flaw size, a, and 

effective stress, 0: When this stress intensity, KJ. exceeds the local material 

toughness, K/c.( under linear elastic conditions) failure ensues. The relationship 

between the above parameters is linked by the geometry compliance factor, Y. 

The Y compliance functions have largely been developed theoretically, but very little 

experimental data is available. This is particularly the case for so called "crescent 

moon" and "thumbnail" shaped cracks in round bars, even though these shapes are 

frequently encountered in practice. Several authors have studied this question for 

semi elliptical cracks in round and cylindrical sections, as well as in rectangular 

bars, by using finite element methods and have produced meaningful computational 

results for semi-elliptical cracks, for tension, bending and even torsion. All these 

stress intensity factor studies were undertaken from a computational point of view, 

making various assumptions for constitutive equations and boundary conditions. The 

number of reported experimental studies on the fracture behaviour of semi elliptical, 

"thumbnail" or "crescent moon" shaped surface fatigue cracks, of variable aspect 

ratio, is, however, very limited. 
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This thesis attempts to address this shortcoming by generating experimental data for 

Y compliance at fracture, in bending as well as tension, which can be compared to the 

published literature on computational data for round bars. The Y compliance values 

were assessed for various aspect ratios (al2c) as well as relative depth (aid). The 

materials used were 7075-T6 and 2030-T3 aluminium alloys, which exhibit relatively 

high strength but with a comparatively low toughness, thus still tractable within the 

linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) regime. 

Fatigue cracks were developed in the shape of 'crescent moon' and 'thumbnail', 

shapes with different aspect ratios, crack depths and surface lengths, as well for a 

range of diameters from 12 to 2Omm. Crescent moon fatigue crack shapes were 

obtained by rotational fatigue of a specimen, which contained a substantial stress 

concentration around part of its circumference, at which the fatigue crack readily 

initiated. Since the stress concentration was achieved by prior specimen machining, 

it was possible to effectively pre-determine the subsequent crescent moon fatigue 

crack shape and aspect ratio. After fatigue pre-cracking to the requisite size and 

shape, the specimens were loaded to failure in either tension or bending, and the load 

recorded. 

This failure load and crack size, as well as the previously determined LEFM material 

fracture toughness, measured conventionally, facilitated determination of the critical 

Y compliance value at failure. 

There is a major concern about where on the crack front the fast failure initiates, as it 

is well known that there is a variation of stress intensity along the crack front. This is 

often greatest at the deepest point of the crack and less at the surface, but this does 

depend on relative aspect ratio and loading configuration (e.g. bending). In the 

present case the Y compliance values were determined from the load at failure, so the 

material and load conditions themselves had 'selected' the critical failure condition, 

so to speak, but this needs to be confirmed. 

The present study yields Y compliance values as a function of aspect ratio (al2c) and 

relative depth (a/d) for round bars in bending and tension, which are consistent with 

reported values for thumbnail cracking obtained by Carpinteri, and Fenner in the 
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range up to O.4a1d. Y compliance stress intensity values for crescent moon type 

cracking do not appear to have been reported previously. The computational and 

present experimental curves provide a 'concave-up' relationship for Y versus aid and 

al2c, and the Y compliance appears higher in tension than in bending. In addition the 

Y values for fixed aid, appear to increase as the flaw aspect ratio decreases (from 

thumbnail, through straight "chord" shapes to "crescent moon" shape). Through 

such improved and experimental Y compliance values, it is believed that a 

contribution can be made to the enhanced safety of round shafts exhibiting practically 

encountered fatigue cracking situations. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1. Introduction. 

1.1 Introduction to Fracture Mechanics 

The catastrophic possibilities of sudden fracture in tenns of financial loss, human 

life and even national prestige and security, have inspired many studies on fracture 

phenomena [1]. Many engineering designs employ the use of high strength, 

lightweight materials for the efficiency of the design. These structural materials are, 

however, prone to the development of cracks as a result of various stresses such as 

overloading, fatigue, corrosion-influenced fatigue, stress corrosion cracking (SCC) 

heat and wear. Propagation of such cracks may result in catastrophic failures of the 

engineering structures due to the complete fracture of the materials and components 

used. Presence of cracks can result in the fracture of materials below the material 

yield strength. 

Failures of structural components as a result of cyclic loading have also been a 

major design problem and have resulted in numerous investigations into the growth 

of cracks by fatigue. The present approach, which has gained increasing recognition 

over the past few years, assumes that all materials may contain flaws of some 

magnitude. 

These flaws exist due to 

i) the metallurgical defects (as inclusions or porosity) 

ii) microscopic crack like flaws (intrinsic or obtained during the 

operation) [2]. 

Fracture mechanics is the science that relates the strength of a structure containing a 

crack or cracks to the material's fracture toughness, and to the crack size, shape, 

location, sharpness, and the stress that would lead to propagation of the flaw [2]. It 

may be regarded as the study of why structures fail, and perhaps best represented by 

the 'Triangle of Integrity , as shown in Figure 1.1. 
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Including l'I'!'liduai and 
thenml stress". 

Figure 1.1: Triaugle of Integrity 

The fracture mechanics triangle of integrity approach can answer questions of 

,tructural integrity such as [2[: 

:.- What load is safe for a given crack length? 

.. What is the residual structure strength as a function of crack size? 

:;. How long might it take for a crack to grow from initial to critical size'! 

,. v.'hat size of pre-existing l1aw can be pennitled? And 

:;. How often a particular structure should be inspected? 

This discipline of Fracture Mechanics is well established and of great value in 

assessing ""Iitness for purpose" in engineering applications. This is no less true for 

round or cylindrical shalls which lind huge application in engineering. but which 

can still experience latigue cracking under rotation conditions. 

Round bars and cylindrical components have vatious types of application in 

mechanical design such as power transmissiOl1 shafts. bolts. screws, tubes etc. Such 

structural comflilnents are often subjected to cyclic stre~ses. which can cause 

damage and premature failure by fatigue crack growth, often with assorted crack 

shapes as shown in Figure 1.2. Most of the mechanical failures by tatigue processe~ 

ill rotor shafts have the crack origin on the surface and cracks grow with variou~ 
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Chapter 1: Introduetion 

shapes, incilHling semi-elliplicill shape (or "lhwl1hl1air') <IS well as longer slmllower 

crack shapes, ralh".,-like il "crcscenllTXKl!l'·. 

Thcsc problems are frequently encountered in electric power plants. propeller shafts 

of screv-- driven ships or any other rotating load-transmission devices where systems 

lUn with a general nomlllill sleady torsion combined wilh cycllc hending stress due 

to self-weight bending during roilllion, or possihle misillignmenl between journal 

bearings [31· 

Figure 1.2: Failures of round compnnenls "ilh fnrmlllioD of fntigue enid" of 

variou< shapes !-I1. 

To assess the "ntness for purpose" of such cracked round shafts. and also in au 

attempt to lead to a b'l"eater unden;tanding of their degrwlati'ffi. fracture mechanics 

methodologies may be employed. Wi(b reliable stress analysis. combined with 

appropriate and regular NOT inspcrtion sudden catastrophic failure can largely be 

eliminated or minimised. Ohtaining dilta in this manner allows fraclme mechanics' 

specialists to prcdiel when the sudden catastrophic failures are going to occur and in 

doing so can prevent these failurcs Ii-om occuITmg. 
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For the cases of linear elastic fraCtlm: mechanics, LEFM, the rela!ionshlp with the 

triangle of integrity is based upon this equation 

K = Yu';;; 1.1 

\\'here K is the stress intc:nsity factor (MPaJlli) 

Yis the geometry compliance factor 

u is the total effective stress 

a is the relevant fl!ffi' size. 

The stress intensity factor is a scaling factor used to dcs.:;ribe the imcnsity of applied 

stress at the tip of a crack of known size and shape:. At the onset of rapid crack 

propagation in any structure containing a crack, the factor is called critical stress 

intensity factor or the fracture toughness for that p3rlicular material. 

If the stress intensity factor K. is equal, or greater than the critical fracture 

toughness KI(' of the material, fracture is likely to occur. The so-called Y 

compliance factor, as shown in the equation 1.1, is linked by the fi:-acture of 

toughness KTC, the stress u, and the flaw size, a. The intensity factor can be non

dimensionalised to determine the Y compliance function as shown by the eqnation 

1.2, 

L2 

The Y compliance flUle'lion., m this equation, have hU'gcly been developed 

theoretically and computationally, but relatively lillIe experimental data is available 

[5[. This is particularly the case for so called "crescent moon" and "thumbnail" 

shaped cracks in rouad bars, even though these shapes are frequently encountered 
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in practice. Several autlKltll havc studied this question for semi elliptical cracks in 

TOlll1d and cylindrical sections, as well as in rectangular bars. Using iinite element 

methods, Newman and Raju [6[, CaqJinteri [7[, Ng and Fermer [8[, have produced 

meaningful computational results for semi-elliptical cracks, for both tension and 

bending. Da Fonte and De Freitas [3[ have similarly reponed stress intensity facton; 

for semi elliptical cracks in rotmd bars under bending and torsion. Daoud and 

Cartwright [9[ have considered straight cracks under tension and bending, and this 

has been extended by Etjian Si [10[, to include both straight front and semi 

elliptical cracks. AU these stress intensity furtor studies were undertaken from a 

computational point of view, making various asswnptions for constitutivc equations 

and boundary conditions, The number of reponed experimenta l studies on the 

fracture behaviour of semi elliptical, "thumbnail" or "crescent moon" shaped 

sw-face cracks, ol'variable aspect ratio, is, however, somewhat limited [5,11 [. 

These computational solutions are dependent upon various assumptions o l' loading, 

boundary conditions and limitations oftbe experimental approach, The majority of 

computational work focuses on the determination of the relationship of Y vis the 

crack aspect ratio (aI2c), and Y vl~ (a/d), where" is the crack: length, the term 2c 

refers to the circumferential length oftbe crack and d the diameter of the specimen 

as shown in Figure 1.3. 

,b, 
Figure 1.3: (a) Thumbnail shape or almond shape cracks 

(b) Crescent moon shape cracks 
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In vin" or this ilpparent paucity of experimental data on strcss intcnSlties for 

thumbnail and crescent moon shaped cracks, in patticular in round bar" the present 

study wus focllssed specifically in this area. Experiments Were condl1cted in 

particl1lar on "crescentm()()n" shoped crocks_ SUl'foce fatigue cracb Were j(lTced to 

develop at speciJic pmnts on rouml specimens of three different diameter, (14m111, 

17mm and 2Omm) by creating a sire" concentration effect The "pccimens were 

EttigLled throl1gh rotiltional bending conditions, and then loaded to failure in ten,ion 

Or bcniling. The data w,,, then used to gcnerate Y compliance vall1es for a range of 

crack shapcs and a"Pcct ratio, 

1.2 Aim o('the Pro;ecf 

lhe ~im of the project was to develop quantitative estimates of the Y comphancc 

function for various aspect ratio fatigue crack< u,ing the following mcthology_ The 

materials chosen for the project were .11.17075 T6 and A12030 T3 which were orhigh 

'trcngth and 10\'1 toughne,s. The approach or the proj ect WilS IIr,tly to determine the 

fracture toughne,s of these materials. Sub,cquently a variety or ratigue cracks of 

dillCrent circwnferentiallcngths and dcpth, \verc crcatcd in rOlmd bar specimens of 

diffcrent iliamcters. This led to a range or crack shapcs from long , hililow cracks 

known as 'crescent-moon' through to shOltcr, decper "thumbnilil" t:rpc crack shapes 

as shown in Figure 1.4. 

Figure 1.4: Thumbnail cnlck shapes and Crescenl moon cnlck shapes. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Once the cracks were generated in the specimens they were loaded to failure either 

in bending or in tension. The Y -compliance was determined from the failure loads, 

known fracture toughness and measured crack depth a of respective specimens. In 

the experiment, the thumbnail specimens were broken in bending and the crescent 

moon specimens of different sizes were broken in tension as earlier tests in this 

laboratory have already partially considered crescent moon cracks in bending. The 

relationship between the normalised V-compliance and the aspect ratios aid and 

al2c was investigated and compared to the available published data in the literature. 

1.3 Scope and Limitations 

Specimens were tested both in bending and tension. The sizes of the crescent moon 

specimens were designed according to the limitation of the rotational bending 

machine used. As for the thumbnail specimens, only relatively few were tested due 

to material limitations and time constraints and because the emphasis was on the 

crescent moon specimens. 

1.4 Plan and Development 

The thesis is structured into various sections. The first section covers the literature 

review relevant to this field. In particular discussion was on work covered mostly 

by different fracture mechanics specialists on round bars, and also some research 

done on fracture toughness and size effect. 

The next section consists of the experimental methods and techniques of approach 

to perform particular experiments of this study, including fatigue testing of various 

shapes. 

The thesis then presents the results obtained from the experiments, which were 

analysed and compared to the computational data from the literature and forms part 
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of the Discussion chapter. From these, conclusions and recommendations were 

made. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

2. Literature Review. 

2.1 Introduction 

Many numerical analyses, theoretical studies and experimental investigations have 

been conducted to obtain stress intensity factors (SIFs) for three dimensional (3D) 

cracked round and cylindrical bodies. Empirical expressions and explicit solutions 

have also been obtained for surface and comer cracks on smooth strips or straight 

round bars at circular holes in fInite thickness plates [12-15]. This chapter considers 

research which has been undertaken, mostly computationally, by many fracture 

mechanics specialists, focussing on semi-elliptical cracks in round bars. It also 

provides a short review of the size effect on fracture toughness. 

2.2 Computational Approach to the Problem of Stress Intensity 

Factors 

There have been several studies to investigate stress intensity factors for semi 

elliptical cracks in both rectangular bars and round bars. The usual approach of the 

problem is computational, and experimental studies are limited [5, 11]. Numerical 

solutions such as fInite element methods are being applied by using three

dimensional analysis techniques. 

A short review of the authors who have undertaken successful researches in the 

fracture mechanics fIeld for rectangular section on the stress intensity factors for 

semi elliptical crack are discussed. 

Smith et al [16,17, 18] reported an increase in stress intensity at the junction of a 

semi elliptical crack with a free surface, as compared to the deepest part of a crack. 

Rice and Levy [19], Nisantani and Murakami [20], and Pickard [21] also 

successfully addressed the stress intensity problem, to semi circular cracks, from a 
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[mite element point of view. Newman and Raju [6] and Newman [22] compared a 

range of solutions for the semi-elliptical surface cracks in plates under tension and 

bending and found that there was reasonably good agreement for shallow cracks but 

significant deviations for deep cracks (relative to the plate thickness). However, the 

accuracy of these methods varies significantly and appears to depend on the 

techniques used. The interpretation used by Newman and Raju [6] has been 

critically evaluated by Hosseini & Mahmoud [23] which were compared to the 

Society for Experimental Stress Analysis (SESA) recommendations (McGowan 

[24]), as wen as crack shapes grown by fatigue and found to be generally 

acceptable. 

Carpinteri [25, 26] used a model employing finite strips arranged in series and 

parallel to address the question of semi-elliptical surface cracks in plates, in tension 

and bending, where he obtained normalised stress intensity factor functions for a 

full range of aspect ratios and relative crack depth which were practical to use. 

More recently Tait, Herbert and Hom [5] and McKenar, Tait and Douglas [11], at 

the University of Cape Town, provided some experimental stress intensity results 

which were consistent with their own computational results, as well as those of 

Carpinteri [25, 26] for thumbnail fatigue cracks for rectangular bars. 

As for surface cracks in round bars, Raju and Newman [6], Athanassiadis et al [27], 

Nezu, Machida and Nakamura [28], Forman and Shivakumar [29], Daoud and 

Cartwright [9] approached the problem by also using a three dimensional [mite 

element analysis. 

Ng and Fenner [8] used an extrapolation method applied to the crack face 

displacement, for semi-elliptical cracks in round bars under tension and bending, 

taking account of the plane strain (internal) and plane stress (surface) conditions. 

His results were obtained from a three dimensional finite element analysis of the 

variation of the stress intensity factor KI along the front of an edge crack in a 

circular bar having a length to diameter ratio of 3. 
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Cracks of various deplh, ami with df-k,r strai~ht or circular-arc (runts w~r~ 

modelled for lhe bar subjecled to eith~r t~nsion or be nding: shown in Fig:ur~ 2.1 (a) 

and (b). 

,. 

o1'-f--------------------------J---

(a) (h, 

Figure 2.1: Edge crack in circular bar [81: (a) Stuight crack front, and 

(ll) Circular_arc crack frolll 

The circular arc radius R w~s ~sSlJmed to be equ~l to (0.060 + a) with a crack 

c~ntre of curvature at a distalXe ofO.56D from the b~r surJac~. Lay~,", of 20 node 

i,opararndric brick eI~rn~nts wer~ used as shown in figure 2.2 wh~re the 

thicknesses of succ~ssi\'e layers were reduL'Cd loward, th~ crack plane \virh an 

arithmetic progression ratio of 0.5. Side nodes adjacent to the crack front \vere 

shifted to qtmter-point position, to induce the required .,f;. variation in th~ 

displac~m~nt functions for the crack front elements (wh~re r is the distance from the 

front crack). To be abl~ to gen~rat.o. the meshes efficienlly, an illl~ractiw mesh 

generation program was developed. 

The mesh used (or curwd-(ront~d cracks comprises 320 element, and l6R7 nlxles 

and for stmight fronted cracks Were 450 and 2319 nodes. ror the curved li"O<11 

cracb aiD ratio in the range of 0 1 to 0.594 and 0.175 10 0.6 w~r~ analysed for 
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tension and bending respectively. The finite element method was also used to 

calculate the variation of the stress intensity factor along the straight crack fronts in 

grooved and ungrooved shafts and cracks with semi-circular fronts for both tension 

and bending 130, 31]. Figure 2.2 shows the finite element meshed shaft used by Ng 

and Fenner [8] for the curved fronted cracks. 

Figure 2.2: Finite element meshes for bar with curved fronted crack LID==3, [8]. 

Ng and Fenner used a compliance Factor K'"\ as calculated by the formula 

K .. - Kl 
1-,-

U-v 1lll 
2.1 

Where K\ is the fracture toughness of the material. (J' is the effective stress for 

either tensile or bending and a is the crack depth. 

The results for the stress intensity factors for both tension and bending, shown in 

Table 2.1 and Figures 2.3 and 2.4, indicate how the compliance factor varies with 

the relative depth aID for both in tension and bending for angular position, t/J ::::: 0 . 
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aid ~ Tensile K1"Bendlng 

0.175 0.730 0.590 

0.240 0.770 0.560 

0.305 0.870 0.540 

0.370 0.980 0.550 

0.435 1.12 0.560 

0.500 1.34 0.600 

0.600 1.91 0.740 

Table 2.1: Results of aID vs. K/· ,[8]. 
~M~ ______________________________ ___ 

Figure 2.3: Graph of stress intensity factor ~*teIl81Ie vs. aID at the centre of a 

curved cracked front, [8]. 
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0.75,.....----------------__ 

0.10 

0.1 

0.5 

0.8 

Figure 2.4: Graph of stress intensity factor K.* bending VS. aID at the centre of a 

curved cracked front, [8]. 

They found a maximum in the stress intensity factor at the centre of a straight crack 

front, but, when the crack was curved, the centre region has a minimum stress 

intensity factor for both tension and bending loading. The form of variation as a 

function of relative depth, however, was different for the tension and bending cases. 
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2.3 A Proposed Normalised Stress Intensity Factor Curve 

Erjian Si [10] analyses results obtained from other authors [9, 27-29, 31-35]. Based 

on the analysed and comparison of those results, a normalized stress intensity factor 

as a function of crack depth was proposed. 

The comparison of various results from the literature was difficult due to different 

definitions and measurements of crack shapes used by other authors as shown in 

Table 2.2. 

Nta or priI.rM ~oral*"'w A ..... alCkfNm Tilt 
auUtor ·madIocl mo""'_ ~ 

'ormu ApproIi ........ C'~uc: 
cnc:t tmm J. No 
c.y1Mu~ 

1..0 film .. tilmeat StmMmptical 
c:raet bt.l No 
~lUrrac. 

No AthlDa.die JilOW'lI:lur lntqrll ... UOll 5em1-eiUpdca1 
CUpiN w~ Ivtfll' ~ Stnisbt .... 

tlUpriCli No 
Daoud Straill -rv re" n.tI CirwJlr..uc; Y. 

stnilbt 
\I. Salah )"D 'initt .... 1'1, C"amaI.u'; 

atniP' 
Hem f"'mi ...... On:t.Ur VIJ 
lull SUaip& Vu 

M~ ~ No 
PIMa) 

Table 2.2: List showing Si's review of authors and their assumption of crack 

front shape, [10]. 

The stress intensity factor was expressed as 

KT = (f'T~F (Tension) 2.2 

K B = (f' B ~F (Bending) where, 2.3 
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2 
m.lOrm tenslon 

(]' B = 32~ (Pure bending) 
mi 

Chapter 2: Literature Review 

2.4 

2.5 

F is the dimensionless configuration factor (which is also known as the stress 

intensity factor), (]' T and (]' B which are the respective stresses for the tension and 

bending respectively. 

Figure 2.6: Crack configurations and definitions of crack parameters, [10]. 

Si [10] reviewed the literature pertaining to variable crack shapes in round bars and 

presents a synthesised and normalised stress intensity factor as a function of relative 

crack depth. The proposed solution for F- factors was obtained by combining 

selected solutions from Daoud and Cartwrigth [9], Caspers and Mattheck [32], 

Forman and Shivakumar [29], Athanassiadis et al. [27], Salah and Lovegrove [31] 

and Bush [35] for curved and straight fronted cracks and combining them together 

in the transition region. 
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Figure 2.7 (a) & (b): Stress intensity F- factors at the centre of curved fronted 

edge cracks in round bars under tension as summaries by Si, [10]. 

Figure 2.7 illustrates the graphs from which his proposed solution was based. In 

Figure 2.7 (b), families of curves were obtained from specimens having similar 

aspect ratios of alc or als which vary with different values of the relative 

depth, aid and F the compliance factor. As the alc value increases, the value of F 

factors decreases. 

Si assumed that crack growth behaviour was fonned as shown in Figure 2.8. 

Figure 2.8: Assumed Crack behaviour, (10). 
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Si assmned that short cracks have curved fronts initially but gradually the cracks 

grow such that the front becomes straight by mid-thickness. The assmned crack 

configuration in Figure 2.8 was described as: 

Curved fronted crack (als::::: 0.78), for a<R. 

! In transition 

Straight fronted crack (als -+ 0.64), for a-+R. 

• Comparing Results in Bending and Tension (Round Bar vs. Plates). 

The proposed data points for the compliance factors FT (in tension) and Fa (in 

bending) with respect to the relative depth ratio aid is shown in Table 2.3. 

I.ouiIid .. filii 
T ...... ...... TfIIIIIIIIioD ...... 

./~ I, " 'TIF, I/W F, " 'TIF, 
0 0.'4 0.14 1.0 0 U2 1.12 1.0 
0.1 0.7$ US I.IS 0 .• I.l U4 U!4 
0.2 U2 0.6. 1.$1 G.2 1.3'75 U.s I.JI 
OJ ... 1 0.'107 1.61 0.3 t.f7 1.12 I.". 
OA US o.t .-'5 0.. loll l.2' 1.60 
o.S .1.25 1.1$ 2.11 Cu 2.12$ 1.49 UM 
0.6 3.8. U 2.46 0.6 :US U 2.132 

Table 2.3: Proposed results for the comparison of the F- factors for curved 

front cracks, [10]. 

FT values show much higher values than Fa values as aid increases. Figure 2.9 and 

2.10 illustrate the proposed results of the F-factors at the center of curved and 

straight fronted edge cracks in round bars under tension and bending respectively. 

The proposed results of the compliance factor for the round bars were also 

compared to that of a proposed solution of a rectangular plate as shown in Figure 

2.11. It was interesting to note that results obtained in plate were much higher than 

that obtained for the round bar. 
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Figure 2.9: F compliance vs. aid (in tension), [10]. 
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Figure 2.10: F compliance VI. aid (In bending), [10]. 
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Figure 2.11: Round bar was compared to rectangular bar, [10]. 

Figure 2.12 shows the comparison of the proposed F-factors between the rOWld bar 

solution and plate solution respectively. The intensity solution for both types indicates 

a similar tendency (as a function of crack length) in that stress intensity factors in 

rectangular plate are generally higher than that of roWld bars. 
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Figure 2.12: F compliance vs. aid (in bending and tension), [10]. 
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The range of interest for the aspect ratio a/2c interest was between 0.6 and 1.0 for 

aid ~ 0.5. The F factor is always higher for tension than for bending. The variation 

in stress intensity in both depth a and the surface length 2c of the crack was 

different. 

From his results he pointed out that the intensity factor was always a maximum at 

the centre point A than the surface point B in Figure 2.6. Some of the authors 

[27,32,33] have pointed out that als tends to 1.0 for curved fronted cracks, the 

maximum SIF is at the surface i.e. at point B and as for straight fronted cracks as 

als tends to 0.6, the maximum SIF is at the centre i.e. point A. 

2.4 The Stress Intensity Factor with Semi Elliptical Aspect Ratio 

Carpinteri [7,25] has also made use of a three-dimensional finite element analysis 

for both straight fronted cracks and curved fronted cracks in round bars but using 

semi minor a and semi major axis b of an ellipse to characterise the crack as shown 

in Figure 2.13. Both of these types of cracks show a three dimensional nature [8,9, 

31, 36-44]. He investigated the influence of the crack with aspect ratio alb on the 

stress intensity factor for the elliptical-arc surface cracks in round bars, which had 

not previously been extensively investigated [27,33,34,45,46]. 

He assumes that an elliptical-arc surface could be used to characterise the crack. 

This was located in the centre-line cross section of a round bar with a diameter D 

and length 21. The loading was either a tensile force F acting perpendicularly to the 

crack plane, or a bending moment M about an axis perpendicular to the crack depth 

a, so that the flaw was in the tension side of the bar, as shown in Figure 2.13. The 

relative crack depth r; = a / D ranged from 0.1 to 0.6, while the flaw aspect ratio alb 

varied from 0.0 (straight crack front) to1.0 (circular-arc crack front). The generic 

point P along the crack front is identified by the normalised coordinate t; / h . 
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(b) l£lIiptical-an" $11 rface rrar k configuration, [71. 

'I he llWliruum 8tres~ intellsity [;,clor i s re~cl!cd in corrcspollllcllcC 10 Ih~ deepest 

I-IOUlt on the crad;: fro nt for alb-O an<.l rot arb-I il is allaJnoo lJ"'" the u:temaJ 

Sllrf~ce. lienee the Slr .... ght fronT cloI(ll:s lends 10 become clIned .. here Ihe flaw 

~CI .ano 3.'h mncascs wh" e for :0 circular frotll tends to nallen that i~ a.'b 

d~Te:J.s~ 

1,4./ ('arJlillleri'.~ &res,\ lnfen.til)' Ctl/cu/Qtions 

20 node isoparamelric dements were uo;cd by Carpintcri !O octcmunc lh ~ ~lre.~ 

intensity factor. The dimensionless S\.rCSS mlen", ly rador K' '" arid K Ir were 

calculalcd. 

K- 1M for Ihe bending load 

K . JI' - for Ihe trnsioo lolld 

(1" ,.(Im)' 
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e" 

rEI 1 T 

, 
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- ·1 

(.) (b) 

I"igure 2.13: (a) Cylindrical shaped ~tructura[ component with straight front 

crack and curved fronted cracks. 

(b) Elliptical_an: surface crack configuration, [7]. 

The maximum stress intensity faclor is reached in correspondence to (he deepest 

point on the crack front for alb=O and for a/b=] it is attained near the cxternal 

surface. Hence the straight front cracks tends to ~ome curved where the flaw 

aspect ratio alb increases while for a circular front tends to flatten that is alb 

decreases. 

2.4.1 Carpinteri's Stress Intensity CalculatiONS 

20 node isoparametric elements were used by Carpinteri to determine the stress 

intensity factor. The dimensionless stress intensity factor K- 1M and K-'F were 

calculated. 

K- [M- for the bending load 

K-'f - for the tension load 

2.6 
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2.7 

\\'here <T M and <T,. are the stresses for bending and ten"ion respectively. 

2.8 

2.9 

, 

Figure 2.14: Finite clement mesh for a round bar with an elliptical-arc surrace 

crack [7]. 

Due to the cylindrical shape only one quarter of the bar was analysed as shown in 

Figllre 2.14. The symmetry conditions have to be pre!icribcd on the portions of the 

boundary deflncd by the two syrrunctry plane~. A total of 210 finite element" and 

1175 nodes were used in his model, 5hown in FiguTe 2.14. The ratio hetween 

quarter-point element size perpendiClilar to the crack front and maximwu flaw 

depth a waS assumed to he equal to 0.05/0.15 for the different value" of~. The bar 

was considered to have a diameter of 50mm and a length of 200mm with clastic 

modulus of 2!X:ikl\'mm' and a Poi~son ratio of 0.3. 
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2.4.2 Test Resuf~' Obtaindfor u/b Ffaw Aspect Hatio.~ 

Cmpinleri's lheoretical results for SIF fo.- ,'ariolls alb aspect ratios are shown in 

Table, 2.4 and 2.5 for tension and bending. The range of alb is from 0 10 I which 

shows a transition from straight- frooled cracks to thumbnail shape cHIcks. 

~""/D 

." Poi •• •. , •. , •. , •• •. , •. , 
•• A LOS '.D ,~ ,~ 2.10 Ht , on .~ Ll' ,~ 2.3; ),3S ., A .~ ,.~ 1.~8 '" 2.6S '.M , .n .~ !.I& ,." '" 

,,. 
OA A 0.95 U, ,.~ ,n ,~ H. , •. n Ml 1.11 j,j3 2.31 3.33 ., A 0.91 !.to LJ2 '.M ,.~ ,~ , •. n e.gl U1 U1 2.31 ),)2 .. , A 0.81 , .. 1.25 ,~ 2.1. '.00 , ,n 0.91 !.l1 U6 ,.U 3.JO •. , A .n 0.93 '" l.J0 1.75 2.3. , •. n .~ 1.13 ... , 2.12 'm ,. A 0.71 •• 0.93 ,,,. I.H 1.67 , 0.71 .... l.a; ,.~ 1.84 '" 

Table 2.4: Dimensionless stress intensity factor for different ~ and alb valnes 

for the case of tensile loading, 171. 

~~.ID 

~ib 
Poi.t •. , ., •. , ••• .., ., 

•• A .... 0-81 0.19 0,96 I.l~ 1..' , 0.63 0,61 MS 0.7$ '" '" •. , A O.ll MS 0.S1 .~ 1.16 U9 , •• 0,61 '.M 0.76 0!f7 1.26 •• A 0.1. '" ,. O.~l , .• ,." , O.oJ •. " 0.11 •• 1,03 Ul ., A 0.1~ 0.16 0.18 0,13 1.61 ,~ , ." ." ,n 0,83 I.O~ ,~ 

•• A 0.11 0.72 O.1J 0.18 Ml l.J~ , H'l HI •. n O,S6 ,." Ul 

•• A '" •. " '.Q 0,02 0.74 ... , ." •. n 0,7] O,M , .. 1.21 , .• A 0.58 O.,~ •. " .." 0.12 •. " , •• '.M 0,1. o.n '.0 l.l. 

Table 2.5: Dimensionless stress intensity factor for dillerent ; and alb values 

for the case of bending loading, [7]. 
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Considering the case for tension loading, Figure 2.15 displays the dimensionless 

stress-mtensity filctor at the deepest point A (willi continuolls lines in Figllre 2.15) 

and ncar point B (in dashed curves) against relative crack depth for dilTerent Ilaw 

aspect ratios IIIb, in tension. It was noted that for alb > 0.4, the two curves related to 

t; I h = 1.0 and t; I h == 0.0 intersect in a point, the abscissa of which defines the 

critical value ~c~ /Or different:'L'b. Il was found that K-IF is maximrun at the point A 

for ~ ,., ~R and ncar point B for ~ ~ !;cR. It can be scen from the graph that the 

intersection point, that is :;CR, decreases as the value alb increases, The maximum 

stress intensity factor was attained at point A where the parameter alb and ~ tend to 

increase. When alb reached a value for which the stress intensity is attained ncar 

point B, alb tends to decrease in the following stages until the stress intensity factor 

shows the maximum at point A again [7[. 

For the case ofbcnding. the trends of theses curves were similar to those described 

for the tension loading as shown in Figure 2,16. The value of the stress intensity 

K-TM at point A is greater than that ncar point B for E, < E,c"" WIth ~R decreasing as 

:'L'b increases. 

I <a{!:: ___ I 

==-~ 
~-------=------,...=_ oa"," '"'" ---- .. 

.-
00 

•• 

•.. 

Figure 2.15: Dimensionless stres~ intensity K-w (tension at point A (t; / h = 1.0) 

and near point B (t; / h;;; 0.0) again~t~, for different alb, [7]. 
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I,,.{L·-I 0.0 __ ._ oI' 
u •• 
1.0 -----•• ----------

~ ••• "1 ------••• --------
,- ' .' 

\ "I 
_ .... 

•• --------• • / •• • "1 • : ••• ------='" 
• • -••• ", "1 --,;:::::;----o. •• 

--"1 -- ,. .---- -, .. ... ----
1.01. ------- ,. , ---------•• t : -
" " .. .. 

II!UTlVE CR~CK D~!On<. ~ •• ,0 

Figure 2.16: Dimensionless str~ss int~nsity ~l!lt (tension at point A (.; I h = 1.0) 

and ncar point B (.; I h ;;: 0.0) against 1;. for diffeR-ol alb, [71. 

It was seen in wth Figure 2.15 and 2.16, that the described crack growth stabilises 

for alb equal to a value bet\vee1l 0.5 and 0.6 for 0.5<a/d<0.6 under tension and alb 

equal to a value bet\vee1l OA alld 0.5 for 0.5<a/d<0.6 under beooing respectively. 

Carpinteri [71 pointed Old that Caspers Cl al. 132,471 have shown similar trends and 

indicated that the aspect ratio of an illitially circular-arc tends to approach 0.78 ill 

tensiOll and 0.71 in bending. However, they did not specify at what relative depth, 
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aid that occlIITed. Analogously, Athanassiadis e/ al. 127] have predicted stabilisation 

of crack front shape at the value ofalb -0.78 for both tension and bending loading. 

Fonnan and Shivakumar [29] proposed an equation for both straight fronted cracks 

and curved fronted cracks and found that alb", 0.63 at alb =0.5 for both bending and 

tension. 

Carpinteri compared his results with available data from other authors [27, 34, 45, 

and 46] and his results were found to be consistent for both tension and bending 

with values within about 10-15% of those from others as shown in Figure 2.17. 

, .• 

1>1.':. 1.0 

••• 

~nt 8, 

... 'h.n .... I.dl • .t .1. {: !~)) 
SM.tod 01 01. {o (F) o 1M) 
'ro • ..,' OjUdy ____ _ 

Point'" , 

... ,~.., ... lodJ.s .t aI. { ~ !~) 
Shlro,o'l ., 01 {. (F) 

• • (101) 

••• L ____ "-____ "-____ '-~':·: .. ~"·~·~"~·':c::::;:: 
•• ••• " 

•. , . " ••• 
Ranl"'~ CR ... CK DI!PTtl, : •• r 0 

Figure 2.17: Dimensionless stres~ inten~ity facton; for K-IF and K-IM at point A 

and B for an elliptical- arc surface crack with alb =0.6, [7]. 
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1.5 SIFs lor Semi-elliptical Surlace cracks In Round Bar.~ under 

Bending and Tor.~ion 

The discussion of reported data has considered Cracks in round ban subj"".( to 

tensile and bending stress. D<I ronte and Dc Freitas [3J have extended lhis lo 

includ~ lor"on a, well a, bendillg. They pres.,,-,Ied sir"", inlen,ily faclors fOT senll

elhplical cracks in rollnd bars subjecl.d 10 bClldlng and IOroion llIing a lh,-"" 

dimensional fln;le dell1~nl model. SIF solutions li)r a wide rang~ or geomctri e' 

lmder Mode I loading are reponed in literature bul Mode III tol1lional loading 01" 

shans wilh cracks solution are less common, due to difficulties in obtaining 

accurale analytical or nnmerical >Glution:;, 

Th~ aml oj" their research was to obtain :;trcss intensity factO£:l (K" KJ[ ami K"l) lor 

,em; elliplical cracks in round bars. Figure 2.1S shows the elliptical profile 01" a 

I}l,ical crack front. The elliptical cr<lck fWIll was as,Ulned to present a constant 

crack l~ngth/crack depth ratio a, expcriment.lly obtained in previoll, srudws [48, 

49J <Iud illm;1Tated by eqlmtion 1.1 O. 'rhe geometric parame\tT.; for eighl dlip,;e, are 

presented in Table 2,6 <lnd the semi-minor <lxis of th~ d]ip'e II. is c<licu]med 

according to equalion 2.11. 

Figu re 2.18: Geomelry of semi-elliptical surface crack, [31. 
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O;t I'onle Il] lhn:c.jjimcnsional :malysls was earned 0 \11 b~ usmg 20-no..l<: 

lsopammctric S<llid ckm~ms" The suess ~uarc-roo( smgulanty IS loo<klled h~' 

shifting lhe finite eknx:llt mid-side nodes near the crack trollt tG quar1C1" poinl 

]Xlsilion ]50. 51]. TI"" ela'll~ In<ld\llus was a."oned 10 lJ., 2071)((1 ~IPa and 

POIsson's ratio of 0.3. TIle fllliw clement =h consists oi" 3168 clL'T1-..:nls and alle ... 1 

151)1)(1 nodes depending on the type of ellipse which was being analysed. FIgure 

2.1 9 iIl us.lratcs !he Ilnite clement mo>Jcl. 1be ~ooe usaIto de;elop the r.oltll;Q11 "'3S 
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Figure 2.19: Finite element model: (a) Cross-section wirh eight semi-elliptical 

cracks, (b) Three-dimensional view round bar 13]. 

In order (0 be sure of the results obtained, Manuel da Foute [3J performed a series 

of nwnerical tests subjecting the cracked geometry to pure bending. Several 

solutions are available in Raju and Newman [331, Shiratmi ct at. [45], Murakami 

1341 and Carpinlen 17,52-541, where the SIFs were obtamed by different techniques 

(finite element, body forces) and diJTerenl parameters to define the crack j,'llOmetry 

either by the crack depth b Or half-crack length s. The arc crack length (28), the 

parameter experimentally determined in fatigue crack growth tests 148,49, 551 used 

by Shiralori [451 and Murakami [34] was chosen to compare results obtained by Da 

Fonte. Hence the Mode I stress intensity factor K] for any point along the surface 

crack front was obtained from the equation 2.12. 

2.12 

Where Bs is the remote applied bending stress, s is !he arc crack half-length and F, 

is the boundary correction factor or the dimcnsionless Stress Intcnsity Factor for 

Mode L This is itself a flllction of the elliptical crack shape· (bla) flaw aspect ratio. 
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relative crack depth (b/r) and position along the crack front, which is defined by the 

parametric angle tjJ as shown in Figure 2.18. 

2.5.2 Calculating Mode II and III by Da Fonte [3} 

Da Fonte and De Freitas [3] also assumed that the crack always maintains an 

elliptical shape, and defined the point on the crack front at the deepest crack, A and 

the points where the crack intersect the external surface of the round bar B,C as 

being the most important. When analysing a crack in 3D geometry, problems 

frequently occur at free boundaries [56].Theoretically [57-59], from fracture energy 

considerations, the singularity power at the border (points B and C of the crack 

front) depends on the material Poisson ratio v and on the intersection angle p 
between crack front and external surface. Manuel da Fonte used p= 870 which he 

assumed constant for each ellipse. 

For Mode I loading [54, 57-59], with a Poisson ratio of 0.3, a singularity of 112 is 

obtained for p= 100.40 and for Mode II and III loading p= 67°. Hence the method 

of using quarter point finite element (square root singularity) does not produce 

reliable results in the boundary layer at points B and C. Since this effect is confined 

by a small zone [54, 60]. the nearest nodes in the mesh at points B and C were used 

to obtain the results for Kb Kn and KIll. 

The stress intensity factors Kn and KIll were presented by the same geometric 

parameters used for Mode I as shown by equations 2.13 and 2.14. 

KII = FII(;' ! ,tjJ )Ts~ 

Kill = Fm(;. !.tjJ )Ts~ 

2.13 

2.14 
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Where Ts is the remote applied torsional stress in the round bar and F/I and FIll are 

the boundary correction factors for Mode II and Mode III, respectively. 

2.5.3 Da Fontes' Results Compared to Available Literature 

.. Bending Case 

Da Fonte's results as represented below were compared to authors as shown in 

Table 2.7. For the shorter crack depths, the relative difference obtained is between 

2% and 5% with respect to the mean value of literature and for the larger cracks 

depths, the difference is between 12% and 15% which he regarded as reasonable. 

~ poilU pMIIIt SIIftturi (3) NmrIaa[2] CIIrpiI.IIeri [S] 

ELUPSB I A 0.602 0.603 0.621 
bhaO.1Il s*.c 0.568 0.S30 0.569 
EWPSB2 A o.m 0.517 0,601 
bhaOm s·.c' OJ2S 0.543 0.561 
EWPSB3 A 0.564 0.562 0.590 
bhaO.333 s*.c 0.500 o.m 0.5S7 
EWPSB4 A OJ.t6 0.559 0.593 
b/I...o.4<\4 B·.c· 0.485 0.540 0.573 
ELLIPSIS A 0.$5$ 0.515 0.611 0.596 
bhaO.5$S s·.c 0.484 0.s52 0.$19 0.598 
EWPSI6 A 0J64 0.613 0.61S U3S 
bhaO.666 s-.c OJOO O.sSI 0.561 0.613 
ELUPSB7 A 0,611 0,616 0.626 0.691 
~.177 s·.,c- 0.524 0.sS9 o.m 0.648 
1!LUPSE8 A OJII 0.761 0.199 
~.8111 s*.,c- 0.568 O.6IS 0.713 

Table 2.7: Normalised Stress intensity factors FI at points A, Band C [3]. 

The correlation of Da Fontes' results with those of Murakami [34] is within less 

than 10%, while comparison with in Carpinteri [7] as mentioned have the accuracy 

within approximately 10% and 15%. The correlation with Raju and Newman [33] is 

also less than 10% and in Shiratori the accuracy is undefined. Da Fonte's [3] 

results were satisfactory in comparison with the other authors as shown in Figure 

2.20 (a) and (b). 
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(b) 

Figure 2.20: Comparison of Da Fonte's study [3] with other author's work for 

(a) Dimensionless KI at point A for each crack front. 

(b) Dimensionless KI at points Band C for each crack front • 

• Torsion Case 

The stress intensity factors for the torsional case were calculated in a similar way as 

the bending case, by replacing the bending stress with the torsional stress to the 

same eight semi- elliptical surface cracks. Da Fonte [3] found that point A exhibited 

a pure state of Mode III i.e. (KI'=KlI=O) and for points B and C, the numerical values 

for KIll obtained are consistent to each other, while asymmetrical values are shown 

by Kn. He indeed affinns that this behaviour confinns the lack of symmetry 

conditions for the case of torsion loading stress as shown in Figure 2.21 (a). For his 

experiment no comparisons can be performed since no available data exists in the 

literature, compared to the bending case. Table 2.6 shows the dimensionless stress 

intensity factors for FI. FH and Fm along the eight crack profile divided into 12 equal 

parts. A plot of the node displacements, obtained for crack front no.5 is shown in 

Figure 2.21(b). 
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Dmlli_DIeM Slnullllllillllllty F.-, ... ejpllClllHllipIkaIl\'oml (~ 
a'ICb ill awnd bmJ 

BSNDINCI TOItSION 
BBNDI'NO 'I'ORSI()N 

PoIaIs P. 
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I~ I. If-*' -.1._. 

Table 2.6 : Dimensionless stress intensity factors for Fh Fn and Fill along the 

eight crack profile divided into 12 equal parts due to Da Fonte [3]. 
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Figu:re 2.21 :(a) Dimensionless Kn and Km along the c:rack f:ront (fo:r c:rack 

f:ront no.3), 

(b) Defo:rmed mesh fo:r Mode II with c:rack f:ront no 5, [3]. 

2.6 SIFs (or Elliptical Surface Cracks in Round Bars with Different 

Stress Concentration Coefficients 

A further extension of the SIF concept for cracks in round bars was undertaken by 

Guo [61] on the effect of stress concentrations. Guo's research investigated the 

dependence of stress intensity factors of surface cracks in notched round bars upon 

stress concentration coefficient and notch geometry. He similarly used three

dimensional finite element models with 20-node singular elements, which were 

arranged round the tip of the crack. In his investigation, he considered a wide range 

of notch and crack geometry parameters and also compared available numerical 

data to experimental results to show effectiveness of his present results. 
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2.6.1 Crack Configuration, Notch Geometry and FE Model used by Guo 

Before investigating the influence of notch geometry and theoretical stress 

concentration coefficient upon the SIFs of surface cracks at the root of the crack, 

Guo [61] analysed the influence on SIFs for round bar in various states: 

(a) without notch, 

(b) with semicircular annular notch, 

(c) V-type annular notch and a 

(d) V -type annular notch of 60° opening angle as shown in Figure 2.21. 

Six cases of geometric parameters were assumed as listed in Table 2.9. Without a 

crack the stress concentration coefficients Kt was found to be 1,2.5,2.5,2.5,4 and 

5 respectively [62]. The minimum diameter d chosen was 7.5 mm. Different notch 

geometries in cases 2,3 and 4 were given the same stress concentration coefficient, 

Kt = 2.5 to show the effect of the notch geometry on SIFs .The cracks had a semi 

elliptical shapes with semi-major axis c and semi minor axis a as shown in Figure 

2.22 (c). 

(b) (c) 

~ ·uo .... ·VIII'N1II' 
IIIIlII'IIIIIIIIICIiICb MICb mtc:h 

Figure 2.22: Guo's analysis cases [61]: 

(a)Round bar without notch, (b) with semicircular annular notch, (c)U-type 

annular notch and V-type annular notch of 60° opening angle. 
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2.6.1 Crack Configuration, Notch Geometry and FE Model used by Guo 

Before investigating the influence of notch geometry and theoretical stress 

concentration coefficient upon the SIFs of surface cracks at the root of the crack, 

Guo [61] analysed the influence on SIFs for round bar in various states: 

(a) without notch, 

(b) with semicircular annular notch, 

V-type annular notch and a (c) 

(d) V-type annular notch of 60° opening angle as shown in Figure 2.21. 

Six cases of geometric parameters were assumed as listed in Table 2.9. Without a 

crack the stress concentration coefficients Kt was found to be 1, 2.5, 2.5, 2.5, 4 and 

5 respectively [62]. The minimum diameter d chosen was 7.5 mm. Different notch 

geometries in cases 2,3 and 4 were given the same stress coefficient, Kt = 2.5 to 

show the effect of the notch geometry on SIFs . The cracks had a semi elliptical 

shapes with semi-major axis c and semi minor axis a as shown in Figure 2.22 (c). 

<8' f, (b) (c) 

Figure 2.22: Guo's analysis cases [61]: 

(a)Round bar without notch, (b) with semicircular annular notch, (c)U-type 

annular notch and V-type annular notch of 60° opening angle. 
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Speoima IIIIIIIIIIr 'NodI type ~ of spccimec (mill) ....... 
D d r ~~ 

C'aill WiIbout IlOfIcII 1.S 1 
ca.2 ~ 8IID1IIar I!OIch 8 .. S32 7" 0.516 205 
ca.) 'U. 8IID1IIar !.lOth 12 7J U9 15 
C'ail4 'V' IIJIIIIIIIar IIOtdl 12 7.S 0Jt 15 
ca., ·V'..w1lOtdl 12 105 0.26 4 
ca.fi 'V' IIIIIIIIIIar IIOtdl 8.969 7.S 0.135 5 

Table 2.9: Dimensions and theoretical stress concentration coefficients of 

specimens [61]. 

Figure 2.23 illustrates the finite element mesh model (FE) of the specimens 

analysed. Twenty node hexahedron elements have been used in the FE model to 

provide a bigh precision of the notch root radius and the crack shape. Elements 

were arranged to y.. point position in order to simulate square root singularity of 

stress and strain near the crack border as shown in Figure 2.23. 

I~ 
II 

Figure 2.23: Finite element model and element mesh from Guo (61). 
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2.6.2 Guo's Stress Intensity Factors Calculations 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.24: (a) Local coordinates at elliptical crack front. 

(b) Crack parameter measured, [61]. 

From Figure 2.24 (a), the coordinate set (X,y) was defined at any position of point 

P along the crack front to calculate the SIF at that point. By using polar coordinate 

(r,9) in the X-Y plane, P is perpendicular to both X and Y axis. Assuming that the 

crack opening displacement expression, which was given by the r-1I2 singular 

solution, is valid for the surface crack [61, 63,64], the displacement perpendicular 

to the crack surface was written as 

V - (1 + v)KJ H;[(2'l 1)' 9 . 39] - - /1,.+ sm--sm-
2E 21f 2 2 

2.15 

where v is the Poisson's ratio, E the Elastic modulus and KI is the SIF at point P. A 

is a function of Poisson's ratio and stress state which is reflected as E' in equation 

2.17[61]. 

The opening displacement V under remote tensile stress ('f can be obtained as 

V = (1 +VXA+1)KJ ~ r 
;=180" E 21f 

2.16 

and this equation leads to equation 2.17 [61]. 
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.J27rE'V 1;=180. 
K J = -Fr as r~O 

4 r 
2.17 

where E' =E in plane stress state andE' = EI (1-;) in the plane strain state. 

To verify the validity of the equation, Guo's results [61] were compared to those of 

Li and Chen [65] as shown in Figure 2.25 where r is the relative location of the 

point of interest P on the crack front. Point P is expressed as the ratio of s to half of 

the length of the whole crack front S as shown in Figure 2.24(b) and Y is the 

normalised SIF which Guo defined in equation 2.18 (later). His results were found 

to be comparable with those of Chen [65]. 

0.5 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

r 

Figure 2.25: Comparison of Guo's [61] results with Chen [65] for normalised 

SIFs of surface crack of straight crack of straight bar. 

2.6.3 Influence of Notch Geometry and Kt on SIFs of Surface Crack for 

Round Bar 

By analysing the SIFs of the different notch geometries with similar Kt values, it 

was observed that although the notch geometry changes significantly, the 

corresponding change in SIFs is not that significant as shown in Figure 2.26. It was 

recorded that the change in SIF was less that 10%. However, the stress intensity 
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factor of surface cracks in notched bars was found to be largely dominated by the 

stress concentration coefficient Kt rather than the geometry of notches. The 

influence of Kt upon the SIFs for surface crack with different depth ratio aid is 

shown in Figure 2.27 [61]. It can be seen that Kt has a strong influence for small 

surface cracks in Figure 2.27 (a) which becomes weaker as the crack grows Figure 

2.27 (b)-(c). Figure 2.27(a) shows that the SIF increases in the whole crack border 

with increasing Kt but for crack aid = 0.333, the influence of Kt is very weak in 

Figure 28(c). For larger cracks, the SIF in the interior crack showed a decreasing 

effect, with an increase in Kt value. The overall influence of Kt on the SIF decreases 

as crack grows. The influence of Kt on the average SIF along the whole crack front 

is illustrated in the bar chart in Figure 2.28. 

3.0 

2.5 
Y 
2.0 

1.5 

1.0 

6007.Sman. alC"'O.sms 
---g....z.s Semidn:uIar ildd.i .,. 
-~s~_ 

_._. K.-:z.s "V"'notd:Ied ... 

,..o.s 

o.s+--......-,...--...--,r-----.--....--.---.--w 
0.0 0.1 0.2 Rid 0.3 OA 0.6 

Figure 2.26: Influence of notch geometry on SIFs for Kt= 2.5, [61]. 
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Figure 2.27: Influence ofKt on SIFs of notched round bars [61]. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

::... 1. 

o. 
0. 

Straight ot'V''MtclIed bIv$ 

(/"7.5 • alcooO.9118 

O. 08 O. 1733 O. 3333 0. 48 
aid 

Figure 2.28: Influence ofKt on average SIFs along the surface crack front [61]. 

Guo found that for each of the cases 1, 4,5 and 6 in Table 2.9, four crack depths 

were adopted namely: a=a/d = 0.08, 0.1733, 0.3333 and 0.48 and for each aid, 

three aspect ratios p = ale = 0.6114, 0.792 and 0.9118 were obtained from many 

experiments that yield these ratios within this range [63,64]. 
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Since the stress intensity factor is nearly independent of the notch geometry for a 

given Kt, Guo has provided an expression of SIF written as a function of Kb crack 

geometry and size of crack (61) as shown in equation 2.18. 

2.18 

where (]' is the nominal stress on the minimum cross section of the bar without a 

crack and <l> = 1 + 1.464(a I c) 1.65 • 

The derived expression from results obtained was then expressed when the Kt value 

was equal to 1. 

The normalised stress intensity factor Y was then given as 

Y(a,13, y) = A(K,)- B(K,)a-C(K,)j3+ D(K,)y+ E(K,)a2 - F(K,)j32 -G(K,)y2-

H(K,)aj3-I(K,)ay+J(K,)j3y- K(K,)a2j3+ L(K,)a2y- M(K,)j32a -

N(K,){fy+O(K,)y2a-P(K,)y2j3+Q(K,)a3 +R(Kt)/f +S(K1)y3 2.19 

When solving the coefficients from the FE equations [61], equation 2.20 was 

obtained. 

Y(a,j3,y) =2.8070-5.023Jx-3.6777j3+0.389:},+0.613O:i-1.85(¥J2 -0.717¥-

19.993Oxj3-7.344J:q+2.300C1Jy-7.319Jx2j3+11.1045::iy-12964P2a-

1.698VJ2y+4.078q?a-0.192¥ 13+ 7.896U +3.442=¥f +0.024q? 2.20 

This derived expression was tested with the FE result and the discrepancy between 

the FE results was less than 8%. The graphs in Figure 2.29 show the correlation 

between results of the FE codes and the derived equation. 
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x, ""'. "V" 1l0idH0d bon, ak-O.792 
-.6- FB.-ItI 
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Q1 U U Q4 U 
old 

Figure 2.29: Graphs comparing equation results with computational FE results 

with different ale [61]. 

Using this equation, Guo extended his experiments on tensile screw bolts. Wei and 

Zhong [66] did some investigations on M22 x 1.5 coarse plain thread bolts made of 

20CrMo steel by using the James-Anderson method (JAM) to evaluate the stress 

intensity factor of the surface cracks in the bolts. A modified JAM was used by 

Shen and Guo [67] which has been proved by 3D numerical and experimental data 

of surface cracks in round bars and this is shown in Table 2.10 and illustrated by the 

graph in Figure 2.30. The discrepancies between data obtained by the modified 

JAM approach and experimental results at the centre of the crack were less than 

9.7% and at the surface point were 22%. The large discrepancy at the surface point 

was because alc has a non-linear decrease as ald increases [66]. 
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SIPs of mClb4 _ IbnIiId 1Iolt M22 x 1.S IIIIok twIoa 

aid tic ~ mr. at __ (1 .. 0) ~ SJPiI at IIIIdIace (y- 1) 

~l' flq. (5) l!mJr B:I;poibt:iMlll r flq. (5) l!mJr 
(%) (%) 

0,167$ 0.164 0.136 U17 2.3 1.345 lAM 11.1 
0.2105 0.706 om O.HI U 1.611 1.779 :SA 
0.%505 oall I.OM 1.045 4.S un UI3 3.7 
USI 0.712 1.064 l.oot U 1m 1.934 22 
0..293 0.687 U14 1.117 73 2.G$6 2.111 60S 
OJ 145 0.725 US, 1,19 ,..2 1m 2.224 17 
UW 11.6117 1.301 1.115 9.1 2,223 2.361 6.2 
0.362 00649 1394 t..274 S.6 2.306 U11 13A 
0.3795 0.613 1.3,. 1..292 7.6 23,. 2.702 12.6 
0.413 0.637 1.$23 1.416 7.1 2.62 '.llO4 14,7 

Table 2.10: SIFs of cracked screw thread bolt M22x1.5 under tension (61). 

Figure 2.30: Comparison of results from equation 22 with experimental results 

yielded by modified JAM (61). 

Thus Guo [61] proved that the empirical expression can be used conveniently in life 

prediction of notch bars with various geometry and stress concentration coefficient 

at least within the parameters of his work. 
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2.7 Thumbnail Shape Cracks and Crescent-moon Shape Cracks in 

Bending 

So far, in the literature only Thumbnail or Almond crack shapes have been deeply 

studied. Crescent moon cracks as shown in Figure 1.3 and 2.31 (b) have not been 

substantially studied, despite being frequently encountered in fatigue in round bars 

in engineering practice. 

Crescent moon crack shaped fatigue cracks have been the subject of experimental 

research at the University of Cape Town where cracks have been grown to different 

lengths and depths. This research was undertaken in such a way as to be able to 

determine how Y compliance varies with various aspect ratios and is described in 

greater detail elsewhere in this thesis. Preliminary studies by Radebe and Fleuriau 

have however been re-analysed and so are included here with suitable 

acknowledgement and referencing. Radebe [68], Fleuriau [69] and Rambocus [70] 

under Tait's supervision of University of Cape Town, have undertaken some 

experimental research on semi elliptical cracks in 14mm round bars in bending and 

in tension. The experimental results obtained were consistent with the results of 

other authors [3,7,8,10,45] when the crack depths were small, but open up greater 

interpretation at larger crack sizes. 
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Ii 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.31: (a) Thumbnail shape or almond shaped cracks 

(b) Crescent moon shape cracks, showing nomenclature [70]. 

The measurements they recorded for each specimen were the maximum load at 

which it was broken in bending (or tension) the crack length dimensions (a and the 

crack length 2c) as shown in Figure 2.31. From the known measured toughness, the 

Y compliance was then determined as a function of the relative depth and aspect 

ratio al2c. These experimental results by Radebe [68] together with some 

computational studies by Fleuriau [69] are briefly discussed here and expanded 

upon in the Discussion Chapter 5 where they are combined with the authors' own 

results. 

2.7.1 Radebes'Results 

The aim of Radebe's experimental study was to investigate Y compliance vs. aid 

and al2c aspect ratios. In Radebe's experimental work, the new moment of area 

after fatigue and fracture for each specimen was recalculated by using an AutoCAD 

program. This was used to obtain the new section properties of the cracked 

component and hence a more precise value of the stress intensity factor Y, as shown 

in Table 2.11. Radebe's data, however, included mixed type information which 

contained both thumbnail cracks and crescent moon crack shapes. He combined 

both thumbnail shape data with crescent moon data in his analysis. 
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Crescent moon cracks 

Thnmbnail cracks 

Table 2.11: Radebes' Y compliance data (68) obtained, showing both crescent 

moon and thumbnail cracks with the corrected Auto ad value of Y 

compliance. 
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Figure 2.32(a): Radebes' Y compliance [68] for thumbnail cracks in bending 

compared to other authors (3,7,8,10 and 45]. 
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Crescent moon specimens in bending 
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Figure 2.J2(b): Radebel!" Y compliance 1681 for crescent moon cracks 10 

bending compared to otber authors. 
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Figure 2.33: Y compliance vs. the aspect ratio a!2c using circular cross section 

area lL~ the fast fraclUred regioD and using the actual fast fracture 

area (from AutuCAD) 168J. 
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Other authors results ~lso e~hibit ~ "concave up" behaviour when plotting the Y 

compliance ag~in't both the relative depth ratio aid (see Figure 2.32 (~) ~nd (b)) and 

the a'1"lCct ratio aile ~, shov,u in Figure 2.33. The Y compli~nce data when using 

the true area inste~d of the circular area ~re mnch ]()\\'er as shown by graphs in 

Figu,-" 2.33. Y ten,h to increase with an increasing value of aid when the fast 

Ii"~cture region is ~ssumcd to be circular in bending but shows ~ decreasing trend 

when the proper fracture region is considered. Ihe observ~tion made was that if the 

I",t Ifacture region is assumed to be circul~r, the experimental data provides Y 

values th~l arc higher than computational values. It is incorrect to a"ume the fast 

Ii"~clure region to be circular a' this underestimate, the stre" concentration at the 

crack lip ror deeper cmck length a by Illore than 50% and even tllally c,-"ates errors 

111 the analysis. 

2.7.2 Fleuriau's Computational and Experimental Work on SIFs for scmi 

Elliptical Cmch 

Table 2.12: Fteuriau"' data 1(;')1 with a "ide photo of his bruken specimens 

Heuri~u's work 1691 wa, bolh complilatinnal anu experimental. DlC coue used lor 

hi. conlplilalion~l anal)"is w~s ABAQUS. 
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For a three-dimensional fracture mechanics model, ABAQUS requires the use of 20 

nodes quadratic brick elements. This element has a specific node numbering 

sequence which must be adhered to in order for ABAQUS to generate a mesh of the 

model. For calculation involving the 1 integral, ABAQUS requires that the front 

face of the brick be collapsed so that it forms a wedge as shown in Figure 2.34. 

a 15 

4: II 

11 ••••• 
••• -_ •••••• 14'. 

Figure 2.34: Original 20 node quadratic brick elements to collapsed 20 node 

quadratic elements [69]. 

As it can be seen the nodes (1,5,17), (9,12) and (2,6,18) would now lie on the crack 

front and this is known as a focused brick (crack tip) and due to this reason, nodes 

10,12,14 and 16 have been moved to the quarter point position. All the nodes that 

have been collapsed on to the crack tip were tied to one node at the crack tip to 

eliminate the excessive degrees of freedom). The resulting concentration of nodes at 

the crack tip known as node cluster is shown in Figure 2.35. Due to the two planes 

of symmetry, only one quarter of the specimen was modelled as shown in Figure 

2.36 for evaluating the l-intergral along the crack front, the direction of the crack 

growth for each point along the crack was required and it was obtained by 

calculating the average normal unit vector at each crack tip cluster as shown in 

Figure 2.37 from equations 2.21 and 2.22. 
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Applied Load 

I.integral 
contours for 
node cluster 

no1 

Figure 2.35: Focussed crack-tip cluster [69]. 

J-integral contour paths 

Crack front 

Figure 2.36: Specimen showing quarter block to be modelled [69]. 
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2.21 

2.22 

Figure 2.37: Normal vector [69]. 

The entire model was built by extruding the node set from the front plate to the 

middle and back plate. The mesh was generated by virtue of a spread sheet 

approach. The mesh contains 1320 finite elements and a total of 8890 nodes as 

shown by Figure 2.38 with the stress distribution. 
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Fil!ure 2.38: The stress distrihution along the erack front [69[. 

He also produc-ed consislenl data set in tension which also could be compared 10 

other authors [7, 8, 10] as shown in Figure 2.39. 

Comparing Tension 
Yvs. aId 

'" '--~--l==+=::f==l=+==1 
~ :~ -~----- -=t ! ._ -~-+---; " m 

t.o _ a. ~ A 

~ 0.8 . - ,- , I • • 

> J 
• Fleurlau 14mm 

• carprlleri 
", Femer 

• E~i~n Si 
,, -~ c FI~iIIU com~aticnal 

"' 0.' 

r 
0.' 

'" 
" .. 

Figure 2.39: Fleuriaus' data [691 being compared to other authors. 
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2,8 A Shurt Review vfS;;e Effect un Prai.-1ure Tvug/mel}l} 

Since the pTesenl re,eaTCh al,o conccrncU an ""peel of 'lZe dlecl On ,lre88 intensity 

factors, a ,horl rCVlew On the ",ze cn'ect On fraclure 101lghne" i, indlJded here_ 

Fracture loughncs, may be regarded a8 a mca,llrC or the ahilily 01" a malenal 10 

Tes"t the growlh or a prc-exi,ting crack Or flaw. It ha, heen con,idered a, a 

"material property", which implics it should bc independcnt of size and geometry 

Mo,t or the ClUTcnt intcgrity analyscs are based On till8 assmnption. However, il ha, 

hccn lound that fracturc toughness docs indccd depend on thc specimen ,ize, cTack 

depth, geometry, and loading coooitionto some cxtent [7lJ. 

Thcse effccts have been attributed to ditlerent cr~ck-fWlll constraints. As a result, it 

is questionable to apply the fracture touglme8S value determined from sm~l1 

laboratory specimens to integrity a8se8sment of large structmcs which may contain 

ddeci>. Allow t~lIlp<:ralun;. Ur d,~whcre Un tile luwer ,hell' uf th~ briuk (nm,ilion 

regimc in mctals, there appcars to bc more sc~ttcr of fracture toughncss result, J72[. 

The 8i7e effects have the con,equence that fractuTe IOllghne,s data obtained fi-om 

small laboratory 'peclIllCIl8 do not nece"arily directly de,crihe lhe fraclure 

hehaviom 01" rcal lil11 8ize (but llawed) ,tmeturc,. Intensiyc re,carch ha, hcen 

conducted in the last decade in order to undel1it~nd and attempt to o\'ercome these 

prohlcm8. 

2.S.1 Specimell Thicklless and Geomefric Effect of SpecimeJls 

Thc cla»oicalirwin approach to thickness considering that thiekncss has an effect On 

fr~Clure tollghne% a8 condition' change from 'lhin' (plane ,tre,,) throllgh to 'thick' 

(plane 8lmin) conditions a, shown in Figure 2.40. 
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In thin. plane stress specimens therc is negl igible stress acting perpendicularly to 

the platc or sheet and all the planes of the plate through the thidrness in the vic inity 

of the crack tip experience the samc stress [2, 741· 

In a thick plate, the material at the crack lip in the C<'l1tre of the plate is elastically 

constrained. the~ is a development of out of the plane stresses to accommodate 

what would otherwise be the Poisson detonnation and thus through-thickness 

deformation is prevented (e:..cept near the plate surfaces) [73]. 

-----------_-:::"-=1=::- -.. - .. """s',-' _ .. , .... - -...... 
-_.......... ..... _ .. _-=-'---

I~><_. 

Figu rc 2A O; Effect of SI>cc; mcn ThicknCJi5 on }' racture ToughnCJis [90]. 

As the spccimen gets thicker and plane strain conditions are approached, a lower 

limit of toughness is reached. which is known as the plane strain fracture toughness, 

K,c. The ~ason for this phenomenon is thJt the increJse in toughness for thin 

specimens is due to the difference of stress ,tate in plane stress and plane strain 

conditions. Under plane strain conditions higher stresses are generated leading to a 

lower toughness 175]. 

Spccimens used in plane strain fracture toughness testing are required to exceed 

certain minimum size criteria for the re,ult to be valid II]. These size requirements 

are designed to reduce the plastic zOIle size Jt fracture to a very small fraction on 
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typical dimensions in order to produce small- scale yielding conditions and reduce 

through thickness deformation and loss of plane strain constraint. 

For metals, the limiting so-called ''valid thickness" criterion is given by equation 

2.23. 

B, W-a, a> 2.5(K1cI<:ry) 2 2.23 

where B is the specimen thickness and W the width. 

In toughness testing up to 2% stable crack growth is permitted in a valid test, so that 

KIc need not precisely be the initiation toughness [1, 73, 75, 76]. 

The interpretation of the thickness effect upon fracture toughness is due to the 

original work done by George Irwin [77]. He based his conclusions on maximum 

load toughness of centre-cracked tension (CCT) and 3-point bend (SENB) 

specimens on two aluminium alloys which were combined with the specimens 

macroscopic fracture surface appearance. The aluminium used failed in a ductile 

manner. 

Figure 2.41 (a) provides the trend line of thickness variation with toughness and 

Figure 2.41(b) shows the original data from George Irwin. Indeed these data show 

the difference in maximum load toughness between low constraint specimens with 

large but narrow i.e. so-called "slim" ligament «( B )), and high constraint 
W-a 

specimens with short ligament. Nowadays, ductile fracture is commonly known to 

be connected with a rise in tearing resistance curve. 
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o 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.41: (a) Schematic presentation of the assumption if thickness effect 

on fracture toughness [78]. 

(b) The original Irwin data used to postulate the classical 

thickness effect [77]. 

Besides material used, the steepness of the R curve is related to the loading 

geometry and how narrow the ligament is i.e. its slimness. CCT specimens with a 

slim ligament or a large (W -a) in relation to B show a steeper tearing resistance 

curve than bend specimens as shown in Figure 2.42 . 

.......... 
Figure 2.42: Schematic ofthe geometry effect on tearing resistance [78]. 
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This is also shown in Gibson and Druce [79] and Priest's study [80], and it explains 

part of the fracture toughness difference by hwin [77]. It is important to note that 

the amount of ductile crack growth that corresponds to maximum load was found 

roughly to be proportional to the original ligament size. The dimension of the CCT 

specimen used by Irwin, had a 200mm long ligament compared to a 25mm 

ligament of the bend specimens which means that the crack growth was nearly 10 

times larger than for the bend specimens. In his original test report, it was 

mentioned that the CCT specimens experienced large crack growth before 

maximum load. 

Although the experiments undertaken did not really correspond to any conventional 

fracture toughness description, the postulated thickness effect was adopted as 

representing the "truth" of fracture behaviour. It was also used for the development 

of the ASTM E 399 testing standard. The assumption was that a valid KIC value 

should represent a minimum toughness value of the material [77]. Wallin [78], has 

recently given a critical assessment and review of the standard ASTM E 399. 

2.8.2 Proposed Changes for the Standard ASTM E 399 

The materials used for the development of the ASTM E 399, were Aluminium and 

Titanium alloys or extra high strength Steels. All the materials had common fracture 

behaviour, that is, they all failed in a ductile manner, hence they all showed a rising 

tearing resistance curve. The standard developers found a new problem when they 

observed that the expected decreasing trend with increase in specimen size actually 

showed the reverse as shown by the old data in Figure 2.43 [81]. 

This increase in toughness led to the introduction of the additional demand of 

Pmaxl PQ < 1.10. 
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o W.1II .. 12.5mm 
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o to ~ 30 40 50 to 10 

8[mmJ 

Figure 2.43: KQ data used to develop ASTM E 399 showing increasing 

toughness with increasing specimen size [78,81]. 

Even though the experimental data showed that it is the specimen ligament size 

(Figure 2.44), not thickness that controls the fracture toughness value, the beliefs of 

the plain-strain and plain stress were so strong that this evidence was disregarded 

[81]. 

...- o 1I .. 1U_ 

I. 
A 11 .. __ 
911 .. W.I_ 
<> 11 .. _-

J' 
10 

... 34GlI;~·· 

., ., 10 • - .. II ., .,. II 

W.(nra) 

Figure 2.44: Similar data as in Fig 2.43 showing that ligament size controls the 

increasing toughness for Aluminium alloy [78, 81]. 
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The ASTM E399 covers fracture toughness only for bend specimens. Newer data 

for those material types were recently examined in the view of the present 

understanding of the ductile fracture and compared to old available data. 

2.8.3 Aluminium Fracture Toughness Data 

Figure 2.45 shows the conventional results for the high strength aluminium alloy 

from May [82]. The thinnest and thickest specimens with the same ligament size 

show essentially the same fracture toughness. As for the intermediate specimens 

those with the smallest ligament produce lowest fracture toughness values. Figure 

2.45( c) which had additional data and lacked ligament size information, also fails to 

show any clear dependence on thickness. 

More recent data [83], for a lower strength of aluminium alloy, behaves similarly, 

as shown in Figure 2.46. The l<Q scatter is less when plotted in terms of ligament 

size. The graphs also illustrate that specimens with various thicknesses but similar 

ligament size give the same fracture toughness. Other work due to Bray [84] shown 

in Figure 2.47 also show similar results. There is thus the same discrepancy about 

thickness effect on toughness in aluminium, but the consensus appears to be no 

significant effect of thickness on toughness. 
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Figure 2.45: May's KIc data [82] used to develop British K1c standard showing 

no correlation with thickness but increasing toughness with increasing 

specimen ligament size. 
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Figure 2.46: Joyce's data [83] showing increasing toughness with increasing 

specimen thickness and ligaments. 
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Figure 2.47: Recent K1c data due to Bray [84] showing no significant 

correlation with thickness but increasing toughness with increasing specimen 

ligament size. 
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2.8.4 Titanium Fracture Toughness Data 

Titanium alloys have significantly higher strength than aluminium alloys but 

comparable toughness. Early work, due to Jones and Brown [85] and shown in 

Figure 2.48a, show agreement with the ASTM E 399 standards due to the decrease 

in fracture toughness which then becomes constant when the specimens' thickness 

is increased. The data is affected by the ligament size, which indicate that the 

tearing resistance curve for this material is unaffected by the ligament geometry as 

long as the ligament is less than 5 times the specimen thickness, as illustrated in 

Figure 2.48b [78, 85]. Slimness in the ligament's geometry causes the tearing 

resistance curve to become increasingly steep. Hence by having a constant ligament 

size all the specimens experience approximately the same amount of crack growth 

at KQ. Therefore a very slim ligament having steeper resistance curves win provide 

higher KQ values. The behaviour is linked not to the absolute thickness of the 

specimen, but to the ligament geometry (BI (W-a) < 0.2) [85]. Similar early data 

from May [82] also indicated similar results but not an the data were recovered 

about the ligament size (see Figure 2.49). 
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I 

Figure 2.48: (a) Early Jones and Brown data [85] used to develop ASTM E 

399 standard, showing reduction in fracture toughness followed by 

constant toughness with increasing specimen thickness and (b) The 

increase in toughness related to the slimness (B/(W-a)< 0.2). 
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Figure 2.49: Early data from May [82] which were used to develop the British 

standard for fracture toughness showing increasing toughness with increasing 

specimen ligament size, but independence of thickness. 

Similar behaviour, due to Munz et al [86] and Joyce and Tregoning [83], is shown 

in Figure 2.50, 

o~~~~~~~~~~~ 

o ~ • • • • • N • 

B'-I 

Figure 2.50: Joyce and Tregoning's data [83] showing fracture toughness with 

increasing specimen ligament size but not thickness. 
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2.8.5 High Strength Steel Fracture Toughness Data 

As for the high strength steel alloys which were quenched and tempered like AISI 

4340, similar observations are made with either the old data or the new data as seen 

in Figure 2.51 [87] and 2.52 [88]. In both cases, the fracture toughness increases 

again with ligament size and is not affected by the thickness of the specimen. The 

tearing curve shows the effect of ligament slimness on the steepness of the curve in 

Figure 2.51c. 
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Figure 2.51: (a) & (b) Brown and Srawley data [87] showing increasing 

toughness with ligament size but not with thickness. 
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Figure 2.S1(c): The effect ofthe ligament slimness [78]. 
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Figure 2.52 (a) & (b): Rolfe and Novak [88] KIc data illustrating slight 

toughness increase with increasing specimen thickness and ligament size. 

In the development of the ASTM E 399 standard, maraging steels (precipitation 

hardened steel with exceptionally high yield strengths) were also used, as this type 

of steel is ideal for linear elastic fracture tests. For the maraging steel tests there 

appears to be a more significant conventional thickness effect. The behaviour 

appears to be consistent with the assumption of the thickness effect where increase 

of thickness causes a decrease in fracture toughness until a constant limit is reached. 

This is shown in Figure 2.53. The reason given by Wallin [78] for this behaviour 

was that there was a lack of visible ligament size meaning that the tearing resistance 

curves for these maraging steels are flat. However, he clarifies that the fracture 

toughness increase is connected to slim ligaments, Figure2.53c. 
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Figure 2.53: Maraging steel used for the development of the ASTM E 399 

standard showing slight reduction in toughness with increasing specimen 

thickness without any significant effect of ligament size [78]. 

Toughness test behaviour by Wallin [78] is shown in Figure 2.54 where the fracture 

toughness increase is related to ligament slimness and not absolute specimen 

thickness. When the data from specimens with less slim ligaments were examined, 

the apparent thickness effect changed. From Figure 2.55, the large specimen 

behaviour is possibly caused by material in-homogeneity, rather than by the 

specimen size itself. From Figure 2.55a, the smallest specimens actually show a 

decreasing toughness with decreasing size, however, unfortunately, data of the 

ligament size information were not provided for these specimens [78]. 
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Figure 2.54: (a) & (b) Jones and Brown data for maraging steel used to develop 

ASTM E399 showing slightly reducing toughness with increasing specimen 

thickness, but no effect in ligament size. (c) Increase in toughness is related to 

ligament slimness [85]. 
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Figure 2.55: May's K1c data used to develop the British KIc standard showing 

no effect of specimen ligament size, but slight decrease with decreasing 

thickness [82]. 
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Figure 2.56(a) shows old data of two maraging steels with typical moderate fracture 

toughness [88] and since these steels showed a flat resistance curve, the fracture 

toughness appears to be insensitive to both specimen thickness and ligament size. 

For higher toughness of the same steel type, it was found difficult to obtain valid 

Krc results (see Figure 2.56(b» [88]. The increase in toughness led to a typical 

increase in fracture toughness with increasing ligament size. 
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Figure 2.S6(a): Rolfe and Novak's KIC data [88] showing constant toughness 

both with increasing specimen ligament size and thickness. 
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Figure 2.S6(b): Rolfe and Novak's K1c data [88] showing increasing toughness 

both with increasing specimen thickness and ligament size. 
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2.8.6 The Significance of the PmaxiPa$: 1.1 Criteria 

a 
:It 

1 

For linear elastic situations, the crack driving force KI is a function of load and 

crack length. 

KI =P. g( geometry).flalW) 2.24 

The ductile tearing resistance of material can be approximated using the power law 

expression. 

2.25 

The combination of these equations leads to the amount of crack growth at 

maximum load is for linear- elastic loading is obtained in equation 2.26. 

L\a = m.f 
max f' 2.26 

The amount of crack is governed by power of the tearing resistance curve and using 

this equation the amount of ductile crack growth at a load PQ is easily estimated. 

The crack growth for CT and SENB specimens are presented in Figure 2.57. PQ 

corresponds quite closely to a 2% crack growth of the ligament in accordance with 

the result ofMunz et al. [86]. 
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Figure 2.57: Theoretical estimation of crack growth at maximum load in a 

linear -elastic test. (a) C(T) specimen, (b) SE(B) specimen [78]. 
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By knowing the crack growth both at Pmax and PQ. an estimation ofPmaxlPQ ratio as 

a function of the crack length and tearing resistance curve steepness can be obtained 

[78]. 

Figure 2.58 shows that the tearing resistance curve must be flat to satisfy the 

criterion Pmax/PQ i.e. m<O.1 and it is easier to fulfil the criteria with CT specimens 

than SENB specimens. 

The PmaxlPQ ratio is a fWlction of the ligament slinmess (B/W-a) [78]. Based on 

simple analysis it has no significance concerning the matter of plane-strain. The 

ligament dependence ofl<Q predicts an average PmaxlPQ ratio of approximately 1.24 

and not 1.12. The ratio PmaxIPQ, is not related to the significance of KIc and it 

Wlduly punishes the material with a good tearing resistance. Therefore Wallin 

contends that the criterion can be removed in the standards [78]. 

uo 
a} em 1.31 b} SE(EI) 

1.25 ... 

~~ 
..... 1.30 
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Figure 2.58: PmaxlPQ ratio as a function of crack length and tearing resistance 

curve steepness. (a) CT specimens & (b) SED specimens,[78]. 
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2.8.7 The Suggested Changes to be made to the ASTM E 399 Standard 

Wallin and a group of fracture mechanics experts [78] have put forward some 

suggested changes based on their assessment of the ASTM B399 Standard. 

These are 

.:. The specimen thickness is not a controlling dimension in a KIC test. 

.:. The controlling dimension is the ligament size, which due to 95% secant 

definition of PQ, leads to the specimen size dependent fracture toughness 

values . 

• :. The ligament size dependence can be removed by introducing a ligament 

size dependent PQ secant definition . 

• :. The PmaxlPQ constraint criterion should be removed . 

• :. The specimen size criteria can be somewhat relaxed and should be based on 

the ligament size not thickness, and moderate side-grooving should be 

allowed . 

• :. The validity that should be based on ligament size can be changed from 

2.5(KI/cryi to 1.1(Kvcryi. 

2.8.8 Fracture Toughness in the Ductile-to-Brittle Transition Regime 

In the transition regime the failure behaviour of specimens made of ferritic steels 

depends on temperature, specimen size and multi-axiality of the stress state. Due to 

this, they show more or less plastic deformation and limited stable crack 

propagation before fracture. The following conclusions were made from the Buro 

dataset [89]: 

.:. In the lower shelf regime at -154°C, no significant specimen size effect on 

fracture toughness was observed . 

• :. From the temperature less than O°C the lower tails of the toughness scatter 

bands were not significantly affected by the specimen size. The small 

specimen size can be used to determine the lower bound of the toughness 
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scatter band. Hence with decreasing specimen size, the toughness scatter 

increases due to the fact that the upper part of the scatter band is extended . 

• :. Specimen size effects were observed at test temperatures where the fracture 

surfaces of the specimens showed single cleavage initiation sites. There was 

no significant size effect observations made at test temperature where no 

initiation sites were found. This was the case at the temperature T=-154oC . 

• :. There has also been unique correlation which was found between the 

amount of ductile tearing and the fracture surface and the cleavage fracture 

toughness and it was found to be independent of the size of the specimen 

and test temperature. 

The Euro fracture dataset has been extensively used to validate statistical 

procedures for the toughness data treatment in the ductile to brittle transition regime 

where the master curve concept and other methods proved the validity of the 

available data. The data of these conclusions are not given in this thesis and are 

provided in the Euro dataset [89]. 

2.9 Summary 

In this chapter the literature concerning Stress Intensity Factors (SIFs) has been 

reviewed, with special reference to computational determinations. The focus has 

been on thumbnail shaped cracks as there appears to be a dearth of SIFs information 

on crescent moon shaped cracks. In addition size effects on fracture toughness have 

also been examined and indicate that it may be in order to relax the thickness 

constraint conditions in conventional LEFM testing. 

From this brief literature survey, it is apparent that there is a case to be made for 

determining SIF's experimentally for thumbnail type fatigue cracks and especially 

crescent moon shaped cracks- for which there is very little data. The experimental 

details of how this short coming was addressed are described in the following 

chapter. 
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3. Experimental Details 

3.1 Introduction 

It is apparent from the Introductory Chapter 1 and the previous Chapter 2, 

reviewing the literature in this field, that there are limited experimental studies 

of stress intensity factors for thumbnail and crescent moon shaped fatigue cracks 

in round bars. There is, however, a reasonable body of work on SIFs for 

thumbnail type cracks determined computationally. By contrast there are very 

few studies on SIFs for crescent moon shaped cracks, computationally or 

experimentally. This thesis provides an attempt to address this shortcoming 

from an experimental point of view, particularly with regard to thumbnail and 

crescent moon shaped cracks. The focus has been on crescent moon shaped 

cracks previously in tension but attention has also been given to thumbnail 

cracking, with loading in both bending and tension. 

This Chapter discusses all the experimental techniques and details applied in 

this project to meet the intentions mentioned above. It comprises the material 

selection for the experiment, specimen development and specimen preparation 

in the form of machining, machines used, techniques and procedures for the 

fracture toughness testing, thumbnail testing and crescent moon testing in both 

bending and tension. 

3.2 Specimen Description 

3.2.1 Material Selection and Composition 

The material selected for the experimental programme was a relatively high 

strength (475-570 MPa) aluminium alloy which has a low fracture toughness 

value (oftypicaUy 18-22 MPa"m) and exhibits a brittle characteristic behaviour. 

Two materials were chosen, nominally A17075 T6 and Al2030 T3 because they 

met the requirements. Ideally it would have been preferable to used A17075 T6 

only, but this was in short supply and expensive, so the project was extended 

using a slightly less strong aluminium alloy, A12030 T3. Such alloys have fine 

grain structures which contribute to its toughness and make it easier to 
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distinguish the between fatigue cracking region and fast fracture region. Hence 

they facilitate the measurements of crack features of crack length 2c and crack 

depth a. In the subsequent determination of the fracture loads, the material 

exhibited more or less a linear characteristic in the load-deflection curves i.e. a 

straight-line stress- strain graph passing through the origin with a limited 

plasticity deformation. The chemical composition of both materials Al 7075 T6 

and Al2030 T3 are shown in Tables 3.1 (a) and (b). 

Zinc 5.6 ",4 

Magnesium 2.5% 

Copper 1.6",4 

Chromium 0.2",4 

Aluminium 90.10/. 

Table 3.1 (a): Chemical composition ofthe of AI 7075 T6 

Fe Cn Mn Mg Cr Zn TI Pb HI NI AI 

0.197",4 0.220",4 3."",4 0.632% 0.727% 0.019% 0.021°,4 0.019% 1.21% 0.002% 0.0019% 93.3% 

Table 3.1 (b): Chemical composition and physical properties of Al2030 T3 

tID Yield Stress Testing of MateriaL 

The mechanical properties such as the yield stress O'yand the ultimate tensile stress 

0' uts and of Al7075 T3 and Al2030 T3 are shown in Table 3.2. Tensile tests were 

performed on ten tensile dogbone shaped specimens of the material using a Zwick 

tensile testing machine, which is described later in section 3.3.3. The tensile 

testing was undertaken in accordance with the ASTM ES-93 Standards [92] with a 

ramp rate of 0.005mmls as shown in Appendix A. The method of the 2% offset 

was used to determine the yield stress. Figure 3.1 illustrates the dimensions used 

for the tensile testing specimens. A preload was applied to each specimen before 

the slow ramp tensile load. 
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I ~ 

Material Yield Stress Ultimate Tensile Stress 

AI 7075 T6 505 MPa 570 MPa 

A12030T3 154 MPa 476 MPa 

TaMe .~.2: l\lechanical properties "r materials u~cd. 

3.2.2 Specimen Dimellsioll s 

The materials were very limited and costly. Due to (his, Al7075 T6 could only 

be used (0 make a few thumbnail (ype specimens and about 23 specimens for the 

14mrn diameter crescent moon specimens, The AI2OJO T6 was mostly used to 

design bigger specimens of thc crescent moons type where the specimen's 

dimensions wen: limited by the chuck size in the rotation bending machinc, 

which is discussed in section 3.3_1_ 

3.2.2.1 Frllcture Toughness Specimens 

According to the conven(iorrni dimensional requirements for Linear Elastic 

Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) 1941 the valid thickness requirement is 

3.1 

Where K[c is the fracture toughness, 

B is the thickness of the specimen. 

Wis (he width of the specimen, 

a and b are the crack length and remaining ligament (W-a), respectively and 
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Sy is the yield strength. 

Assuming the fracture toughness to he 19k};;';; , the validity thickness size 

according to equation 3.1 was 7.2nml thus indicating the choice of high strength 

aluminium as appropriate material as it exhihits a linear clastic fracture 

mechanics behaviour (LEFYI). This constraint is perhaps less onerous, as it was 

highlighted in section 2.8.7 of chapter 2 that the valid thickness multiplier is 

probably down to 1.1 than 2.5 ]78]. 

The Single Edge Notch Bend Specimen (SENB) was used for the fracture 

toughness testing. This is a commonly used test specimen type due to its 

simpliclty and ease of operation. A bar or rod, notched on one slde, and fatigue 

pre-cracked is loaded in 3 point hending as shown in Figure 3.2. While various 

spans to width ratios possible, the 4: 1 ratio is most commonly used and was 

employed here (but 8: I is also encountered (931). In the design of the particular 

SE:N"B specimen, the specimen dimensions are shown in Figure 3.3 (a) and (b). 

B=O.5W 
S=4W 
a = 0.45-0.55W 

...... ... 

" 

§ 

Figure 3.2: ASTl\l Standard Single Edge };otch Bend specimen ]931. 

l-l .... DEEPNUlCH , 

l 
Figure 3.3 (a): Dimension for the fracture tonghness SENB specimen for 

(he A'707S T6. 
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,' ''-D.EPM(tl(H """"'. , , 

L ......... J 
f<'igure 3.3 (b): Dimension for the fracture toughness SENR ~pccimeu for 

tbe 2030 TJ. 

3.2.2.2 Thumhnail Specimens 

The diilmeter of these specimens WilS selected ilS 17mm. with il length or 

l05mm. To achieve the aim of developing fatigue cracks at different length and 

depths, the thumbmli1 speCimens were notched in various ways or hild holes 

drilled of VilriOUS sizes illld depth ilS shown in Figure 3.4 to create Vilrious 

shaped fatig\le cra~h. Th~ sp""il1\~ns were load~d m bending in fatig\le on the 

ESH machine (see ,~di()n 3.3_2)_ 

Figure 3.4: Dimensions ofThumbuaii specimeus. 
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.~.2.2.3 /Jeveinpmcllt ,,/Cresaut ,l[r){m Crach 

The development of the crescent moon cracking was quite a challenge of its 

own. The initial question was how to make sharp fatigue cracks with a crescent 

moon shape? The initial concept was to create a stress concentration by drilling 

three Imm drilled holes along the periphery of the specimen which was 

subjccted to bending fatigue using the ESH machine (see section 3.3.2). It was 

expected that as the cracks initiated at the edges of each hole, they would join up 

and ultimately 10nn a crescent moon. Unfortunately, this approach was not 

successfuL Although fatigue cracks initiated at each notch they finally grew into 

thumbnail lilligue crack shape as shown in Figure 3.5, 

Figure 3.5: Three Imm notches on the pcriphcry ~csultcd, unfortunatci) in 

thumbnail shape cracks. 

It was therefore decided that the specimens should rather be loaded in rotational 

bending with the crack initiating from a distinct local stress concentration. The 

main difference beP,\leen stationary shafts and rotating shafts subjected to the 

same bending moment was that in stationary shafts the tensile stress is confined 

to a portion of the shaft periphery. In rotating shafts, every point on the 

periphery experiences a tensile stress as it rotates once every revolution. This 

means that a crack initiates at Wly point along the periphery where there is a 

significant stress concentration. 

To ensure that the crack initiated at a specific point on the specimen, stress 

concentrations were introduced on the specimen. The initial concept was to 

machine a circular V-notch at point B as shown in Figure 3.6. 
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0 " 

. • 
II 

• I " 

0" ~~-. ;;:::;. V-t;o"h Rlret F 

~+.++}~ 

Figure 3.6: Crescent moon specimen with V-notch. 

! his idea was rather unrealistic since in prdctice one would not expect 10 find 

such notches on shafts. unless it '''IS an act or sabotage! The cr<lck that was 

developed using this idea W<lS not perrectly of crescent moon shape and hence 

this concept was disregarded. 

Thc concept was further extended with the fonnation of a s1ep on the shaft as 

shown io Figure 3.7 . 

~ ... rl 

E 
",.".<1., 
18rnrn 

• 

01 .... '" 

140rnrn 
marhiood off 

Figure 3. 7: Crc~ccnt moon specimen with step. 
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The step size was different along the periphery and was al lis ma:'limum depth 

and sharpness at point R The stress concentration is highest at this JXlint where 

the crack initiated. The idea was successful since crack8 were fonncd in a 

crescenl moon shape a8 expected. rhe sizes of the specimen were cHlculated 

u8ing stress concentration calculations. The diamelers I, 2 and J as shown in the 

Figure 3.7 were calculated. Dwmeter I WHS chosen to he ll\mm due to the sizc 

of the Collet chuck or Ihe rotational bending machine. Diameler 2 WHS 

calcLllated to be 14mm sllCh tbat crack IS sure to initiate at poinl B at H force F 

and the diameter 3 was given so that the specimen did not break. A simple stress 

analysis calclilation was done for Ihe crescent moon specimens to ensure thHt tbe 

crack mdeed initiated HI JXlint B. 

3.1.1.4 Stress Allalysis am/ Cre.j·cefll-m(}oll Specimells Size Criteria 

The objedive was to design specmlens of differcnt sizes and lengths accordingly 

witb the force constraints of tbe rotational bending machine modified for the 

pLlrpose (see sectioll }.3.l), HS wcll as considering the material limltations. The 

specImens consIsted of thrce different types based on di ameters HS illustrated in 

Figure 3.8. These round specimens were loaded in rolalional cantilever bending 

and developed fatigue cracks at the stress concentration featLlre. BHS expected. 

U eud 

Fi~llre 3.8: Crescent-moon spccimcn~ with 3 different diameten, 

The specimen was designed in such H way as 10 raise the stress concentration at 

point B. where the crack grew along the j:K:nphery of the mllnd bar at this 

highest stress concentration JXlint. By using the simple hending moment 

cquHtion 3.2, 

!vty 
a~--

1 
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where (J is the stress, AI is the moment from the point On the rod tll the pmnt 

force F, \' is the distance fiUln the neutral axis (1\A) and lthe second momcnt of 

are,1 of the round bar, the ,tre,s concentnltion W,IS found to he highest at point 

R(see Appendit: BJ. Thc stress diffcrenee bctween jlllmt A and pmnt R was 

j'"Llld to be approximately 6().4MPa. With diameter j as 18mm (due to the 

ColJet chuck con'tnnnt) the diameter 2 wa' selected 14mm using a force of 

250N apphed at pmnt F to initiate the crack. The length AF was ,et at138mm 

and BF was 130nun to be compatible with the rotational fatiguc systcm. 

To accommodate bigger specimen Slzes, modifiC<ltions were made on thc 

rotational bending Imlchine (see section 3.3.1) particularly to increase the Collet 

chuck size. With new ,Ivailable Collet chuck the modified shaft di,lmeter was 

26nnn. 22mm and 1 Rmm. Diameters 2 and 3 llf the sl",eimens were calculated 

using cquation 3.2 (see Appendix OJ and shown in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3: Sizes of the diameters for specimens. 

The lengths of the specimen, were quite clitical in refilS of the matcrial 

lllnitation and the rotationallx---nding machine force capacity since the maximlun 

hydraulic force produce hy the machllle was SOON. The uumber of specimens 

for cach sizc was chosen as J 2 and the lengths of the specimens were dceided in 

such a way that the crack wOllld initiate at ,I re,lsonahle number of cycl es ,md at 

a miuimum force where the crack growth can be coull-olled {see AppendL~ OJ, 

The lengths of the specimens for each size arc illllstratcd in Table 3.4. In 

appendix B. the range of forces fllr each size of specimen h,I' been clliour 

coded. 
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Table 3.4: Specifying the length of the specimens of cadI size. 

The <lnlwing of the specimen to actual size is shown in Appendix C and a 

pkture of the specimens of the three different sizes is shown in Figure 3.9. 

Highe ~1 str.., s~ cOilc~drat.i.on 

Figure 3.9: Different sizes of specimens. 
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3.3 Testilfg Equipmelft 

3.3.1 Single Phase Rotating Bending Machine 

The rotational bending fatigue tests were conducted on a custom madc facility 

as shown in Figure 3.10 (a). 

The single phase rotational machine, as shown below, consists of a 

- 370W single-phase motor (with a rotational speed of2850rpm) 

- Forec gauge, which can rcad up to 8ooN, 

- Collet chuck used to grip the specimen, 

- A self-alignment bearing, 

- Revolution counter 

- Rotation direction switch, 

- Main operating switch 

The specimen was insertcd in thc Collet chuck and was aligned by a self

aligning bearing as shown in Figure 3.}0 (b). The point of interest was where 

the crack would initiate and grow at the stress concentration and is carefully 

viewed under the microscope. A C-spanncr was used to ensurc that the 

~pccimen was tightly gripped. The motor would not switch on WJ\css a 

minimum force of 50N was provided. This minimum furce is designed for a 

safety reason. that is, if the specimen happened to break during testing, the 

motor will switch off automatically. 

Another fundamental difference in such a rotational bending machine is that 

rotational bending introduces asyrnmL1rieal crack front development from a 

single origin. During the rotation. the crack front has a tendency to extend in the 

opposite direction of the rotation. It was observed to swing about 15° around on 

the fO!TIl a 'corruna' shape crack as shown in Figure 3.11 (a) and (b). In the 

present project, in an attempt to avoid this asymmetrical crack development, the 

rotational fatigue was alternated. This was achieved by switching the direction 

of the rotation from clockwise and to anticlockwise after eqrlal amount of 

cycles. The diagram in Figure 3.11(c) shows a schematic drawlJlf; "fthe types of 
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cracks that can occ .. r from fatigue during service. The non-shaded region show5 

the crdck shapes ohtained. 

Figure 3.10 (a): The rotational bending machine. 

Figure 3.10 (b): The alignment ofthe specimen with the bearing. 
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(.) (b) 

Figure 3.11 (a) and (b): Asymmetric.t del'elopment cracks. 

Figure 3.11 (e): Asymmetrical development cracks [73]. 

-------
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• Modifications to ti,e Rotating Bending Machine 

The rotational bending machine was modified in various ways to optimise it for 

this test requirement. To be able to accommodate higger specimens of diameter 

26mm and a length of 234mm, the collet chuck was changed and an extension 

stand was designed and 1,velded to the machine where the hydraulic cylinder 

could slide and be bolted further away as shown in Figure 3.12. This fucilitated 

futib'lle testing of longer cantilever specimens as required in the project. The 

shaft of the machine was redesigned for the tapered collets or different size to fit 

in as shown in Figure 3.13 and 3.14 and bushes of diameters 7mm, 8.5mm and 

10mm were designed to hold the specimen at the self alignment bearing (see 

Figure 3.15 andAppendix Cror the drawings). 

Figure 3.12: EXlension welded to the machine 
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Figure 3.13: Re-designed shaft for the rotational hending machine. 

Vigure 3.14: Tapered collets witb different diameter range. 

I<lgure 3.15: On the left is the hearing in the housing and on tbe right is the 

bush dc~igncd to fit in the hearing. 
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3.3.2 The l;{ectro- Sen'o Hydraulic Fali!:ue Macfdlle (ESH) 

The Electro-Servo Hydraulic fatigue machine (ESH) is one which has a 

continuous electronic feedback system lUld is ideally used for fatigue work. 

With this kind of feedbaek system the servo-controller and servo-valve ean be 

regarded as the ' heart' of the system. The servo-controller compares the desired 

perfonnance (i.e. command signal) with the actual performanee (as measured) to 

give an error signal, which is displayed 11tis error signal is amplified (servo 

valve amplifier) and conveyed in a negative fecdback mode \0 tbe servo-valve, 

which corrects the actuator movement in the relevant direction. 

The actuator, servo valve and associated hardware are all attached to an ideally 

still' loading frame. Since the ESH is not perfectly rigid, lbere is some energy 

stored at fracture. The stiffness depends on the loading train and gain controls. 

The ESH maehLJLl' LS e\cdroJLically driven !tOrJl Un elecmmic control 8Lltion 

where the mean and cyclic load, frequ ency, cross-head spccu and ~ycle COl1nlS 

can be manipulated lUld controlled. 

The working rlUl6'" of the ESH used for fracture loughne8S lC8t 'Irc 8tatcd below 

).> Max Load ± IOOkN 

:,.. Cyclic Load ±50kN 

~ Frequency 0--> 15J)OHz 

:,.. Cross Head Speed > O.025mmls 

The Servo Hydraulic Testing Machine (ESH) with control station is illustrated 

in Figure 3.16 (a)-(c). 

In the experiment, two different ESH machines were used. The one described 

above was used for testing the fracture touglmess specimens and thumbnail 

specimens which had a load capacity of lOOkN. The other ESH machine had a 

capacity of 250kN, which was used to break the 20mm diameter crescent-moon 
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specimens in tension, and which required a load ofapproxima(ely t 50kN (if the 

cracks within the specimen were very small). The 250kN ESH machine consists 

of a control panel which has a digital meter and a cycle COlUller. 'The digital 

meter can be Sd 10 measure load, strain or stroke. Each measurement is 

displayed as a voltage range of -lOY to +IOY depending whether a tensile test 

or a compressive test is being perfOrmed. 

1 I 
'" .• 

(0) (b) 

(,) 

• • • • '" 

"igoR' 3.16 (a): The ESH machine performing a fatigue toughness test 

(b) :The control station. 

(e) :The rontrol panel from the 250kN ESH fatigue machine. 
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3.3.3 Zwick Testinl: Machine 

The 200k7'< Zwick machine was used in the tensile testing experiments for the 

14mm and 17 mm diameter crescent moon specimens. The 7wick machine was 

linked to a computerised system which contains a Microsoft l\"ick Program. 

The programme IS slraightforward ami by JGcding the known data on lhe 

compuler. sllCh as the size and type of specimen, the load cell being used and the 

speed of the test, the 7wick can pelfomJ. the test and even calculale the breaking 

stresses, time to failure, plastic defomJ.ation load, slrain, stress, elc. The only 

problem encounlered "as lhat the machine in the laboratory did not have a 

200kN gnp to bn.::ak the 20mm diameter crescent moon specimens (thUS the 

expenmcnt was extended to the 250k.'1 ESU testing machine as mentioned in 

section 3.3.2). hgure 3.17 shows the b"wk machine. with wedge grips that can 

hold a maximum filree of IOOk7'<, ready to perform a tensile test on a I7mm 

dJ amete, specimen. 

Figure 3.17: The Z"iek machine used to break the 14mm and 17mm 

diameten crescent-moon ~pecimens in tension. 
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3.4 Fracrure Jimghness Tl',I{ 

3.4.1 Procedul"{' of Fradure Toughnes,,' Experilllent 

Fracture toughness tests w~e conducted in accordance with the code BS 7448 

1991 using single edge notch bend (SENB) specimens. Thc specimens were 

oriented so that the specimens were longitudinal and the notch transverse - thus 

faithfully simulating the actual fatigue crack condition. 

3.4.1.1 Specimen PI"t'pam/im. 

Fracture loughn~s specimens of dimensions shown in Figure 3.3 were fatigued 

in bending using the lOOkN ESH machine. The specimens were first polished on 

one side in the vicinity of the notch by the use of fine polishing paper of 

different grades. and finally polished off with a cloth buffer. This was 

undertaken to provide a polished mirror surface to facilitate observation of the 

growing fatigue crack. Using a sharp edge, the polished snrfaces were carefully 

scaled (up to about 8mm) to provilk reference points to monitor fatigue crack 

growth when viewed under the microscope, as shown in Figure 3.18. 

3.4.1.2 Fatigue Load Estimalion 

For a Single Edged Notch Bend (SENB) specimen. the load required for a crack 

to initiate was calculated and estimated by using the equation 3.3 which gives an 

estimate of the limit load FG 

3.3 
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Where B. band Ware the dimension of the specimen and S,. is the yield stress 

of the A17075 T6 and A12030 T3 respectively. The orientation used was L-R 

where the erack grows in the radial direction. Fatigue initiated at typically 

40%to 60% of the limit load, h. The toughness specimcns were pre-cracked at 

10Hz with an R ratio of 0.1 . 

3.4_1.3 Fll1igue Pre-crackillg 

The specimen was carefully placed on the bending stand of the ESH machine 

with its respective span length and loaded in three point bendu]g as ShOWl] in 

Figure 3.19. As a precaution the amplitude on the ESH was set to zero reading 

and the counter was reset. 

... _ 10 .... .... "07~ T 8 ) 
"'_ 17", . , (~ .. O,. TO) 

w 

'" 

B · . """ ,,,,,.. ,. YO, 
• • 7.' mm .... "'., . T» , 

Figure 3.19: Specimen used to determined fr acture of toughness. 

A travelling microscope with the aid of two fibrc-optic beam lights was used to 

monitor and meaSUre the crack length of the specimen. The microscope was 

positioned and focl.lsed pe'lJendicl.llaT to the specimen. The graticl.lle reading of 

the microscope was aligned parallel to the notch of the specimen. 

As the cycling amplitude was switch on, the counter started automatically. At 

typically between 2000 to 4000 cycles, the material startcd to cxhibit fatigue 

crack initiation. Figl.lTe 3.20 shows a typical specimen on the bending stand (at 

68mm span under fatiglle process at 10Hz). 
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Figure 3.20; SENB specimen under bending latigue. 

Thc crack was allowed to grow almosi half way through the spt'cimen to an a/W 

value bet\veen 0.45 WId 0.55. This was achieved hy controlling the rate of crack 

gro",th. TIle amplitude load was reduced accordingly such that the crack growth 

nile did not exceed 2.5 x IO--4mm1cycles. During fdtigue pre-cracking each 

specimen was periodically stopped and the load was adjusted if necessary. 

Appendix D shows WI example of how the crack growth rate Wd,'; controlled. 

3.4.1.4 Ramping LAad Stage 

TIle specimens WeTe filted with knife-edges about 9mm apart. (which were 

attached ",ith screws into the specimen) to \I'hich to a clip gauge was attached. 

-lne clip gauge was u.~ed to measure thc deflection during the ramp loading and 

opening orihe crack. The clip gauge and the load signal were both connected to 

a graph plotter from which the load versu.~ o.lellection CllTVe was obtained as 

shown in Figure 3.21 WId Appendix D. The ESII also recorded the ramping data 

which wcre plotted as seen in Appendix D. 
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Load 
(kN) 

1.5, 

Figure 3.21: Load verNUS deflection cu .... e. 

3.4.1.5 Measuremt'nt ofthl! Fructurl! Suifa"1! 

The crack for ~<lCh ~pccimen wa~ measured at 4 quarter points in accordance 

with (he UK standard~ as showu in Figure 3.22. 

Figure 3.22: Crack measurement for fracture of toughness. 

Thus lh~ av"'rag~ crack length a. was ddennined by using the following 

equation (see Appendix OJ, 
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(
a, +a,)' 

" " +a ,/ +a" + , . /J Y. 2 ---, -- 3.4 

3.5 Thumbnail Test 

• Procedure/or Thumbnili/ Filtigue Cracking 

The behaviour of an edge crack in a round shaft in practicc is vcry complex. 11 

rcally depends on thc gcometry and the actual typc of load. There are two main 

categories for thc shapc of cracks in unnotched or mildly notched components 

under tension or pure bending: 

'" Straight-front crack; 

J,.. Thumbnail shaped crack. 

The specimens were all fatigued in 3 point bending on the ESH fatigue machine 

with a span of 64mm. About 37% of the load limit was uscd to fatiguc thc 

spccimcns. Fatiguc cracks of diffcrent lengths and depths were grown on 

respective specimens. The cracks were monitored by using a microscope and at 

the same time controlled by reducing the load. The load 'vas reduced to ensure 

that thc crack grows at a constant ratc not more than 2.5 X IO" nun/cycle 

The fatigue specimens were broken in 3 point bending and a ploUer was used to 

record the load and displacement trace of the fast fracture (see Appf!ndix hJ. 

Figurc 3.23 illustratcs a picturc of a broken specimen. The shiny part represents 

the fatigue region and the dull pan represents the fast fracture region. The length 

2c and depth a of the fatigue crack were carefully measured and recorded, The 

deeper the drill holes the deeper and rounder (i.e. larger a/2c ratio) the fatiguc 

crack shape. 
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I-- d 

Figure 3.23; Measurement of fatigue craek recorded for thumbuail 

specimens. 

3.6 Crescent Moon Test 

3.6.1 Proudurefor Cre.w;ent-nwon Te.~t 

For the cracks to grow at different depths and lengths into the round bar at point 

R, a portion of the specimen was machined off in a smooth "shavcd" manner, as 

shown earlier in Figure 3.7. 1be specimens were first polished on one side in the 

vicinity of the notch by the use 01" JiIlt' polishing paper 01" different ranges, and 

linally polished off with a cloth buffcr. rhc experiment was un<krt<tken 

cautiously over a rmge of <'TdCk lengths and depths, such that the Y compliancc 

data is well distribulcd when plotted against thcir a~pect ratio aid and a/2c 

parameters. 

The longer the circuml"erential step size, the longer the surface crack length 2c 

that could be grown into thc specimen, and by adjusting the step length the 

kngth 2c or t!Jt, crack could tJt, controlled. The specimens were all faligued on 

the mtational bending machine. The objective of Ihe experiment was to avoid 

asymmctrical crack development as described in section 3.3.1. 

------ --
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All tbe 14mm diameter specimens were loaded up to 250N; the 17mm diameter 

specimens wo:re loaded with a maximum rorce or 380N and for the 20mm 

diamcter specimens a force or 450N was used. The direction of the rotation was 

changed for every 5,000 cycles so as to avoid as)i1llmctrical cracking in the 

shape of a "comma", see Figure 3.l1b. Cracks for \hc 14mm diameter round bar 

initiated after about 11,000 cycles; ror the 17mm diameter samples cracks 

initiated after approximately 24000 cycles and for 20nml diameter samples 

after approximately 29000 cycles. 

Crack initiation was observed in the microscope, but was also indicated by the 

formation or finc black powder, which is a consistent sign or fretting ratigue. 

With the aid of the surfaces being polished and a microscope the progress of the 

cracks were readily followed. A red ink was also used as a flaw indicator in 

order to track the crack. Tbis was done by applying a tiny drop of the ink., which 

seeps into the crack of the specimen where its length could be estimated by 

using a minimised paper copy or a scaled ruler. The applied load was redllced 

conventionally and proportionally as the crack was grown to diITcrent lengths 

along the surface of the specimen. Appendix F shows an example of how 

readings were recorded during the growth of the crack for a specimen. The 

number of c1ockwi~e rotations was ~et equal to the number of anticlockwise 

rotation for each specimen, so that a crescent moon crack ~hape was obtained a\ 

thc same time avoiding asymmetrical "cOlmna" crack sbapes. 

3.6.2 Specime" Modification after Fatigue 

Once tbe fatigue cracks were grown to different relative lengths and depths as 

required by the experimenlal programme, lh~ re'"pe~liv" spe~inwn" w.".~ lak"'l 

to thc workshop for the stress concentration step to be cOlnpietely machined 

away until the diameter was constant throughout, as a simplc round bar 

contaimng a crescent moon fatigue crack with diameters 141mn, 17mm and 

20mm as illustratcd by the drawings in Figure 3.24. 
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• 

" Portlonof~- ,--., 
:",,,'--:IIlC'U,,"g ... ~l.n 

t' 'OIl 01,. BEfORE FATIGUING • ,.r St.p ~t.d oil 

• 
S "" loll E-I' 

mER FAT«iUING,T!i STEP IS COMPLETLYMACHINED AWAY 

• 

Figure 3.24: Fiual stage reach by specimen before breaking in tension. 

3.6.3 Tensile Testing 

The speClmen, were then ramped under ten,ion on the Zwick IOOkN tensile 

testing machine or the ESH fatigue testing machine (see Figures 3.235(a) amI 

(b» and the load versus displacement graph for each specimen was ohtained 

from the plotter (see Appendix F). Gripping the specimens was sometimes a 

prohlem since the crack was located only 50mm away from the end of the 

specimens, which led to a relatively short gripping length_ Clearance was 

needed by the crack so thm the specimens hroke at the crack. However, slipping 

or the specimen in the gnps occaSIOnally happened (5% or the cases). Some 

specimens did not break at the fatigue crack since the grip tends to squash the 

top part of some specimens and calise a local stress concentration and reduction 

in area sufficient for the specimen to break at that poin!. 
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(.) (b, 

Figure 3.25: (a) Zwitk tcn~ile testing machine about to grip a 17mm 

dillmeter round bar. 

(b) ESH test machine ready to break a 20mm diameter 

round bar. 

3.6.4 MeU$urel1U!nt of the Crescent nwon Fatigue Crack 

Every crack of each specimen was measured carefully with a vernier. and the 

dcert'~t depth of crack a was recorded. "The length 2c wa~ measured by using a 

masking !<Ipe which was carefully stuck around the bar where the length W<lS 

marked. measured and recorded as shown in Figure 3.26. 
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'- d 

Figure 3.26: Measurement recorded for crescent moun specimens . 

.1.7 Summan' 

This chapter has considered the experimental specimens and processes 

necessary to rnem;ure fracture toughness and also generale fatigue cracks of two 

difTerent types, dlUmbnail and crescent moon shapes. TOb>ether with the [Jaw 

dimensions. fracture toughness, ~tress at Ii-acture and the Y compliance factor 

can be determined. This is discussed in the following chapter. along with the 

effect (on Y cnmpliance factor) of aspect ralio, al2e, relative (kpth aid and 

SJl'lClTnen size, for both crack types predominately in tension (but also in 

bending). 
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4. Results and Analysis 

4.1 Introduction. 

Thi, chapter pre,ents the result" of the Y compliance determinations as a function 

of aspcet ratio, relative depth and thickness effect, as derived from experimental 

work lUldertaken in the project. It also presents the results for the fracture toughness 

of the alwninium alloys used followed by the detenl1ination of the TIODllalised Y 

compliances_ 

• Formulae used/or Fracture Toughne~,·. 

The fracture toughness was calculated using the fOmJula below, 

~- :;~, ~~) 4.1 

'Where PQ is the assessed maximum load at the end of the linear pol1ion of the load 

deflection curve during ramping and which turned out predominantly to be the load 

at failure. The olheT parameteT!l have their usual meanings: a, CTack length. B the 

thicknes> oflhe specimen, W, the width of the specimen, and S is the "pan as shown 

in Figure 4. la. The load obtained from the graph for each "peeimen can be found in 

the Appendix D generated by the ESl l fatigue machine and a plotter. 
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Chapter 4: Results alld Alla/vsis 

B _ .". ~ ,"'''Q70 -a) 

5_ , .• "'''' "'''' . .. H) 

B 

. 

Figure 4.1a: Dimension of the fracture toughuess specimeu for both alloys used. 

The value f(; ) is expressed as ShO"iU in equation 4.2, 

4.2 

4.2 Fracmre Toughness Re.I'll/rs. 

4.2.1 Determinmion of Fracmre Toughne.'-.'Ior the AI7075 T6. 

This malerial was found 10 be ofa brinle characlerislic and from BS7448 1991 , the 

5% slope OnSel was not applied to detennine the force P as the peak load was 

sllfliClent (.,-ce Appendix D). 

To be regarded as a valid measure of K,e, the value of fracture of toughness 

obtained must satisfy the validity criterion. It can be accepted only if. 

Kw a, B, W-a 2: 2. --{ ]' " 
4.3 
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Table 4.1 illustrates the fracture tooghnes, rewlts ohLained l"or the material used. 

Table 4.1: Results of fracture tougbness of tbe AI7075 T6. 

fwm equation 4.3. 2.5[18.358)' =3.3 mm. 
505 

Hence since the dimension of the specimens satisfies the validity criterion, the 

fracture toughness of 18.358MPa~lm was taken as the KIC actual fracture toughness 

orthe material and the behaviour can be regarded as satisrying LEFM conditions. 

• Fracture surfaces of the A17075 T6 frod"re toughness specimens 

Figure 4.1b: Fracture toughneS15 spedmen for AI7075 T6. (S~ Appendix Ii for 

Al2030 Tl) 
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4.1.1 Determillation of Frac/ure TOlIgllllessfor the AI1030 T3. 

Using the similar procooure in section 4.2.1, the determination of the high strength 

low tOllglmess alloy Al2030 T3 was lilllnd. The 5% slope offset was used for the 

A12030 T3 alloy to determine the force P as shown in Appendix D. 

From equation 4,3 Ule so called "valid Ihkkness" was determined, 

2.5 (19.693]' =1.14mDL 
353.7 

The dimensions B of the spe<:imens were slightly less than the validity criterion 01-

eqllalion 4.3. However as was menlioned in Literature review (Chapter 2 section 

2.8.7) 11 is arguable lhallhe validily equation coellicient 2.5 can be replaced by a 

value doser to 1.1 in which case the specimen dimensions arc dearly compatible 

with the LEFM hehaviour. Table 4.2 shows the fracture toughness of the A12030 

T6 . 

Tahle 4.2: 'Fracture toughne~s ]"e~ult~ of AI2030 T6. 
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4.3 Detenninatioll of Ihe Y- Compliance {rom Thumbnail Cracb ill 

Belldillg. 

• Y Compliance/or Specimens ill BelidlJlg. 

The Y compliance was determined from the equation 

The specimens Were ramped under bending and the strcss of failure was derived as 

sho,""TI. 

. d 4M FatlurcLoa P - -
L 

As we know <71",,;; = My where y is taken d/2. 
, I 

I = ",I' 
64 

BPL 
Thus <7_ .. = mi ' 

4.5 

4.6 

4.7 

1,1,1,ere P = failure load (see Appendix E), L = span len~.'1h and d = specunen 

diameter 

The span used was 64mm and d was 17mm. 

The rcsui! obtained are tabulated in Table 4,3 

Table 4.3: Y compliance of Thumbnail crack shapes results 
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Figure 4.2(a), the trend of the graph of Y against aid, shows a typical concave up 

relatiOilship with a minimum point of (0.28, 0.51). The absolute maximum point is 

shcw,'n by the highest value of Y and aid, on the right hand side. This point was 

from specimen IHc (as shown from the Table 4.3) and had the deepest crack length 

oompared to the other specimens. Having a deep crack in the round bar decreases 

the breaking stress. Hence it is more liable to break with a smaller force as shown in 

Table 4.3. 

Figure 4.2(b) show:s the relationship between Y compliance factor and the aspect 

ratio of a!2c for aid ::;; 0.458. The range obtained from actual experiment is 

0.33,.:;al2c:<;0.46. The trend of the curve shows a decrease in Y value with an 

increase in al2c. The set of data is rather clustered and the trend difficult to 

detennine and a wider range ofal2c could (in hindsight) have been developed. 

, e 
,.6 

" , 
" , 
" • , 
0.8 0 

u 
> 06 

OA 
0.' 
00 

17mm Diameter Thumbnail specimen in Bending 
Vv.s aid 

• • • • 

, .• . ,. 

, 

• , 

07 0.8 

Figun- 4.2(a): Graph of Thumbnail specimens in bending Y compliance vs. ald. 
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17mm Diameter Thumbnail specimen in Bending 
Yv.s al2c 

u 

" 
" 
" u , .. I-,., 
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" 
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, 
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-

I • 
--.. , 
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, 
, 
, 

• •• 

" 
a/2c 

.. -

-, 
, 

, 

" 
Figure 4.2{b): Gnpb ofTbumbnail sJIe"'imens in bending Y l'omplianec v~. 

oJl<. 

• Pictures of the fractured Ihumbttail spf!dmetts. 

Figure 4.2{c): Fracture surfaces of broken thnmbnail specimens in bending. 

From the photograph it can be scrn how the fatigue crack were grown with the 

applied stress concentratioo (drilled holes or notches of difl'crenl 'izes). The 
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specimens having ootchcd strcss concentrations formed a shallower thumbnail 

fatigue ci'dck shape than when using drilled holes a.~ a stress concentration, which 

teOOed to resl.lH in a rounder shape, as shovm in Figl.lre 4.2e for specimen Bla and 

BIb. 

4,4 Determination ofthe Y- Compliance from Cre.\'Cent moon CracAs in 

Tension. 

4.4.1 Y Compliance for Specimens in Tension, 

The oolTIlalized Y compliance wa.~ determined from eqUiltion 4.8, 

y = _. K1L ____ _ 

U j",I~w.. ~ 1m c,.;, 

4.8 

Equation 4.8 was used to find Y, the dimensionless stress intensity factor. Sincc this 

test was done in tension. 

p 
Therefore (T"._ = A 4.9 

WheTe P is the failure load as shown in Appendix F and A is the cross-section aTea 

of the spedmen. 

A = nr"where r is the radius oftbo specimen. 

The Y compliance of the round bar!! of respective diametOTIl 14mm, 17mm and 

20mm was detcnnined. Tables 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 illustratc the results of 

specimens of diameter 14mm using A17075 "1'6, 14mm, 17mm and the 20mm using 

Al2030 T3 respectively. For each specimen the crack depth R and length 2c was 

measured and the respectivc aspect ratios aid and al2c were calculated. TIlC stress 

using a circular cross-section for each specimen was also reckoned. Twenty three 

crescent moon specimcns from the material A17075 "1'6 was obtained. No 

meaningful results were obtained for specimens ()12, C7, Bl1 and B 12 since they 

did not break at the crdck dl1e to gripping problems during the tensile test. 
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4.4.2 The 14mm lJiameta Cr('~·cent moon SpeC'imenv. 

Table 4.4: Re;.ults of 14mm diameter cre~cent moon specimens u~ing A17075 

16 matcrial. 

" 
" " • 0 " ~ • H ~ , 

0 '0 
0 " > 

" " cc 

14mm DiameterCrescent moon specimen in Tension 

Yv.sa/d 

1-. 
i 

I ~ 
, 
~ 

• 
" , • • . 

, 

" 
'" 

I 

• 
• I 

i -- ! -:B , 
--

I 
c." 0,0 

I . 14mm di~m"' .... AI7075 101 

Figure ".3(a): Graph of l"mm diameter Crescent moon specimells in ten~ion 

V '·S. aid. 
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14mm Diameter Crescent moon specimen in Tension 
Yv.sal2c 

. 

- ---

& 
, • 
~ . 

• , • .... _. _ t • • .. -

-

o. , 0' 0.' 

• 
-

--

" al2e 

, 

r 

._---

, 
i I 

. 14mm (!;ameter AI707516 ! 

Figure 4.J(b): Grapb of 14mm diameter Cresceut moon specimens in tension 

V vs. al2c. 

Figure 4.3(a) suggests that Y has a concave up relationship with ald. The range or 

values covered by AI7075 T6 lilr!he 14mm diameter 0.029:S aid :0: 0.639. Y has a 

minimum value 0.6 when aid equals 0.15. The concave up trend in Figure 4.3(a) is 

much wider than that in Figure 4.3(b). This is because a!2c i~ very seldom greater 

than 0.5. The data of Y compliance of the 14mm diameter of the Al7075 T3 was 

added to that obtained lor similar diameter for AJ2030 T6. Table 4.5(a) illustrates 

the results obtained for the 14mm diameter crescent moon specimen using the 

AJ2030 T3 material. 
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Table 4.5a: Result>. of the Y ·cnnlpliance ror l"mm diameter creseeD I nI<H.n 

specimens usiug A1203(1 T3. 

, ~ 
, 0 

" ~ 1.2 

~ 10 
o 
E 08 

U
o 

'0 > 
0< 

" " 

14mm DiameterCrescent moon specimen in Tension 
Y v.s aid 

, , , I " 
, 

-• -

• • • -• • •• • 
--

! l-
.-

0,' 0,' 0.' 0.' 

". • 14mm (!;ameter 2030 T3 

Figure 4.4(a): Graph for the 14mm dian.eler rouud bar, Y "onlpljauee vs. ald. 

figure 4.4(a) shows how the stress inten,ity iactor Y varie, with relative dcpth. The 

trend shows a concave up curve. Scalier in the result, indicate slightly ditIcrCIll 

value, ofY for nominally similar ald. As the fatigue crack depth a decrea8es i.e. as 
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a/d---+O, the stress intensity factor foHows a negative slope trend with an increase in 

value. The ,hortest CI'<lck depth recorded from the experiment was from specimen 

07 with a = 0.6mm and it provides a high value of Y which is 1.26 as shown in 

Table 4.5. 

Fracture stresses tor small cracks have lower stress values resulting to higher values 

of Y. It was also noticed from the graph that the bigger the crack depth, the higher 

the Y compliance value as shown by specimen 01 in Table 4.5. The range of aid 

obtaioed for the 14mm diameter experiment was 0.04 S aid S 0.5. 

" " " , 
" 0 , 
" " , 0.' 

8 " > 

" 0.' 
00 

14mm Diameter Crescent moon specimen in Tension 
Yv.s al2c 

- .. -- .-
, , 

I 
, 

, 
I 

, , 
' .. , 

, 

00 0.' 0.' 0, 0.' 

I. 14mm diameter 2030 T3 

I<'igllre 4.4(b): Y compliance against a!2c aspect ratio. 

The l'<lnge of values obtained was O.17S al2e SO.32. Once again, a12c cannot be 

greater than 0.5. As a12c decreases the Y compliance increases which sho",s that 

fracture stress for small cracks have lower stress values resulting to higher values of 

y 
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Figure 4.4{c) and 4.4(d) shows the trend of Y compliance for both materials Al7075 

T6 and AI2030 T3 on the ~ame ~cale for respective aspect ratios aid and aJ2c. Y 

values for both materiab merge together and follow the concave up trend. However 

data points were not obtained in the range of 0.5 .:'0 aid ~ 0.639. A~ aid decreil')e~ the 

Y valnes increases with a negative gradient. Smaller cracks ~tiJl exhibit large values 

ofY. 
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14mm Diameter Crescent moon specimen in Tension 
Yvs. aid 
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Figun 4.4(c): Y compliance or both materiaL~ or diameter 14mm ~S. ald. 
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Chapter 4: RemIt)· and Anah')·j)· 

14mm Diameter Crescent moon specimen in Tension 
Y vs. a/2c 
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Figure 4.4(d): Y compliance of botb malcrials of diameter 14mm \'5. a/2c. 

In the rangc aid 2: 0.15 in Figure 4A(e), it was observed that specimens having 

nominally similar aid values have Y compliance increases with decrease in al2c. 

The Table 4.5(b) shows the values of Y and al2e for nominally similar aid v,dues. 

Figure 4.4(e) shows how as al2e increases Y decreases for the same relative depth 

ratio ald. 

Tablc 4.S(b): Values ofY and al2e (or the same aId value.. 
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Chapter 4: Re~u/ts and AnalV.fi5 

14mm Crescent moon specimen In Tension 
Y v.s al2c to show aId effect 

"- -, 
r- i 

-- r- -

~ . -_._--_ .. 
~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

0.1 0.2 0.3 O. 

al2e 

05 0.6 0.7 0.8 

a/d-O.15 

a/d=O.157 

ald=O.32 ' 

a/d=O.357 

Figure 4.4(e): Values of V vs. a/2c having similar values of ald. 

• Fractured surfacesfor the 14mm diameter crescent moon sample.~. 

Figure 4.5 (a) and (b) show the fracture surfaces of the 14mm diameter erescent 

moon specimens broken in tension for the A17075 T6 and 2030 T3 respectively. 

Figure 4.5 (a): Cresceut mOOD fatigue cracks of 14mm diameter A17075 T6. 
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Chapter 4: Results and Analrsil' 

Iflgllrc 4.5 (bJ: Crescent m'Kln fatigue cracks of 14mm diameter AI20JO TJ. 

4.4.3 The 17mm mameler ere,I·Cent moon Specimens. 

Table 4.6: Resulls of th.e Y-.compliancc for 17mm diameter crescent moon 

specimens using A12030 TJ. 

From T~b1c 4.6, the gmphs or Y ys, ,e.'d aspttt mti<Js and ,e''2~. were plotted wh.ich 

arc illustrated in Figure 4.6 (a) and (b) 
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Chapter 4: Resufls andAnall'sis 

• • 0 , 
0 

E 
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> 

17mm Diameter Crescent moon specimen in Tension 
Yvs.a/d 

u . ~ ..• 
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" u • , 
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0.0 

0.0 o. , 0.' 
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fO:" T 

a ;,-12c" ." 
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• 17mm diameter 2030 T3 

Figure- 4.6 (a): Stress intensity factnr Y vs. aid for 170101 diametcr crescent 

moon specImens. 
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Fignrc 4.6 (h): Stress intensity factor Y ' ·s. a/2c for 17mm diameter crescent 

mm," spcclmens. 
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Chapter 4: Results and Analysis 

From Figure 4.6(01), the graph shows a cOlicave up curve. Only eleven dala poinls 

were available lor the 17 mm diameter crescent mOOl\ test. The Y compliance data 

lies in the rang.. 0.047 S aid S 0.5. At aid =0.5 on the grnph shows how as allc 

decreases Y increases for three specimens having the same aid values i. e. CI, C3 

and C5. 

Figure 4.6 {b} also sho\vs the trend of a COllCave up curve if data points werc 

oblained in tOO range O.IS aile S 0.2. The graph shows that aile cannot be grealeT 

than 0.5. The maximum Y value obtainOO was to 1.63 lor an al2c of 0.19 and wa, 

exhibiltld by a large crack as shown in Figure 4.6 (c). 

• Pictures ofthl' fractured surfacesfor thl' 17mm diaml'ler. 

Figure 4.6 (c): rncture surface ofCl (lliarge crescent moon crack) 
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Chapter 4: Rem/t,Y and Ana/rsis 

Figure 4.6(d); Crescent m{Km fatigue cracks for the- t7mm diame-te-r specime-ns 

broke-n in tension. 

From Figure 4.6(d) specimen C6, C4, C3 and Cl2 wcre found to be not perfectly 

crescent moon shaped fatigue cracks. This happened due to overloading during the 

fatigue test and this force the crack to be asymmetrical that is more in the form of a 

"comma" shape, 

4.4.4 The 20mm Diameter Crescent Moon Specimens 

[n a similar way, Y complia/ICe values for the 20mm diameter specimens were 

determined as a function \0 their respective depth and aspect ratios aid and al2c. 

The results are illustrated in Table 4.7 and by the graphs in Figure 4.7 (a) and (b). 
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Chapter 4: R esilits altd Altalr.'-;' 

Table 4.7: Data obtained for Y compliance for the 20 mm diamder crescent 

moon specimens. 

'" '" 
" • " " 0 • '0 a , 0.' 

8 0." > o. 
0.' 
00 

20mm Diameter Crescent moon specimen in Tension 
Yv.sa/d 

- • ; , , 

, 

i • ·'·h- . 

• .. , 

; • 

0.0 o. , 0.' 0.' 0.' 
aid 6 20mm diameter 2030 13 

Figure 4.7 (a): V compliance vs. aid for the 20mm diameter specimens. 
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Chapt!!r 4: R!!,-ufts andAnaf)'sis 

20mm Diameter Crescent moon specimen in Tension 
Yv.s al2c 

1 8 ----- ----

>.6 

" , , " 
8 06 > 

" Q2 

00 

• 

0.2 

• B2 

• 

0.3 0.4 0.5 06 0.7 08 
~rb; 1 .. 2!lmm dlsmster 203] T3) 

Figure 4.7 (b): Y compliance ~·s. a/2c for the 20mm diameter specimens. 

The SIF values arc found within the range 0.075'::; aid.::; 0.725 as shown in Figure 

4.7(a). The data points are widely 'pread ,howing a Conca~e up Curve trend. Figure 

4.7 (b) illu,trate the Y compliance data plotted again,t al2c ratio within a ,mailer 

range 0.0~4S al2c < 0.3~0_ The data did not ,how a marked trend , ince there waS 

significant data within the range O. IS a!2c S 0.3 (specimens there broke in the grips 

unfortunately). Point B2 in Figure 4.7 (b) was located completely out of the cluster 

of the data points. It was found to have a deeper fatigue crack among the other 

braken specimens as shown in Table 4.7. A picture of the fatigue crack fracture 

surface is illustrated in Figure 4.7 (c). Figure 4.7(d) shows the crescent moon 

fatigue cracks obtained for the 20mm diameter specimens. It was observed during 

the experiment that curved fronted cracks gradually changed to 'traight fronted 

cracks by mid thickness. This transition occurs as the crack length a tends to 

approach the radius r of the cra's section of the bar and 2c tend, to half the 

circum ference. In other \\·ords to achieve ,och crack shapes a!2c mu,t tend to I hr.. 
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Chapter 4: Re~u115 and Ana/psis 

• PiC/un of the 20mm cnscent moonfatjgu~ cracks 

Figure 4.7 (e); Specimen 82 .. ith a fatigue cr:llek length 01= 14.5mm and bigb 

STF value of 1.51. 

Figure 4.7 (d): The Crescent moou fatigue craeks for the 20mm diameter 

specimen broken in tension. 
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Chapter 4; Resull5 and Ana/r.~i5 

4,5 Comparing Bending Thumbnail Specimens with Cre~'cent Moon 

Specimen~' in Temion 

From Figure 4.13 (a) it is observed that the Y compliance factor for tensiOll tends to 

be higher than for bending though there was a lack or data in the range ald>O.5 . 

The thumbnail data points could nOi be properly compared since they lied only in 

the rang~ 0.2< aid <0.5. Similar observations were made lor Figure 4.I3(b) thai is 

Y compliance in tension shows higher values thallhat in bending. 

, .8 

" 
" , • 0 , .2 0 ., 
" .. " 

E 08 
0 
0 0.6 
> O. 

0.2 
00 

00 

.. 

, 

----:- ..... _ 
Comparing Tension and Bending 

Yvs. aId 

.. 

• 
< •• t; < 

< ••• ,. , 

l-
o , 02 03 

• 

O' ., 

. .. 

05 

I 

0.6 

, 
, · 17mrnT humbnail 

Bending 
, 17mrn C rescent rroon 

Tension 

OJ 0.8 

Figure 4.13 (a): (:omparing tbe Y compliance for tension and bending against 

aid relative deptb. 
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Chapter 4: Rem/t,,· lind AnuJl'sis 

Comparing Tension and Bending 
Yvs. a/2c 

• 
•• 
••• 

T 

i 
L_-+ __ L_~ __ L_-+ __ L __ .17mm Thumbnail 

0.0 o. , 0' O. 
812" 

0.' 0." C:I( 17mm Crescent mooo 

Figure 4.13(b): Comparing (be Y compliance for tension and bending against 

their respective al2e lISpect ratio. 
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Chapter 4: Resulls and Ana/l'sis 

4.6 Size Effect on Y- Compliance 

Figure 4.14: Picture or some broken specimen in tension or different sizes in 

the uperimeut. 

Figun:: 4.14 shows some of the broken specimens of different sizes. The stress 

intensity factors for specimens of different sizes were also compared with their 

respective n::lative depths aid and aspect ratios al2c as shown in Figure 4.15 (a) and 

(b) respectively. 

, .. ,. 
'A • " 0 " • '0 

" , 0.' 0 
0 0.' > 

OA 

0.' 
0.0 

20mm,17mm,14mm Crescent moon in Tension 
Yvs.a/d 

• 14mm size 

)( 17mm size 

0.0 o. , 0.' "' ." 
0.' 0.' 0.' o.s .l>20mm size 

Figure 4.15 (Il): Effect ofsize on Y compliance data with respect to KId relative 

de[lth. 
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Chapter 4: Results lind Anllil'sis 

-
! 2Omm,17mm,14mm Crescent moon inTension , 

y VS. al2c 

" ~ 14m~r 
" , , 

" mm 

i 1 .~~ -i 1.0 - '" 20mm 
C 0.8 :- '" u 

" -> . 14mmSlZf 

" "' 1( 17mm sIze 
eo 

0.' "' "' eo 0 ' "' 06 ' ] 08 620mm size 

.n, 

Figure 4.15 (b): Effect ofsi1.e on V compliance data with respect to their II$pect 

ratios. 

FJ"{MTI Figure 4.15 (a) and (b) il was observed Ihal as the sizes of Ihe specimen 

increases from 14mm to 20mm, Ihe concave up curves generaled by the Y 

compliance lends 10 shift lower and wider to the righl hand side. al2e values seems 

to be distorted as si7e increases but still shows a tendency that Y values decreases 

as size increases. It was also observed from Figure 4.15 (a) that the points having 

thc SlIme aid value irrespective of their sizes e.g. in thi , case at aid ={l.S. their aile 

decreases as their respective Slress intensity taclOl" increases. 
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Chapler 4: Result>" and Analysis 

4.7 Summary! 

The fracture touglmess of both materials A17075 T6 and A12030 T3 were measured 

and found to be 18.6MPal·'m and 19.7MPa,!'m respcrtivcly. The equations 4.4 and 

4.8 were used to calculate the Y compliance for specimens in bending and tension 

fOr the thwnbnail and crescent IT\()()n shapes /iniglle cracks respectively. Graph of 

stress intensity factors relative to the depth aid ami asped ratio a/2e were plotted 

and compared. The results show an upper conca~e upwards trend. Y compliance for 

tensile specimens tend<: to be higher than the Y values for bending. Size seems to 

affect Y compliance values in that the bigger the specimens. the lower are the 

values of the Y compliance factors. 
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Chapter 5: /)i ,eu."hm 

5. Discussion 

5.1 Introduction 

In the ~evlOus chapter, the results of Y compliance obtained from the thumbnail 

faltb'llC crack shapes broken in bending, and crescent moon Jiltigue crack shapes 

I:roken in tension, were analysed as a function of their respectivc relative depths aid 

and aspect ratios al2c as well as the size effect. 

This Discussion chapter presents both an intcflll!l consideration ofthc authors own 

results lUld comparison of these results with those of other authors m the Literature 

review, as described in chapter 2. The Y compliance stress intensity values for the 

crescent moon type cra;;king do not appear to have been reported previously, either 

computational or experimental sources. Most publishoo Y complilUlce data were 

computationally derived for thumbnail Jiltigue cracks, in either bending or tension. 

Howover some previous students (Radebc [68[ and Flcuriau [691), working at UCT 

under Tail's s~ision, have produced some valuable data of crescent moon 

fatigue cracks in bending, together with some thumbnail fatiguc cracks m bolh 

bending and tension. 1bese Y compliance data were combined together witb the 

results for the presem project and was comparod to the other available data from 

published literature, particularly (Carpinteri [7], Ng ~nd Fenner [81. Si 11 0[, Da 

Fonte and Dc Freitas [3[, Shiratori 131 af. [4S[ and Newman anti Raju[6]). 

The Discussion chapter further compares the Y compliance data obtained by 

assuming the fast fracture region was 

(i) fIrstly the full original circular area and cOlIl'aring this to 

(ii) the "corrected" Y cOl1l'liance data by calculating the aelual fast fractured 

= •. 
This intcrprota.tion of Y was also compared to published stress intensity factors 

obtainm] by authors from tbe literature. 
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Chapter 5: Di,cu."jrm 

5.2 )' Compliance Data and General Trends obtained //I the same 

LahoratorF 

Figl1tt:: 5,I(a) shows the available stress intensity results ill tenslOn venaL' the 

relative crack depth aid obtained from the same laboratory. Fleuriau's Y 

compliance data j,}!lows the trend of the Y comphance j"r the 14mm of the present 

result in (he range (}f 0.27<U'd<0.45, F1"unau· s data shows shghtly higher values in 

the range O.:lY,aid«U9 

• 0 
0 • 
0 

E 
0 
u 
> 

Comparing data ofY in Tension (obtained from the 
same laboratory) 

Yvs aid , " , " 
- , 

• I - . . . . X i , • 
" --

" 
'" '" 
'" 0< 

. I • RatTltJacus 14mm 

i 't . , 
-- . -:- x RambocllS 17mm 

, '.' •• I ~ ROOlbocllS 20mm . A·": • --. "' ., . . 
• Fleur\au 14mm • ! -

co 
00 .. _-- ___ J.. i -- -- ----

0.0 o. , 0.' 0.' 0.' 0.' 0.0 

'" -----_._.-

Figure 5.t (a): Resulls ofY compliance faclors in tension for hoth F1enriau 

[ref] and present study results of Rambocus ycrsus aid (in the same tab). 

I 
I 

, 

The data was plotted ag~inst ai2c and from Figure 5.1(b). it can be seen that [L12c 

are ll(lt greater than 0.5, Fmm Fleuriau's data 1l(}\1l1l1ch Call be c(}mmen(ed since it 

cOllsisted very few dma points. Tbc six dat~ points lies in the range of 0.08'::: 

ai2c.:::f),33 which ~re consistent with the 14mm specirncns. 
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Comparing data ofY in Tension (obtained from the 
same laboratory) 
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x Rambocu 

us 14;';~ 1 
s 17mm 

~ ",,"m 

'mm 
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!- • Fleuliau 1 

I 

0.' 

Figure 5.1 (b): Results of Y compliance faclOn in tensiou for both Fleuriau 

[refJ and present study resnlts of Rambocus venus al2e aspect ratio (in rhe 

SlIme lab). 

Figure 5.2 (a) ~how~ the Y ~ompliance result~ of Rudebe [68] against the relatiw 

depth aid (whkh cllllsi~ted of some fatigue cr-..ICb a~ crescent moon and thumbnail) 

compared to the present Y results ol:taincd in bending. The results '-"'tained /Tom 

the present ~tudy were Y ~ompliance data for the 17mm diameter round thumbnail 

specimens. hom the grd.ph, both l7mm thumbnail specimens appeared to fbllow 

the same gener-d.1 trend i.e. concave up. 
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Chapter 5: Di~cu~sion 

Combining Bending data (For Thumbnail & Crescent 
moon obtained in the same lab) 

Y vs aid " Rambocu~-. 
• , 

; , 

• 
ff~ 

, . 

• • -",g,-,lOI 
, 

~~ .~J -------------------- ---

00 " 0.' 0.' 0 .• 

." 

--

• 

, 

0.' 0.0 

)( Radebe- Thumbnail 
17mm 

• Radebe- Crescent 
moon 14mm 

~~Trend Rambocus 
thL.m/Jna;1 17mm 

Trend Radebe 
tlunbnail 17mm 

Trend ROOebe 
crescent moon 14m 

Hgurc 5.2 (,,): Re~ults of Y compliance factors in t>cnding for hoth Radchc [6111 

and pre8cnl study results "r Ramhocns wrsus aid (in the same Jab), 

Figure 5.2 (b) shows the l'esults oflhe stress intensity lactors when plo/tcd against 

ai2e. Oncc again, Y Yruues al' e 110t fOll11U 111 th~ rmlge al2c>O.5. Thc range ofvalucs 

or Y lies in the l'egion 0.03(,:O<l/2c:00,46_ For (he 14ml11 l,reseent moon <lata, the 

trenu is a concave up curve ill the rang~ or 0_036~c;a/2c:::: 0.28. The trend of the Y 

compliance values for th~ 17ml11 diameter is lower than that of the 14mm diametel'. 
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Chapler 5: Discussion 

Combining Bending data (For Thumbnail & Crescent 
moon obtained in the same lab) 
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O' _ Trend thlrnbnait 
17mm 

Fign~ 5.2 (b): Results or Y compliance factors in bending for both Radebc 

[reI] and prC'!cnt stndy results of Rambocus versus lIf2c aspect ~tio (in the 

same lab). 

5.1 Comparing Tension and Bending 
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Fignl"l.'" 5.3: Comparing bending and tension 
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Chapter 5: Discussion 

Figure 5.3 compares the experimental Y compliance value s detennined in thi~ 

projcct for both bending specimens and tensile specimens. Fleuriau'~ data ranging 

from O.33Sa1dsO.39 show~ high value of Y compliance for thumhnail specimens in 

tension. The Y data for the bending are lower than those of tension. This trend of 

the tensile Y data (and curvature) being ahovc the bending curve is consistent with 

the tocoretical slUdie~ by Ng and Fenner [S[, (as shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4). Si 

[10] (Figures 2.9. 2.10 and 2.12) and other~, as ~hown in Figure 2.17. 

5.4 The a/2c Ranges 

• ,"",c<{l .~ 

al2c trends on Yvs. aid forTension 
x 0 05ql20<0 15 

" , 

" ,. - • O.15<aI2o<O.25 
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0 ,., 
> ,. 

. r-. • ,"",c>{i.25 

~ -: •• 1 

~ 
. °

0 , , 

I 
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rronO 
.. 

(0.05~o<\J. 1 5J 

" 
" 

-

i Trond 

, (0.15 -<0120<0.25) ,., , , ,., " ,. " " ,., _Tr.nd (of.1c>{i.25) 

." 

0 . 

Figure 5.4: The al2c ntnge 

From the sct of data obtained the Y values for toc 14nun crescent mOOn were the 

mo~t numerous. The data were ammged to provide hind~ight where the al2e values 

dislrihuted along the aid axis with the re~pe~tive Y compliance values as shown in 

Figure 5.4. It was observed that Y complIance values having a~pect mtios al2c< 

0.05 were in the nmge ofO.028Sa1d:o 0.15; 0.05<a12e<0.IS were in the range of 

0.028Sa1dsO.28; 0.15<a12c<O.25 were in the range of 0.05Slid:O 0.5 and for the 

values of al2c>025 were in the nlllge ofO.35Sa1d:o 0.63. 
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Chapter 5: Di~cu<;sion 

5.5 Comparing Experimental Y Compliance Re.~ults to pubrshed 

Computational Slre.~.~ Inten.~il)' D01a 

The soiution, for the ,tress inten,ity factors cannot be ea~ily compared, beeau,e 

a%umptions of crac}.;: shape arc not often identified or different parameters have 

been used by different authors. For example. Carpinteri compared the Y val"", 

using a semi-elliptical parameter afb and aid as relative depth ratios a, defined in 

the Literature chapter (section 2.4). Different computational codes arc used in the 

t1nite element process with different number of node,. element" meshes and 

boundary condition assumptions, which cause lots of di,persion in tbe 

computational result ofthe Y compliaoce. 

5.5.1 Comparing Y Experimental ComplianCl! Values with Computational Values 

in Tension 
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Figure 5.5 (a): Comparing e~perimental Y compliance values "'ith a'·ailable 

computational data ofY compliance from literature in tension. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion 

Figure 5.5(a) provides the results in tension comparing availahle published 

computational data to nominally similar experimental results. The data of each 

author shows a concave up trend. The Y compliance stress i11lel1sity values for the 

experimental l4mm crescent nKXln cracks from the pn:sent study, together with 

Fleuriau·s compliance values, were consistent with the work of Carpinteri [7[ for 

a/b-l at the deepest crack point A. they also compared to Fel1ners' [81 resuHs where 

the Y compliance values have an angular position, = 0.00 degree in the range of 

0.1 ::;ald::; 0.46. Si [101 who proposed a synthesised and normalised stress intensity 

factor as a limction of relative crack depth by combining results of Murakami [34[, 

Athanassiadis [271, :--.ie",man [6[ and Daoud [91 shows high values of stress 

intensity factors and was not close to the experimental trend. 

Experimental values in the range of aid <0.1 shov"s an increase in Y compliance 

compared to the computational data from the othcr authors. In other words, 

experimental data shows that small cracks experience small fracrnre stresses that 

result in high compliance values compared to the cOrll"'Ulational data. 

The trend obtained from the experimental resuHs showed that the stress intensity 

values seem to get lower in vallie as the size of the specimen mcreaSeS. The stress 

intensity trends showed by comparing 17mm and 20 mm diameter specimens for 

the crescent moon fatigue cracks were lower than those of Carpinteri 171 who used a 

50mm diameter in his computational analysis. In this case the computation work 

seems to be at varimlce, when comparing Y cornpliancr:s relative to the size of the 

specimens used in the experimental work. The Y compliance values I'm the 50mm 

diameter trend were expected to be lower than the (experimental) values of the 

20mm diameter. 
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5..>.2 Comparing E:rperimelllal Y Comp/iana Value.~ with Y Computational 

Va/ue!1 in Bending 

, 
i 

• 
• • 

Comparing Bending 
Y vs. aid (Several authors) 

• • 

x·. ., , 
~r -~ • 

" Fenner 

• E~i"" Si 

• Carpinteri 

xRadebe- Thurnbnaol 
17mm 

x Newman 

:. " fi;",,,~ .~ " • 
-

I 
04- 1I.5hiratOO 

I - - ---- . _--_. - - ---_ . 0_2 + Deloote , 
0.0 -----+----------~-~i o RamOOcUS1hunbnail: 

0.0 o. , 0' 0.' I 17mm 

'" 
Q Radebe Crescent 

mooo '~mm 

Figure 5.5 (b): Comparing experimental Y compliance thumbnail valnes with 

available computational data ofY compliance from litenltu", in bending. 

Figure 5.5(b) illustrates the experimental Y compliance values obtained compared 

with the computational values of Y in bending. Both experimental and 

computational trend~ ~h(lw concave up curves. The experimental thumhnail Y 

compliance values from both Radebc [68) and the present study (Rambocus) were 

consistent with the results (lf S(lme auth(lrs i.e. Carpintcri [71. Newman [6). Shiral(lri 

[45) and Da Fonte [3) in the range (lfO.l< aid sUA. Th" Y cI.1mpli3Ilce values of the 

crescent mO(ln of the 14 mm specimens performed by Rad"be were found higher 

than all the other authors. 
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Chapter 5: Di<elusion 

5.5.3 Thumh""i/ t" ere.,'cellt iII""" FutiK"" SI"'pes (/rom Cu rpi"teri R" sulrs 

U<;Ilg the alb A.'peet Rut;(},,). 

Carpinlcri's results I7J for bending had a nllll,'e of Y compliance values obtained 

fi:-om thumbnail to straight chord cracks ranging from alb =1 to alb =0.0 with a 

relative depth range aid of 0.1 to 0.6. His values werc plottcd togcther with 

Radcbc's Y values from crescent moon. From the graph in Figure 5.6(a) it was 

observed that the shape of the erack changcs from thumbnail to straight frontcd 

crack as alb changes from alb - 1.0 to aIb=O.O. The Y compliance values gencrated 

from crescent moon crack were found to lic abovc the aIb=O.O (straight fronted 

crack). In other words it could happened that for alb <0.0 (evcn this is mcaningless 

in tcnus of an ellipse) that alb is negative, the trend in cresccnt moon fatigue 

behaviour crack are expected as shown in Figure 5.6(b). The Radebe and 

R~mboclls' results for thumbnail shapes, is consistent with this trend by Carpintcri 

[7 J, 

Similarly increasing Y trend direction bchaviour from round thumbnails to chords ( 

to crescent moon, nominal ly) as shown in Figures 5.6(a) and 5.6(b) is also 

consistent with the suggcstcd computational trends summarised by Si (101, as 

shown in Figures 2.7(a) and 2.7(b). 
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Y vs. aid (in bending) 
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Chapler 5: Dl.~cu\fjon 

0.' 

. -Cre . c,",! roooo 

; • Garp!llteri .Ib .. 

Figure 5.6 (a): Carpinteri's Y ,'alues from thumbnail to straight-frouted 

fatigue cracks for the asped ratios of alb compared to Radehe's Y compliance 

values from crescent moon fatigue crackll. 

• a/b<o·(C , .. cont moon: 

alb=OIStr.lgh\ fr<>nt I 

Figure S.6(b): CresceDt mOOB formation when alb <0 
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5.6 Calculating V-Compliance u.~ing Fast Fracture Area in iIendillt.: 

It is apparent from the results, that at large crack length values the Y compliance 

value increases substantially (e.g. see Figures 4.3a, 4.4a, 4.630 b etc). In addition the 

Y value at such large cracks depth departs from the calculated values at large ald. 

From the Literature review chapter 2, (in Figures 2.3, 2.4, 2.7, 2.9, 2.17 etc) also it 

can be seen that some high values of Y for large ald. It is then considered that the 

argument ofY validity for large deep cracks becomes tenuous. What are the relative 

crack depth limits for using the Y compliance stress intensity function? 

In an attempt to consider the effect of this feature, and to evaluate senSlti vlti es on 

the Y function. the si7.e of the final fast fracture region was considered. 

K" From equation 4.4 or 4.8, Y == l 
a J""" nu,," 

Thc perccived Y values are too high at large aid values, but the fracture toughness 

is rationally con~tant (for one material) and the crack dcpth a is measured. Th.e only 

other parameter is the fracrurc i!lrcss "I- wbicb may be considcrcd too low and could 

arguably be larger. 

Sincc in bcnding, 

_ __ My _ PrLy 
v . (n·om equation 4.5) 
-- 1 41 

5.1 

and the fracture load ?p and distancc to the neutral axIS, y, is fIXcd ( for a 

specimcn), the use of I for the section needs recon~ideration, since the actual final 

fast fracture area is very much smaller than that for a full diameter round bar that is 

assumed. If onc was to usc a smaller second moment of area I",.,. based on the actual 

mi' 
fast fracture area, I""" wou ld be Iilllallcr than the usual I == 64 . As a COllSCqUCOCC, 

the uJcalculated from the failure load would be bigger and the consequent Y value 
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Chaoter 5; Discussion 

Earlicr calculations for the failure stress were undertaken using the seeond moment 

of area of a circular cross section. However this may not be the exact stress at the 

crack tip duc to the reduced unbroken ligament size. The region of the fast fracture 

was not circular for all the specimens. To reduce the error. the fast fra~1ure regions 

for thumbnail specimens were carefully ploued and dnlwn on AutoCAD where the 

second moment of area and cross sectional area were calculated respectively. The 

fast fracture regions measured in AutoCAD are illustrated in Appendix G. Figure 

5.7 illustrates the fast fractured region plotted in AutoCAD. 

Figu~ 5.7: Fatigue crack region and fast fracture region of thumbnail and 

crescent mOOD specimens. 

The procedures for the AutoCAD program to obtain the area or second momcnt of 

area were the followIng; 

l- Type RFGION_ selects the object. 

)- Press Fnter 

)- Type MASSPROP- reselects the object. 

... Press Entcr . 

... The AutoCAD text window will appear with aU the properties oflhe region. 
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,. The AuloCAD lexl window "ill appear with all toc properties of tile region. 

).- The dislance (rum lhe c~nlmid of lh~ fasl fraclure r~gion to toc era.::k tip is 

detennined u,mg lhe dimension command. 

Tahle 5.1 ilIlIs~'ale, the corrected Y com:phance vallie wilh the second mome nt of 

ar~a for ~ach plotled faslli-aclured region. 

Table 5.1: Correct~d V compliance value for thumbnail fatigue cracks in 

bending. 

Table 5.2: Comparing the stresses usin~ a circular re~ion as a fast fracture to 

the actllal fast fracture region in bending. 

From the Table 5.2. ,'Ie can decluce th~t in n);lst cases there was an undereslimate of 

the stresses used woon a%uming th~ fractur~d region to be circular. For sm~iI 

cracks lhe ~rror IS fairly ,mall hUI for deep crack length, for example specimen 83c, 

the error is almost smlo. Figme S.H illustrates how Y compliance values for clcep 

cracks wmeld he corrected If this approach was con>icterecl meaningfld. It can b~ 
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seen that reprO\:essJng of the bendi ng resul ls, using the more realistic I value. 

indicates that the Y values for I arge aid are rocluced. 

, .e 
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Figure S.8(a): Corrected Y compliance for thumbnail specimen H . aid 
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Figure S,8(b): Corrected Y compliance for thumbnail specimen vs. a/2e. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion 

5.7 Calculating Y .. Compliance using Fast Fracture Area in Tension 

For tension, the only variable that changes in calculating the stress is the area of the 

fast fractured region. In fracture mechanics it is well recognised that one should 

consider the remote stress (using the full, non fractured area), and not make 

allowance for reduced crack plane area. In the present case, however, in the case of 

large crack depths, this reduced area method was considered- if for no other reason 

than to evaluate sensitivity of Y to large crack depths. Once again the bigger the 

crack, the more Y values are affected by assuming the fast fracture region as a 

circular region. The stress in tension is usually calculated by equation 5.2, 

p 
U ::--

I AClrcuJar 

5.2 

Where ACircular is the area of the cross section of the round specimen and P is the 

breaking load. The region of the fast fracture is plotted on the Auto Cad to provide 

the new area Anew to calculate the corrected stress and hence the corrected Y values. 

Tables 5.3-5.7 illustrate the results obtained for the stress intensity factor when the 

fast fractured region is considered instead of using the circular cross section. It 

shows the amount of error in the stress concentration at the crack tip which can be 

over 50% for large cracks and which affects the value of the Y compliance. Figure 

4.11(a)-(f) compares the Y compliance datum obtained for the two different regions 

with their respective aspect ratios aid and al2c for each specimen size. 
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For14mm diameter StrGu 
(using elrcular Y compliance Comilded Corrected % Error 

Specimen Fast fracture region) (using elrcular St.reH Value In St.reH 
No AreammA2 (PAPa) region Area) (PAPa) Y compliance 
A1 145.00 309.17 0.8918 234.45 0.8400 -32 

A2 128.50 234.05 0.6898 200.27 0.5758 -17 
A3 124.10 213.82 0.7377 189.45 0.5947 -13 
A4 109.39 159.50 0.7334 160.32 0.5212 1 

AS 117.60 207.75 0.6813 194.25 0.5052 -7 
M 118.04 216.71 0.6047 201.87 0.6170 -7 
A7 147.00 317.84 1.0409 237.75 0.9940 -34 
AS 140.77 260.28 0.8347 218.93 0.7633 ·28 
Ai 134.60 284.39 0.7225 215.98 0.6317 ·22 
A10 140.00 323.33 1.1441 253.94 1.0405 -27 
A11 144.00 290.97 0.7340 222.18 0.6866 -31 
Ai2 149.00 336.62 0.8972 248.41 0.8684 -36 
Ai3 150.00 339.22 1.0905 248.68 1.0628 -36 
Ai4 143.00 306.57 1.0792 235.73 1.0025 -30 

Ai5 148.00 326.51 1.0133 242.58 0.9742 -35 
A16 136.60 236.36 0.6873 167.51 0.6008 -28 
Ai7 147.89 323.62 0.6082 240.61 0.7785 -34 
Ail 134.83 265.25 0.6068 218.32 0.5331 -23 
Ai9 100.15 153.14 0.7325 168.14 0.4765 9 
A20 80.80 95.35 0.9983 129.76 0.5240 27 
A21 81.58 101.13 0.9231 136.34 0.4891 28 
A22 59.25 89.35 1.1283 128.69 0.4343 48 
A23 83.00 75.13 1.2186 131.12 0.4987 43 

Table 5.3: Corrected Y compliance values with corrected stresses (for 14mm 

diameter crescent moon using the Al7075 T6 material) 

Specimen Fast fracture Stre_ Ycompllance Corrected Corrected V %Stre_ 
No. ArammA2 {ulling elrcular (ullling clreular Strea Compliance Error 

region) mglonAra) (MFa) 
(MFa) 

01 39.28 132.13 1.005 517.84 0.2584 74.5 
02 58.57 175.40 0.896 477.27 0.3292 63.3 
03 109.74 235.55 0.703 330.43 0.5013 28.7 
D4 103.06 230.29 0.719 343.97 0.4815 33.1 
05 114.04 238.00 0.835 318.58 0.4703 25.9 
06 108.00 238.00 0.688 338.37 0.4871 29.8 
07 138.53 380.21 1.259 400.28 1.1332 10.0 
08 141.73 395.68 0.888 429.77 0.8175 7.9 
09 142.39 348.18 0.718 374.28 0.8838 7.5 
010 114.88 280.82 0.720 349.54 0.5373 25.4 
011 117.68 282.31 0.854 343.13 0.4998 23.8 

Table 5.4: Corrected Y compliance values with corrected stresses (for 14mm 

diameter crescent moon using the Al1030 T3 material) 
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For 17mm diameter 
Specimen Uncracked Stfeu Ycompllance Corrected Corrected Y %Siren 

No. AreammA2 (ulling circular (ulling c1rculllr StrNS Compliance Error 
region) reglonAru) (MPa) 
(MPa) 

C1 43.76 73.93 1.6301 383.45 0.3143 80.7 
C2 111.04 169.53 0.7327 346.53 0.3585 51.1 
C3 116.51 162.39 0.7421 316.38 0.3809 46.7 
C4 159.79 224.95 0.5903 319.54 0.4156 29.6 
C5 99.67 126.93 0.9495 289.05 0.4169 56.1 
CII 165.14 257.95 0.6091 354.65 0.4432 27.2 
CII 215.89 385.71 0.8no 384.50 0.8342 4.9 

C10 211.33 376.49 0.6584 406.52 0.6111 6.9 
C11 193.69 330.07 0.6146 386.61 0.5244 14.7 
C12 188.03 341.46 1.1503 412.23 0.9529 17.2 

Table 5.5: Corrected Y compliance values with corrected stresses (for 17mm 

diameter crescent moon using the Al1030 T3 material) 

For20mm diameter 
Speelmen Uncracked Stre&& Y compliance Corrected Corrected Y %Siren 

No. AreammA2 (ulng circular (ulng circular Str&H Compliance Error 
region) region Area) (MPa) 
(MPa) 

B1 230.35 254.33 0.5221 346.88 0.3829 26.7 

B2 34.65 60.60 1.5176 652.75 0.1889 89.0 
B3 152.05 182.07 0.6102 376.19 0.2953 51.6 
B4 133.40 141.01 0.7347 332.09 0.3120 57.5 

B5 138.31 144.83 0.7314 333.81 0.3174 56.6 
BII 150.81 178.89 0.6372 372.65 0.3059 52.0 
B7 296.84 358.51 0.8047 377.31 0.7603 5.5 
B8 211.56 216.n 0.7249 321.90 0.4681 32.7 
BII 283.07 334.23 0.5849 370.93 0.5991 9.9 

B10 294.30 334.23 0.5849 358.76 0.6226 6.3 

Table 5.6: Corrected Y compliance values with corrected stresses (for lOmm 

diameter crescent moon using the Al1030 T3 material). 
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14mm Diameter Crescent Moon Specimen in Tension I 

Yvs. aid 
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Figure 5.9 (a): Graph comparing Y compliance values with corrected new Y 

values with their respective aspect ratios aid for 14mm diameter specimens. 

14mm Diameter Crescent moon Specimen in Tension~ 
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Figure 5.9 (b): Graph comparing Y compliance values with corrected new Y 

values with their respective aspect ratios al2c for 14mm diameter specimens. 
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17mm Diameter Crescent Moon Specimen in Tension 
Yvs.ald 
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Figure 5.10 (a): Graph comparing Y compliance values with corrected new Y 

values with their respective aspect ratios aid for 17mm diameter specimens. 
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Figure 5.10 (b): Graph comparing Y compliance values with corrected new Y 

values with their respective aspect ratios al2c for 17mm diameter specimens. 
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20mm Diameter Crescent Moon Specimen in Tension 
Yvs. aid 
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Figure 5.11 (a): Graph comparing Y compliance values with corrected new Y 

values with their respective aspect ratios aid for 20mm diameter specimens. 
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Figure 5.11 (b): Graph comparing Y compliance values with corrected new Y 

values with their respective aspect ratios al2c for 20mm diameter specimens. 

The stress intensity factors when using a circular section generally has higher 

values than the stress intensity factor when calculated using the fast fractured region 
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as shown in Figures 5.9 to 5.11. It was also observed that the extreme high stress 

intensity values for large cracks were correcLeU when using the fast fi"<lCture region 

in the calculation of the stress cO!1centration at the crack tip. The specimens foreach 

size having stress error greater than 70"10 were Dl, Cl and B2 which had deep 

cracks as shown in Figure 5.12. 

Figure 5.12: Deep cn."Scent m.Hm crack~ that experience more that 70% stre..s 

error when usiug a circular regiou. 

The corrected Y compliance values for each specimen were ploned on the same 

scale with the respective relative depths and aspect ratios and it w.." observed as the 

size ilKo"Ieases the Y compliance datum tend to decrease as their respective aspect 

ratios increases as shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.14. 
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Figure 5.13: Correctl'd Y values of diffe-rent specimen sizes vs. ald. 
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5.8 Error Anail'sis 

Em)r analysis is the evaluation of uncertainty in measurement. Experience has 

shown that no measurement, however carefully made, can be completely free of 

uncertainty. An error analysis was evaluated for the Y compliance fador in both 

b<:nding and tension. The IIOnnalised stre~~ intensity factor is given by 

Here KlC is the fndure toughness of the two materials used, for either 18.36MPa-vm 

(A17075 T6) or 19.69 MPa-vm (A12030 D). rhey have both an approximate 

standard deviation of 1 1 MPa,!'m which contribute to a total normalised uncertainty 

of±O.06. 

The material Al2030 n, indeed was not the perfect material to be used for thi~ te~t 

series, since some specimens experienced some shearing and tearing in the latter 

parts of the cracks which created difficulty in the crack measurement and cwld 

contribute to uncertainty of both the fracture load at the measured crack as shown in 

FigureS.1S. 

Figure 5.15: Sbearing of tbe specimens wben broken in tension. 
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Chapler 5: Discus.ion 

The measurements of the crack could be read to 0.25mm, that is the crack a has a 

measurement error of uncertainty, when nonnalised for a typical worst case crack of 

length 2.5mm of ±0.10, This cOTl.'lidered a worst case because crack depths were 

generally deeper than 2.5mm. 

The only diffcrence from the tension and bending is the stress calculation. The 

stress in bending was calculated as "1_ = S;; (from equation 4.7) and that of 

te11sion U".- =: (from equation 4.9). 

By considering the bending case, th~ meQsur~ments from thc spall L by using a 

vernier calliper has a nonnalisoo uncertainty of ±O.OI and the diameter for "'-d" if 

has a total nOlmalised llllCertainty, when considering second moment of area. 1, of 

0.03 (3xO.Ol). The uncertainty in the force P WaS noglected by assuming the force 

measured by the digital apparatus to be accurate. Hence (Th .. ap,g has a total 

nonnalised error of ±O.04. Similarly, tor the stress in tension, only the area waS 

considered and cootributes a normalised error of ±Q,02. 

Using the uncertainly rule from 191] . to calculate the ullcertainties ox.,.oz and 

measured values are used to complete the function q(x, ... ,z). If the uncertainties in 

x .... ,z arc independent and random, then uncertainty in q is given by equation 5.3. 

5.3 

The uncertainty for the Y co~liance was calculated for bending and tension using 

equation 5.3 as follows (fOf KIC• a and a respectively) 

Y_"i=~(O.06) ' +(0.04)' +0.5(0.1) ' -0.10 
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Chapter 5: J)iscussioll 

Y""",,, - J (0.06) ' + (0.02) ' + 0.5(0.1) ' 0.095 

For ~onvenienc e, the uncertainti es in the Y val u..s were approximated to llJ'lo for 

the worst ease, and were considered to show the trends, to within abolll 10";". 

5.9 Summa/)' 

From the results obtained in Chapter 4, it was seen that Y compliance values shows 

~OIlcave up trends for both tension and bending. The Y valucs in tension arc found 

to be higher than those of bending. Thc rangc of al2c cannot be greatcr than 0.5. 

Carpinteri's bending results [7J show a trend or increasing Y as alb goes from1.0 to 

0.0 and the present results of Y for crescent moon shall" l. e. as a/b<0 tend 10 

support this trend (figure 5.6). The Y compliance valu..s were also compared to 

those in the literarure. The computational results of Carpinteri [7J, Ng and Fenner 

[81 and Da Fonte and De Freitas [3J best fit the experimental results obtained. The 

llTTor ofhoth Y compliance in tension and bending was estimated about 10% for the 

WOTSt case. 
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Chapter 6: Conclw;ion,' and Recommendation. 

6. Conclusion s and Recomm endations 

6.1 Conclusions 

The Y compliance functions have largely been developed theoretically and 

complilationally, but relatively little experimental data is available [5, 11 [. This is 

particlilarly the case for 00 called "crescent moon" and "thumbnail" shaped cracks 

in round bars, eVen thOligh these shapes arc frequently encountered in prdctice. 

Several authors have shldied this questioll for semi elliptical cracks in roond and 

cylindrical sections, as well as in rectangular bars. but mostly analysed from a finite 

dement point of view as seen in this thesis. 

This thesis has set out to usc an experimental teclmique to generate a rallge of 

fatigue crack shapes. from thumbnail, through chords to cresce11\ moon, and fo.- a 

range of crack depths. From the fracture stress of these samples, and the materials 

K~; toughness. an estimate of Y COlT.(lliance at fracture was obtained. Based on the 

lindings and analysis of the experiments investigated in this thesis the following 

conclusions may be drawn. 

• The gencral trends for Y compliance factors for either bending or tension 

have "concave-up" curves for both the relative depth aid and aspect ratios 

allc respectively. 

• The present study Y compliance thwnbnail values were consistent with 

reported values for thumbllail cracking obtained by Carpinteri [7[, Fenner 

[8[ and Da Fonte [3J in the range 0.1 Sald:";OA in tension and bending. 

• In bending it was observed that the relative illcrease in surface crack length 

2c, leading to flaw shapes changillg from thumbnail ( Carpinteri's alb- I), 

through a straight-fronted shape (Carpinteri's a'b=O) to crescent moon 
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Chupter 6: COllclusiolls and Recommendations 

(a!bSO, jf this were meaningful), leads to a steady increase in Y Junction 

(see figure 5.6), 

• Experimental value~ of Y, when compared to their computational 

counterpoillts, show that the fracture stress f'>r small cracks have lower 

stress values resulting to higher values ofY. 

• It was observed that Y cOIl1'Jiance values for thumbnail cracking that Y in 

tension is always higher than bending. 

• From observation, none of the Y values were found in a range al2c>O,5, The 

implication is that at most cracks were semi-circular as might be expected 

but never deeper than this experimentally. 

• By way or evaluating sensitivity to fast fracture area. the Y compliance was 

recalculated using a reduced (actual) fast fracrnre area from both bending 

and tension, At large crack lengths this tends to reduce the Y ,'alues and 

reduce the scatter. The applicability of conventional Y compliance and 

linear elastic fracmre mechanics (LEFM) in this suggested be questionable 

at deep crack lengths. 

• It was observed that Y increases as a/2e. gets smaller Ji>r a ,pecific relative 

rario of ald. 

• for increasing specimen diameters, the Y compliance "concave up" trends 

tend to exhibit lower vall1es_ 
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Chapter 6, Conclmiom and Recommendmions 

6.2 Recommendations 

As seen from the concli.lsions, some of the experimental Y results arc at variance 

with some computational values of Y particularly at large crack lengths. These 

experimental results obtained, can he further analysed hy nsing a three dimensional 

finite element method to have a beller comparison het\vcen computational lIl1d 

experimental, and this stwly should be undertaken. 111is is particnlarly the case for 

crescent moon cra.;:king and for deep cmcking_ 

From the literature, no studies have heen made on the Y compliance values of the 

crescent mOOn cracks either experimentally or computationally_ This field should be 

more exploited togcther with experimental Y values for thumhnail crack shapes_ 

Size effect should be considered in every experiment perfonned since it seems to 

affeet the Y compliance values_ From literature si Le dfect seems not to have been 

investigated extensively. 
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Tensile testing; graphs of stress versus strain for the AI 2030 T3 material 
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Tensile Testing Stress Vs Strain 
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Specimen 7 

Specimen 8 

Tensile Testing Stress Vs Stra~ 
F ... '" 

""'" 

A ........ 
' ... 

355 

'''''' 

...... ,," 

""" 'vv 
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-0.1 

,I 
~ 

V l---i 

I 
J 

0.1 

Strain 

1-Specimen 71 

Tensile testing Stress Vs Strain 
I 

"' .. "'" 

/ 
/'" 

.. ,," 
",v I 
35(1-

",," ... " ... 

1-SpecimenS 1 
"''''' ~ 

.. "'''' 

... 
'" 

-0.1 o 0.1 0.2 

Strain 
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Tensile Testing Stress vs Strain 

"nn 

Specimen 9 L 
/"'" 

Allfi 

355 J 
'.lnn 

1-Specimen 91 
'lnn -,-

1nn 

n 

-0.1 o 0.1 0.2 

Strain 

Tensile Testing Stress Vs Strain 

enn 

Specimen 10 1/ 
inn 

Inn 

" -
-0.1 0.1 0.3 0.5 

Strain 
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nNo. YIeld streu Ultimate Tensile strength 
MPa MPa 
356 484 

##2 352 463.8 
##3 354- 481.8 
##4 353 468.1 
##6 353 479.5 
##6 354- 484.7 
##7 355 491.5 

350 474.3 
355 471.3 
355 458.9 

3537 4757.9 
363.7 476.8 
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AppendixB 

PENDIXB 

(Stress Concentration Calculations) 
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Appendix C 

APPENDIXC: 

(Drawings of specimens and modification made for 
the rotational bending machine) 
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14mm diameter Crescent Moon Specimen 

E 

~EL--~_--=-----rr----=--=------=--=------=--=--1-; -r~-

Thumbnail 
Specimen 

Tensile 
Specimen 

35 
45 

155 
165 

185 r 1 mm DEEP NOTCH 

-------------------~ 
I 105 I 
.------tl8. H-----.. 

1----44----1 

~ x 1.5 Fillets 
7. 

SECTION E-E 

moon Al2030 T3 12 
moon AI7075 T6 23 

Tensile Al2030 T3 10 
s ecimen 

Thumbnail 
AI7075 T6 12 

Description Material No. 0 

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 

_ 6. ~_ SEMI-ELLIPTICAL CRACKS 2002 $ 
DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

'P --c:::J .D!LE 

SPECIMENS 

.s.c&.E .DAI.E: SHEET OF 
DIMENSIONS IN 
MILlIl.IETRES (mm) 1 : 1 22 MAY 2004 
TOLERANCES UNLESS 

DRAWN BY DWG. NO, OTHERWISE STATED 
0.1 mm OS RAMBOCUS 
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~50------~---------------C-120--------------~ 

.----- r ~-----------------------------~ -------
If) 

co 

---- ---
T 

I I 

~22--1 

~------------------------204-------------------------------~ 

17mm diameter specimen (not to 
scale) 

Part 
No 

Description Material No Off 

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 

$ 
DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

- ¢ E3'-'-'-' - SEMI-ELLIPTICAl CRACKS 2002 
'P .!!II..E 

CRESCENT MOON SPECIMEN 

DIMENSIONS IN .IlA!.E SHEET OF 

MILLIMETRES (mm) 09/02/2004 1 1 
TOLERANCES UNLESS In;:;-;;;;;;;-;:;;:;---!--=t:...-=-=-=-~-I-=--------i 
OTHERWISE STATED PRAWN BY owe, NQ 

0.1 mm os RAMBOCUS 
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• 

r-----50-------'------------------150---~------------------~1 

CD 

--t-----------------------------------------~--

\ v ~ 

N 

~ o B 
f--22-

1----42 -----I 

~-------------------------------234--------------------~ 

20mm Specimen (Not to scale) 

B 20mm AL2030T3 I 112~ 
....I. .J. 

Part 
No 

Description Material No Off 

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 

_ ¢. ~_ SEMI-ELLIPTICAL CRACKS 2002 ® 
DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

'P -c::::J llIJ..E 

CRESCENT MOON SPECIMEN 

DIMENSIONS IN .DAlE SHEET OF 

MILUMETRES (mm) 17/02/2004 1 1 
TOLERANCES UNLESS Ini;;;-;;:;:;:-;:;:;---------!-.,--------I 
OTHERWlSE STATED PRAWN BY pwe NO. 

0.1 mm OS RAMBOCUS 
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G 
j3mm Notch 

117.5 

AL2030 T3 OJ 
105 

AI7075 T6 r 3mm Notch 18r 
H 

v OJ 
I. 105 ' I H fracture 

5 toughness AI7075 T6 

G 
fracture 

AL2030T3 8 
Fracture toughness Specimens SENB toughness 

Part Description Material No Off 
No 

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 

¢ -.e::::J._ SEMI-ELLIPTICAL CRACKS 2002 -® 
DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

'7 -c::J l!!J.f) 
CRESCENT MOON SPECIMEN 

.DAlE SHEET OF 
DIMENSIONS IN 
MIWMETRES (mm) 7/02/2004 1 1 
TOLERANCES UNLESS 

DRAWN BY 
OTHE~SE STATED DWe. NO. 

0.1 mm OS RAMBOCUS 
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1---54 

1-----69------, 

::::r (lJ (") 
o (I) 0 
C 0 UJ 
UJ ::::!. ,...... 
-'::J -

~ to d 
::J 

..ro. 
o 

I 

'i~::::::::::::::::-:~:::::::::::=:=::!:.,.::.:t.:-i· b!==1={-----rr ~_+--T_ ----- -, , I I 1 0; 

-L----t7-- t---=----=--t-t·.JL~J=::::::=:::-=-::::=::::+::, :=:::::=:==--::-=:::I='~i~======~~~--,-l 

1----25-
1--14-
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17 

Shaft material- mild steel. 

Key Size is 
6.2 x 4.5 
mm 

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 

@ 
DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

_ Q -E]._._._. - SEMI-ELLIPTICAL CRACKS 2002 
'l7 .I!Il.E . SELlFT 

~ SHEET OF 

6th10212004 
DIMENSIONS IN 
MILlIMETRES (mm) 
TOLERANCES UNLESS !-;::;:::-::;::-:-::::::;---....I------t---------l 
OTHERWISE STATED DRAWN BY OW~. NO. 

0.1 mm OS RAMBOCUS 
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EXAMPLE: Fracture Toughness SEND fatigue on ESH. 

I 
I. 

Amplitude 
(kN) 

1.097 
1.022 

0.9 
0.7 

0.65 

0.55 

0.425 I 

[3mm. DEEP NOTCH 

105 

Specimen no.7 Al2030 T3 

Date: 
Force P: 
Mean: 
Frequency: 
R· ratio: 
Notch: 
Condition: 

NoofCyciu 

1000 
3750 
4181 
4921 
7191 
9000 
10000 
12000 
14000 
15000 
17000 
20000 
21000 

34700 I 

9th July 2004 
2.5kN 

1.375kN 
10Hz 
0.1 

3mm 
Room Temperature 

a (mm) da/dN 
(mmicyde) 

0.6 
1.1 1.82E-04 
1.2 <!.J<!t:::-U4 
1.5 4.05E-04 
1.7 8.81E-05 
1.9 1.11E-04 
2.1 2.ooE-04 
2.3 1.ooE-04 
2.6 1.5OE-04 
2.9 3.ooE-04 
3.1 1.ooE-04 
3.5 1.33E-04 
3.6 1.ooE-04 

5.5 I 1.25E-04 I 

[] 
.1 7.5 

Comments 

crack Initiate 
toofut 

good 
good steady growth 

~ 
good In control 

Fstlgue test terminated 
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. . . 

Fradure·tQUgbness,spe(:imeJl.(Examp~)., 'A:L •. '::JQ~ fb 
Dial· a N datidN :COimneD~ 

nuu!cy •. 
Load . Crack No of~ycles Rate'Qi 
kN ·Iengtbon cra~k· , 

. , . . 
. :,. 
~ ~ . . .. ::' 

gratieule growth 
,r' -nun 

(ids) 1.1 3000 Nil Very smallctack .' 

3.S 
0: 

1.2 3300 3.3x 10"4 Fast 
" .', 

3.4 (~) 1.3 4000 1.4 x 10'" . Oood.,C~Otl;· 
: .' 

3.35 
1.3 5000 nil Carry. ~n 

,:.j 

1.4 6860 0.5xlO-4 Slow 
" '. 

15 . 1250 2.5ilQ:4·' •.. ~ng,ftlst ... '. 

" i 

3.3 (0.38) 
1.6 7800 ·1.8 xl0~4 Under controlled ..... 

. :3.25 
. ' . " . . ' ' . .' 

1.75 8130· 4.5 x l~ TOoJ~tR:educe' forceti 
~ . ,. ,. , 

." .. 

,- .- " .. -. .. 

3.t5(~~) 1.85 8410 3.57 xI0 ..... Stin f8$dReduce more! . . '. '~ . 

3.0(°·35) 
" .. 

" 

: 

1.95 9000· 1.69 xlO'4 Go<xi:~Qugh~ " ~. ~ Garry on . 2.95 ... .. 
till approx.WI2. .. 

.. 

." ~ 

,.; .. 

. '. . ... ' -
'.~ .. 

,"- ;:. '. 

: .• T',,' 

.. ",. 

" 
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"-

rYC\ch)~ I' 01J3hl'"\Q)) (u;)~ S-% ofF-set ) 

Specimen 1 AI2030 T3 ( Graph is on a negaive scale due to compression as obtained from the ESH 
program.) 

y ... -
n -t 

~ -.;i~ -;j, .0 -.;if -;jl .0 -.:ro -;j: ~.O -.: rO I-~ 
.0 ·v._.: 

n':) 

~ 
, ·v.v 

n .. 

'" 
-V.V 

"- n"7 
.......... 

-~ 
'V. , 

I nn 

"' 
VJ 

''''.0 

"- --<l -t 

"" ~ 
... 

/ -t " 

-Trendline 

- Original line 
\ 

/J 
.,.>.1 

" D -t ~ 

- Linear (Trendline) 

~ \ 1 
.V 

041 ... 

"'-0...... ~ll 041 n 
........... JJ 

.v 

'" A I Y 
::;: 4.10X'" 14 .,).0 -... 

"'" 
I 

-........ 
.,.~ 

- .... >.1 

Displacement,mm 
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-\-;o.cWv-« ~~h{"\-€)J u1."\r, 5% o~t ) 
Specimen 2 AI2030 T3 ( Graph is on a negative scale due to compression as obtained from the 

ESH program) 

- --------,---

1/ n .. -.. ,ts -~ .0 - .. if -~I p.O -'rt> -~: p.O -, io V -~, .0 -.:14 -.... .!.~;, .5 
n'l 
-v .... 

nc: 
-v .... 

-...... n"7 -~ ~ 
-V.f 

nn 

~ /~ 
-.... ..., 
.. .. 

1\ /J 
.. 

04 ., 

- Original line 
-Trend line 

\ I 
...... 

04 r:: 

- Linear (Trend line) 

\ p I 
....... 

\. 04 "7 

~ ~/;1 
.. 

I 
04 n I 

I ~ ~J 
...... 

I 
I') 04 --

I 
.... , 

--
. y = 4J)! ,x + 140.S i)'l 

I 
..... '" 
i)C: 

-......... 

Displacement, mm 
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-3 ).::> -.:p~ 

r--...... 

--

-;:s .0 -';'If 

'--

.. ~-

Specimen 3 AI2030 T3 

Il 

-TO -..:,0 -;:s: ).0 -,:10 

'~i'::> 

/-1 
"\ 
\ I. 

\ ~ 
1\ 
\ II 

'.---.--_.' 

\ I 
\ p I r\. 

\ \ 7J 
~' Sf. 

"--.-

T 

J 
y::::: 4.5x· 1-157.6 

-

Displacement,mm 

nAi 
-.;~ -v • .I.;:s;) .5 

n '> __ 
-v.oJ 

nt:. 
-v.oJ 

n'7 
-v •• 

nn 
-V.v 

.. AI ... - Original Line 
AI .., -Trend line 

~·OJ 

-Linear (Trend line) 
.. t:. 

.-.1 

.. '7 

AI n 
.07 

.." AI 
-L. • 

..".., 
-L.~"" 

.."t:. 
-L.~"" 
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Specimen 4 AI2030 T3 

------------ --

-3 
f': 1'1" 

'.0 -..:~ts -~ .0 -... ( -~. ).0 -..:~O -~: ~.O -,:.0 (~' .0 -.. .4 -\,I • .I.~;) 

1'1'" 

.5 

-v ..... 

... ne: 

~ 
-v.v 

......... I 1'1-, _.-.. -

~ IJ 
- ..... 

"-
I 

1'11'1 

'" I' 
-V.v 

.. .. 
II ",. 

1\ I <II ~ 

- Original line 
-Trend line 

~ 
...... 
.. e: 

-Linear (Trend line) 

\ 
..... 

I j ... 7 __ ----------

1\ // p 
.. n 

\' ~/J/ 
.v 

! 

'" .. ........:: -1 I -,. I 

y=3 .95x + 13 ).9 
I "'~ 

1 7 --- -"'- ..... 

",e: 
-"'- ..... 

Displacement, mm 
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Specimen 5 AI2030 T3 

-3 fr~ 
n .. 

~.t> -.:f~ -;;s .0 -':If -;jl j.t> -.:it) -;;s: ~.o -40 -.:,4 -v. L;;S;~ 

1---------- n"l 

I 

, -v.v 

nl: 

.5 

I 
-v.v 

I 
I I 

.... --

. ~ 
n ... 
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~ nn 

"\ 71 
-v.v 

.. .. , 
Jil I • I 

1\ .. .... 

- Original line 
-Trend line , il 

.v 

.. E 

- Linear (Trend line) 

'\ 7 ~r I.OJ 

P 
~ \ .. '"7 

~ \J/1 
.. , 

'" i ... n - --

i ----- ~I 
,.Q 

I i ....... 

I 
..... 

y = 3.~ 5x + 1191 ........ 

I 
..... v 

..... r: 

..... v 

Displacement, mm 
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Specimen 7 AI2030 T3 

-3 

._ .... 

r --.-

- n.t 
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t--.... nl:. -'" 
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----. J n"'7 
............ 

~ !J 
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.t ... 

"- II .1 
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- Original Line 
-Trend Line 
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• 'OJ 

... I:. 

--:Linear (Trend Line) 

\ /J 
.v 

Force F 
.t "'7 

\ 11 
. I. 

'" .t n 

~ -7[1 ·'.v -

! ...... ----- 71 -.g;, • 

... ., 
y=' J.1345x +. 29.2/ 

-........ 

I ... r -""" . .., 
Displacement, mm 
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Specimen 8 AI2030 T3 
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Avera2e measurement of Crack in each specimen for m030 T3 
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Appendix E 

APPENDIXE: 

• Load versus Displacement for Thumbnail fatigue 
cracks 

Pagel73 
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6 5 

, . 
6.251 0.675 i 

\ 6.2 ) 

6.0 I . 

, 

"" crack 

Carryon. _etc .. 
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Appendix F 

APPENDIXF: 

• Ramping of crescent moon Specimens Al7075 T6 
(on the plotter) and Al2030 T3 (on the Zwick 
machine) . 

• Example of how readings were recorded during 
fatigue. 

Page174 
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Material AI707S T6 

clockwise, 
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ZWick I Roell 
Parameter table: 

Customer 
Tester 
Test standard 
Material 
Specimen SD 

Results: 

Series graph: 

, 
, 

00 i 
j 

o 
o 

, Ran"lboclJs 
_ ramba 

: AI2030T5 

; -,-

-"--, 

" 

Standard test report 

Load reM - 2[)(JkN 
Ertllflsometer (path): Cross Head 
Spec;roon grips 
MachOne data 

./ i 

'" 

29.04.2005 

! -,-

Page 112 
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Parameter table: 

""'Tester 
: Rarmocus 
: ranDo 

Test standard 

""""'" Specimen tD 
: Al2030T6 

limnp 

Results: 

N, , 
2 , 
4 , , , 
" 22 
2J , 

Re" Rm 
... 'N 

116,76 
36.48 [ 38,48 

- f 36.00 
51W L 51,06 
28.81 i 28.81 
51:1.55. , 58.55 
__ ~ _.!- ~:t01 

, 85.91 
74.92 i 74.92 

- f 77.51 
85.31 

., 
.,0 

." ." ." 

." 

" ." 
" ." 

Series graph: 

., 

eo 

o 

, 
~ 

j"f 

lill:!.¢'" "~-->--+--+ 

'" ... o 

Load cell : 2OOI<N 
Exlensomeler (path): Cross Head 
Specimen grips 
Machine data 

Re" Rm 

"" ... 

t
· 

----: . 
-', " ._----

. 0_34 
37.39 

0.30 

........... ,->*--"""1 
.-!' -- ,," , 

. ;/y 
~ .•. 

/ 

f 

'" 
Sbain in "" 

- .~. 

.~-

; ., '"0 

; 

r 
• 
·i· 
I 

'''' 

Page 112 
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In l~ n sion 

t ". I 

- .. 

" '. 

Jl"~'1' ( 
Gmph of Fo~c \k~) H'rsus 
Dispj~umen\ (nun) 

I 
I 
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Appel/dix G 

APPENDIXG: 

• Auto Cad Areas and Second moment of Areas 
for both thumbnail and crescent moon 
specimens. 

Page175 
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Autocad Results of Thumbnail Specimens 

REGIONB3C 

Area: 138.0676 
Perimeter: 48.1363 
Bounding box: X: -80.4315 - -63.4315 

Y: 48.8093 - 59.8979 
Centroid: X: -71.8540 

Y: 54.4845 
Moments ofinertia: X: 410831.7165 

Y: 715620.2406 
Product of inertia: XY: -540475.0013 
Radii of gyration: X: 54.5489 

Y: 71.9939 
Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 

I: 968.9803 along [0.99960.0274] 
J: 2778.6117 along [-0.02740.9996] 

REGION B38------

Area: 169.6958 
Perimeter: 51.9028 
Bounding box: X: -56.1462 - -39.1462 

Y: 49.0135 - 62.3860 
Centroid: X: -47.6356 

Y: 55.6775 
Moments of inertia: X: 527769.8494 

Y: 388576.4372 
Product ofineriia: XV: -450061.8598 
Radii of gyration: X: 55.7682 

Y: 47.8523 
Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 

I: 1715.2102 along [1.00000.0058] 
J: 3511.7470 along [-0.00581.0000] 

-- REGION B5A---
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Area: 179.3954 
Perimeter: 53.9402 
Bounding box: X: -25.3074 - -8.3074 

Y: 48.6267 - 63.1697 
Centroid: X: -16.8371 

Y: 55.6087 
Moments of inertia: X: 556788.2635 

Y: 54583.9912 
Product of inertia: XV: -167998.7418 
Radii of gyration: X: 55.7108 

Y: 17.4432 
Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 

I: 2039.0247 along [0.9998 -0.0196] 
J: 3728.2997 along [0.0196 0.9998] 

REGION BIB ........... --, 

Area: 153.6440 
Perimeter: 48.8078 
Bounding box: X: -78.9129 - -61.9129 

Y: 19.3416 - 31.6407 
Centroid: X: -70.6433 

Y: 25.5022 
Moments ofinertia: X: 101220.5745 

Y: 769806.8259 
Product of inertia: XV: -276973.2217 
Radii of gyration: X: 25.6671 

Y: 70.7837 
Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 

I: 1279.2245 along [0.9952 -0.0981] 
J: 3067.4141 along [0.0981 0.9952] 

REGION BIA,--, 

Area: 183.6669 
Perimeter: 54.0915 
Bounding box: X: -49.2293 - -32.2293 

Y: 20.3102 - 35.4369 
Centroid: X: -40.8186 

Y: 27.4196 
Moments of inertia: X: 140257.3749 

Y: 309783.1127 
Product of inertia: XV: -205672.6600 
Radii of gyration: X: 27.6342 

Y: 41.0689 
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Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 
I: 2162.6703 along [0.9978 -0.0666] 
J: 3772.1974 along [0.06660.9978] 

REGION B2A.---

Area: 164.8258 
Perimeter: 52.2495 
Bounding box: X: -26.0044 - -9.0044 

Y: 26.0134 - 39.6101 
Centroid: X: -17.5897 

Y: 32.5392 
Moments of inertia: X: 176121.6939 

Y: 54449.1519 
Product ofinertia: XV: -94418.8128 
Radii of gyration: X: 32.6884 

Y: 18.1754 
Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 

I: 1601.0648 along [0.9991 -0.0432] 
J: 3455.8056 along [0.04320.9991] 

REGION B5B----

Area: 200.0768 
Perimeter: 53.5828 
Bounding box: X: -80.2804 - -63.2804 

Y: -2.5795 - 12.7949 
Centroid: X: -71.7872 

Y: 5.0293 
Moments of inertia: X: 7797.2295 

Y: 1035024.8006 
Product of inertia: XV: -72245.3281 
Radii of gyration: X: 6.2427 

Y: 71.9245 
Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 

I: 2736.5244 along [1.0000 -0.0086] 
J: 3949.1185 along [0.00861.0000] 

REGION B4C-----
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Area: 208.8484 
Perimeter: 53.6807 
Bounding box: X: -52.2927 - -35.2927 

Y: -8.3558 - 7.6131 
Centroid: X: -43.8318 

Y: -0.4673 
Moments of inertia: X: 3158.4943 

Y: 405265.7616 
Product of inertia: XV: 4219.3209 
Radii of gyration: X: 3.8889 

Y: 44.0509 
Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 

I: 3109.1516 along [0.9980 -0.0639] 
J: 4023.6247 along [0.06390.9980] 

,---,. REGION B4A----

Area: 207.0271 
Perimeter: 54.5407 
Bounding box: X: -32.4097 - -15.4097 

Y: -7.6473 - 8.2226 
Centroid: X: -23.9097 

Y: 0.1885 
Moments of inertia: X: 3054.3058 

Y: 122376.7965 
Product ofinertia: XV: -932.8547 
Radii of gyration: X: 3.8410 

Y: 24.3129 
Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 

I: 3046.9530 along [1.0000 0.0000] 
J: 4024.6113 along [0.0000 1.0000] 

REGION B3A---, 

Area: 196.4265 
Perimeter: 53.8361 
Bounding box: X: -8.5000 - 8.5000 

Y: -8.5000 - 6.6323 
Centroid: X: 0.0007 

Y: -1.0026 
Moments of inertia: X: 2799.2771 

Y: 3920.4111 
Product of inertia: XV: 0.7450 
Radii of gyration: X: 3.7751 
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Y: 4.4675 
Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 

I: 2601.8190 along [1.0000 0.0007] 
J: 3920.4116 along [-0.00071.0000] 
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FAST FRACTURE REGION ( for Crescent 
moon shapes) for Al7075 T6 

Al7 All Al4 A8 Al8 

0 
A9 Al6 A3 A2 A6 
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o 00 
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Thumbnail Fast Fractured Regions with New Second Moment Area 

B3C B3B B5A 

B1B B1A B2A 

B5B B4C B4A B3A 
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Fast Fracture Region of each Crescent Moon Specimen. 

For the 20mm Diameter Specimens 

REGION B1 ----------------

Area: 230.3527 mm2 

Perimeter: 58.6569 
BOlmding box: X: 94.5566 -- 114.5566 

Y: 277.5232 -- 292.0050 
Centroid: X: 104.5409 

Y: 285.2220 
Moments of inertia: X: 18742612.2359 

Y: 2523866.6912 
Product of inertia: XY: 6868487.1595 
Radii of gyration: X: 285.2452 

Y: 104.6735 
Principal moments and X -Y directions about centroid: 

I: 3050.2105 along [1.0000 -0.0069] 
J: 6389.0298 along [0.0069 1.0000] 

REGION B2 ----------------

Area: 45.0102 mm2 

Perimeter: 28.3463 
Bounding box: X: 125.1177 -- 136.3778 

Y: 282.9641 -- 289.1994 
Centroid: X: 129.7790 

Y: 285.7621 
Moments of inertia: X: 3675628.2613 

Y: 758406.5111 
Product of inertia: XY: 1669248.5906 
Radii of gyration: X: 285.7657 

Y: 129.8062 
Principal moments and X -Y directions about centroid: 

I: 92.2311 along [0.9999 0.0118] 
J: 317.9353 along [-0.0118 0.9999] 

the 
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REGION B3 ----------------

Area: 152.0520 mmz 

Perimeter: 50.0371 
Bounding box: X: 143.5841 -- 163.5258 

Y: 278.8385 -- 288.8255 
Centroid: X: 153.6648 

Y: 284.4625 
Moments of inertia: X: 12304894.5777 

Y: 3594031.3846 
Product of inertia: XY: 6646557.6962 
Radii of gyration: X: 284.4742 

Y: 153.7428 
Principal moments and X-V directions about centroid: 

I: 1012.3194 along [0.99950.0301] 
J: 3647.9397 along [-0.0301 0.9995] 

REGION B4 ----------------

Area: 133.3993 mmz 

Perimeter: 47.0223 
Bounding box: X: 167.7916 -- 186.9957 

Y: 278.4081 -- 289.1007 
Centroid: X: 178.0214 

Y: 283.5691 
Moments of inertia: X: 10727600.5680 

Y: 4230573.6218 
Product of inertia: XY: 6734466.6422 
Radii of gyration: X: 283.5793 

Y: 178.0832 
Principal moments and X -Y directions about centroid: 

I: 736.7386 along [0.9915 0.1304] 
J: 2972.5825 along [-0.1304 0.9915] 

REGION B5 ----------------

Area: 136.3068 mmz 

Perimeter: 48.0481 
Bounding box: X: 190.8852 -- 210.5330 

Y: 277.7792 -- 287.6338 
Centroid: X: 200.3545 

Y: 282.9936 
Moments of inertia: X: 10916973.9373 

Y: 5474670.9552 
Product of inertia: XY: 7728272.3183 
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Radii of gyration: X: 283.0039 
Y: 200.4104 

Principal moments and X -Y directions about centroid: 
I: 772.8145 along [0.9964 -0.0849] 
J: 3069.1289 along [0.0849 0.9964] 

REGION B6 ----------------

Area: 150.8121 mm2 

Perimeter: 50.6882 
Bounding box: X: 216.0167 -- 235.9783 

Y: 280.0069 -- 290.6976 
Centroid: X: 225.9962 

Y: 285.5975 
Moments of inertia: X: 12302127.5671 

Y: 7706244.9001 
Product of inertia: XY: 9734019.6926 
Radii of gyration: X: 285.6091 

Y: 226.0494 
Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 

I: 994.1124 along [1.0000 0.0036] 
J: 3625.1977 along [-0.00361.0000] 

REGION B8 ----------------

Area: 211.5585 mm2 

Perimeter: 52.5852 
Bounding box: X: 241.2224 -- 260.9917 

Y: 276.2831 -- 291.8554 
Centroid: X: 250.9168 

Y: 283.6362 
Moments of inertia: X: 17022487.4896 

Y: 13324262.7830 
Product of inertia: XY: 15056353.4757 
Radii of gyration: X: 283.6588 

Y: 250.9611 
Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 

I: 2711.4756 along [0.9993 -0.0374] 
J: 4698.1550 along [0.0374 0.9993] 
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REGION B7 ----------------

Area: 296.8401 mm2 

Perimeter: 61.3371 
Bounding box: X: 270.6807 -- 290.6807 

Y: 273.2649 -- 292.1731 
Centroid: X: 280.7760 

Y: 282.7754 
Moments of inertia: X: 23742447.7504 

Y: 23408978.9404 
Product of inertia: XY: 23568279.0956 
Radii of gyration: X: 282.8144 

Y: 280.8212 
Principal moments and X-V directions about centroid: 

I: 6501.2357 along [0.9817 0.1905] 
J: 7586.3663 along [-0.19050.9817] 

REGION B9 ----------------

Area: 283.0698 mm2 

Perimeter: 60.4933 
Bounding box: X: 297.0703 -- 316.5808 

Y: 273.4148 -- 292.1418 
Centroid: X: 306.8115 

Y: 282.7901 
Moments of inertia: X: 22643202.2868 

Y: 26653110.8825 
Product of inertia: XY: 24560349.5883 
Radii of gyration: X: 282.8278 

Y: 306.8507 
Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 

I: 5945.1432 along [0.9489 0.3157] 
J: 6902.7442 along [-0.3157 0.9489] 

REGION Bl0 ----------------

Area: 294.2996 mm2 

Perimeter: 61.5512 
Bounding box: X: 186.3286 -- 206.3286 

Y: 249.7620 -- 268.3716 
Centroid: X: 196.2979 

Y: 259.1891 
Moments of inertia: X: 19777054.0899 
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Y: 11347819.2270 
Product of inertia: XY: 14973402.3040 
Radii of gyration: X: 259.2304 

Y: 196.3638 
Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 

I: 6304.5640 along [0.9992 -0.0397] 
J: 7615.9382 along [0.0397 0.9992] 

For the 17mm Diameter Specimens 

SPECIMENCI 

Area: 43.7606 mm1 

Perimeter: 26.7318 
Bounding box: X: 142.1325 -- 150.0052 

Y: 216.2135 -- 224.7135 
Centroid: X: 145.6487 

Y: 219.9050 
Moments of inertia: X: 2116405.8763 

Y: 928442.4045 
Product of inertia: XY: 1401579.8867 
Radii of gyration: X: 219.9166 

Y: 145.6586 
Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 

I: 120.2066 along [0.2145 -0.9767] 
J: 227.6860 along [0.9767 0.2145] 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

SPEClMENC2 
Area: 111.0431 mm1 

Perimeter: 41.7750 
Bounding box: X: 154.5224 -- 171.3196 

Y: 212.8702 -- 222.1205 
Centroid: X: 162.8544 

Y: 217.7030 
Moments of inertia: X: 5263402.9773 

Y: 2946863.0051 
Product of inertia: XY: 3936904.9195 
Radii of gyration: X: 217.7145 

Y: 162.9049 
Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 

I: 555.8520 along [1.0000 -0.0049] 
J: 1827.8591 along [0.0049 1.0000] 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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SPECIMENC3 

Area: 116.5134 mm2 

Perimeter: 43.3330 
Bounding box: X: 175.8254 -- 194.l895 

Y: 211.9769 -- 222.3718 
Centroid: X: 184.5917 

Y: 217.0257 
Moments of inertia: X: 5488453.6234 

Y: 3972105.0097 
Product of inertia: XY: 4667803.9544 
Radii of gyration: X: 217.0386 

Y: 184.6386 
Principal moments and X -Y directions about centroid: 

I: 638.1513 along [0.9947 0.1028] 
J: 2029.2200 along [-0.1028 0.9947] 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

SPECIMENC4 

Area: 159.7940 mm2 

Perimeter: 49.3 808 
Bounding box: X: 195.6377 -- 212.6377 

Y: 210.7778 -- 223.4029 
Centroid: X: 203.9365 

Y: 217.1268 
Moments of inertia: X: 7534773.0915 

Y: 6649040.6342 
Product of inertia: XY: 7075525.7528 
Radii of gyration: X: 217.1475 

Y: 203.9855 
Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 

I: 1424.2234 along [0.9956 -0.0933] 
J: 3205.7500 along [0.0933 0.9956] 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

SPECIMENC5 
Area: 99.6711 mm2 

Perimeter: 40.4878 
Bounding box: X: 216.4590 -- 233.0077 

Y: 210.9887 -- 219.6946 
Centroid: X: 224.4020 

Y: 215.4593 
Moments of inertia: X: 4627430.6958 
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Y: 5020677.0569 
Product of inertia: XY: 4818958.0231 
Radii of gyration: X: 215.4692 

Y: 224.4380 
Principal moments and X-V directions about centroid: 

I: 417.3354 along [0.9969 -0.0782] 
J: 1616.4826 along [0.0782 0.9969] 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

SPECIMENC6 

Area: 165.1382 mm2 

Perimeter: 48.5729 
Bounding box: X: 236.0186 -- 253.0186 

Y: 210.5100 -- 223.5680 
Centroid: X: 244.4459 

Y: 217.0227 
Moments of inertia: X: 7779390.4106 

Y: 9870811.1819 
Product of inertia: XY: 8760562.0095 
Radii of gyration: X: 217.0446 

Y: 244.4853 
Principal moments and X-V directions about centroid: 

I: 1569.9384 along [0.9991 -0.0419] 
J: 3183.7128 along [0.0419 0.9991] 

REGION Cll ----------------

Area: 193.6853 mm2 

Perimeter: 49.8278 
Bounding box: X: 213.7460 -- 230.6819 

Y: 209.2271 -- 223.7374 
Centroid: X: 222.3296 

Y: 216.7025 
Moments of inertia: X: 9098069.0568 

Y: 9577395.9607 
Product of inertia: XY: 9331772.1686 
Radii of gyration: X: 216.7336 

Y: 222.3696 
Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 

I: 2589.0947 along [0.9884 0.1516] 
J: 3459.5602 along [-0.1516 0.9884] 
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REGION C 10 ----------------

Area: 2U.3300mm1 

Perimeter: 51.8274 
Bounding box: X: 233.6789 -- 250.4630 

Y: 208.2390 -- 224.8522 
Centroid: X: 241.9992 

Y: 216.3498 
Moments of inertia: X: 9895305.8408 

Y: 12379837.2761 
Product of inertia: XY: 11064504.4452 
Radii of gyration: X: 216.3884 

Y: 242.0343 
Principal moments and X-V directions about centroid: 

I: 3527.2865 along [0.9951 0.0989] 
J: 3586.6225 along [-0.0989 0.9951] 

REGION Cll ----------------

Area: 188.0274mm1 

Perimeter: 50.1972 
Bounding box: X: 257.8167 -- 271.3904 

Y: 208.9741 -- 225.8635 
Centroid: X: 264.6199 

Y: 217.1744 
Moments of inertia: X: 8871758.8310 

Y: 13168675.1959 
Product of inertia: XY: 10805726.0388 
Radii of gyration: X: 217.2172 

Y: 264.6430 
Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 

I: 2298.5339 along [0.0337 0.9994] 
J: 3500.0566 along [-0.9994 0.0337] 

REGION C9 ----------------

Area: 21 S.8902mm1 

Perimeter: 52.5117 
Bounding box: X: 276.5746 -- 293.5746 

Y: 210.1061 -- 226.7741 
Centroid: X: 285.1666 

Y: 218.2568 
Moments of inertia: X: 10287695.2472 

Y: 17560076.1940 
Product of inertia: XY: 13437023.6050 
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Radii of gyration: X: 218.2944 
Y: 285.1982 

Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 
I: 3508.4229 along [0.9557 0.2943] 
J: 3931.4797 along [-0.2943 0.9557] 

For the 14mm Diameter Specimens 

SPECIMENDI 
Area: 39.2789 mm2 

Perimeter: 23.2246 
Bounding box: X: 140.5062 -- 147.0311 

Y: 195.7199 -- 203.6903 
Centroid: X: 143.6571 

Y: 199.3375 
Moments of inertia: X: 1560917.4579 

Y: 810718.4767 
Product of inertia: XY: 1124770.9474 
Radii of gyration: X: 199.3473 

Y: 143.6665 
Principal moments and X -Y directions about centroid: 

I: 92.6012 along [0.4265 -0.9045] 
J: 167.1688 along [0.90450.4265] 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

SPEClMEND2 
Area: 56.5719 mm2 

Perimeter: 27.9124 
Bounding box: X: 157.2796 -- 166.9942 

Y: 192.0732 -- 200.3828 
Centroid: X: 161.9276 

Y: 195.8575 
Moments of inertia: X: 2170348.0975 

Y: 1483628.0063 
Product of inertia: XY: 1794156.3952 
Radii of gyration: X: 195.8684 

Y: 161.9430 
Principal moments and X -Y directions about centroid: 

I: 239.6097 along [0.9894 -0.1454] 
J: 283.2419 along [0.1454 0.9894] 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

SPEClMEND3 
Area: 109.7364 mm2 
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Perimeter: 39.5629 
Bounding box: X: 173.7703 -- 187.7703 

Y: 191.0574 -- 201.5820 
Centroid: X: 180.5727 

Y: 196.3741 
Moments of inertia: X: 4232456.9443 

Y: 3579453.7855 
Product of inertia: XY: 3891148.6538 
Radii of gyration: X: 196.3907 

Y: 180.6064 
Principal moments and X-V directions about centroid: 

I: 706.5747 along [0.9918 -0.1278] 
J: 1345.4903 along [0.1278 0.9918] 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

SPECIMEND4 
Area: 103.0600 mm2 

Perimeter: 37.7655 
Bounding box: X: 193.8045 -- 207.8813 

Y: 190.1676 -- 199.8667 
Centroid: X: 200.7563 

Y: 195.2547 
Moments of inertia: X: 3929711.7301 

Y: 4154835.4701 
Product of inertia: XY: 4039818.0520 
Radii of gyration: X: 195.2699 

Y: 200.7853 
Principal moments and X -Y directions about centroid: 

I: 609.2037 along [0.9999 0.0140] 
J: 1199.0717 along [-0.01400.9999] 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

SPECIMEND5 
Area: 114.0427 mm2 

Perimeter: 40.9042 
Bounding box: X: 209.6302 -- 223.6302 

Y: 189.7956 -- 200.1440 
Centroid: X: 216.5193 

Y: 195.2327 
Moments of inertia: X: 4347587.3008 

Y: 5347935.7056 
Product of inertia: XY: 4820716.5181 
Radii of gyration: X: 195.2497 

Y: 216.5506 
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Principal moments and X -Y directions about centroid: 
I: 753.7420 along [0.9975 -0.0707] 
J: 1549.1075 along [0.0707 0.9975] 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPECIMEND6 
Area: 108.0048 mm2 

Perimeter: 38.9091 
Bounding box: X: 236.5514 -- 250.5514 

Y: 188.7209 -- 198.6477 
Centroid: X: 243.5882 

Y: 193.9365 
Moments of inertia: X: 4062865.5890 

Y: 6409842.8770 
Product of inertia: XY: 5102229.6028 
Radii of gyration: X: 193.9522 

Y: 243.6140 
Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 

I: 655.9954 along [0.9998 0.0195] 
J: 1358.2952 along [-0.01950.9998] 

REGION DI0 ----------------

Area: 114.8637 mm2 

Perimeter: 38.8985 
Bounding box: X: 216.6978 -- 230.5982 

Y: 163.5307 -- 174.4390 
Centroid: X: 223.8319 

Y: 169.0971 
Moments of inertia: X: 3285238.5648 

Y: 5756088.0562 
Product of inertia: XY: 4347602.6171 
Radii of gyration: X: 169.1188 

Y: 223.8578 
Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 

I: 829.5218 along [0.9850 0.1724] 
J: 1347.6044 along [-0.1724 0.9850] 

REGION D8 ----------------

Area: 141.7281 mm2 

Perimeter: 42.5063 
Bounding box: X: 234.4941 -- 247.9827 

Y: 162.5541 -- 176.2600 
Centroid: X: 241.1398 

Y: 169.2089 
Moments of inertia: X: 4059515.7295 
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Y: 8242862.5009 
Product of inertia: XY: 5782937.3095 
Radii of gyration: X: 169.2424 

Y: 241.1632 
Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 

I: 1593.7341 along [0.3018 0.9534] 
J: 1607.3862 along [-0.9534 0.3018] 

REGION D9 ----------------

Area: 142.3888 mm1 

Perimeter: 42.7382 
Bounding box: X: 252.3325 -- 266.3325 

Y: 163.2334 -- 175.8136 
Centroid: X: 259.3338 

Y: 169.7579 
Moments of inertia: X: 4104775.0691 

Y: 9578030.0297 
Product of inertia: XY: 6268521.8960 
Radii of gyration: X: 169.7879 

Y: 259.3583 
Principal moments and X -Y directions about centroid: 

I: 1452.3975 along [1.0000 0.0074] 
J: 1806.7851 along [-0.00741.0000] 

REGION D7 ----------------

Area: 138.5293 mm1 

Perimeter: 42.1161 
Bounding box: X: 273.6423 -- 285.8520 

Y: 163.2334 -- 177.0160 
Centroid: X: 279.8257 

Y: 170.0500 
Moments ofinertia: X: 4007558.8599 

Y: 10848550.2886 
Product of inertia: XY: 6591833.2985 
Radii of gyration: X: 170.0862 

Y: 279.8434 
Principal moments and X-Y directions about centroid: 

I: 1372.3320 along [0.0233 0.9997] 
J: 1709.4622 along [-0.9997 0.0233] 
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REGION Dll ----------------

Area: 117.6828 mm:! 
Perimeter: 39.2445 
Bounding box: X: 291.7020 -- 305.6995 

Y: 162.9947 -- 174.4550 
Centroid: X: 298.9300 

Y: 168.6335 
Moments of inertia: X: 3347461.6964 

Y: 10517430.3473 
Product of inertia: XY: 5932448.2636 
Radii of gyration: X: 168.6558 

Y: 298.9499 
Principal moments and X -Y directions about centroid: 

I: 865.6096 along [0.9810 0.1941] 
J: 1419.6213 along [-0.1941 0.9810] 




